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This dissertation presents a constraint-based theory of consonant-tone interaction called 

the ‘Extended Tone Bearing Unit Theory (xTBU theory)’. In this presentation, I provide 

synchronic evidence from a variety of languages that shows how laryngeal features can 

influence tone. These laryngeal features include voicing, aspiration, glottalization, and 

voicelessness.   

There are three parts to xTBU theory: representation, markedness constraints, and 

faithfulness constraints. I propose that while tone prefers to associate to moras, tone can 

also be associated to non-moraic root nodes. I argue that tone directly associated to root 

nodes acts differently from tone associated to moras due to the interaction of constraints.  
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 The presence and type of directly associated tone is restricted by markedness 

constraints only. Constraints such as *[+SPREAD GLOTTIS]/L can prevent H tone from 

spreading over spread glottis consonants; it can also force L tone to change to H, and even 

force consonants to change their laryngeal features. A significant result is the ability of the 

constraints to account for apparently unnatural classes of tone-affecting consonants.  

 An important aspect of the constraint formalism in xTBU theory is that faithfulness 

constraints only target tone associated to moras; they never target tone associated to 

non-moraic root-nodes. The lack of faithfulness to directly associated tone means that tone 

is not contrastive when associated to non-moraic root nodes. Consequently, tone on 

non-moraic segments is only regulated by markedness constraints. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

 

1.1  Introduction 

This dissertation presents a constraint-based theory of consonant-tone interaction called 

the ‘Extended Tone Bearing Unit Theory’, or xTBU theory for short. The theory is based 

on two empirical generalizations: certain consonants may affect tone, and only certain 

segmental features influence tone. These generalizations are shown in (1) with examples 

of languages.  

 

(1) Empirical generalizations 

a. Certain consonants may affect tone 

 - They may prevent H tones from spreading (Tsonga, Western Bade) 

 - They may prevent L tones from spreading (Western Bade) 

 - They may force H tones to become L tones (Burmese, Gurung) 

 - They may force L tones to become H tones (Mulao) 

 - They may force H tones to become non-H tones (Songjiang) 

 - They may force L tones to become non-L tones (Songjiang) 

 

b. Only certain segmental features influence tone 

Features   Languages 
[+voice]  Western Bade, Tsonga, Songjiang 
[-voice]  Western Bade, Songjiang 
[+spread glottis]  Mulao, Gurung, Tsonga 
[+constricted glottis]  Burmese, Mulao 
[-spread glottis]  Thai 
[-constricted glottis]  unidentified 
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There are two novel contributions of this dissertation. The first contribution is the 

finding that laryngeal features other than voice affect tone. While it is not a new finding 

that laryngeal features such as [spread glottis] or [constricted glottis] affect tone, this 

dissertation contributes by demonstrating that the roles of these features in consonant-

tone interaction are not marginal phenomena. 

Another contribution is that xTBU theory attempts to explain the faithfulness problem 

in consonant-tone interaction. How is it that consonants affect tone, but tone is not 

contrastive on consonants? In xTBU theory, I propose that while tone prefers to associate 

to moras, tone can also be associated to non-moraic root nodes. I also argue that a tone 

directly associated to a root node acts differently from a tone associated to a mora. An 

important aspect of the constraint formalism is that faithfulness constraints only target 

tones associated to a mora, and they never target tones associated to non-moraic root 

nodes. Thus, the presence and type of directly associated tones is restricted by 

markedness constraints only.  

 Current knowledge about voice-tone interaction is extensive.  However, outside of 

tonogenesis, little evidence has been presented for the influence of other features on tone.  

I provide synchronic evidence from a variety of languages that shows how other 

laryngeal features can also influence tone, including aspiration, glottalization, lack of 

aspiration, creaky voice, and voicelessness. These observations are formalized with 

markedness constraints that target laryngeal features and tone.  

 In section 1.2, the basics of xTBU theory are presented. An introduction to Optimality 

Theory (OT) is presented in section 1.3. The proposal is situated in Autosegmental 

Theory, which is introduced in section 1.3. Assumptions about tone, laryngeal features, 
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and moras are presented in section 1.4. Section 1.5 shows the organization of the rest of 

the dissertation.  

 

1.2  Proposal and consequences 

The theory presented in this dissertation has three main components, laid out in (2). Tone 

generally associates to moras. However, tones can also associate to a non-moraic root 

node. There are no faithfulness constraints in the theory that preserve tones underlyingly 

associated to such consonants. Consonant-tone interaction is restricted by a set of 

markedness constraints.  

 
(2) Extended Tone Bearing Unit (xTBU) Theory 

a. Tones prefer to associate to moras. However, they can be 
forced to associate to consonant root nodes when no mora 
dominates them.  

  sec. 3.2

b. There are no faithfulness constraints that preserve tones that 
are underlyingly associated to consonants. 

  sec. 3.3

c. There is a set of markedness constraints with the form 
*[LARYNGEALFEATURE]/TONE; these constraints restrict 
consonant-tone interaction. 

  sec. 3.4

 

The xTBU theory proposed in (2) has the following implications for consonant-tone 

interaction. I explain each point in the paragraphs following (3). 

 
(3) Implications of the proposal 

a. Laryngeal features always affect tone in the way defined by markedness 

constraints.   

b. Tone associated to consonants can block tonal processes and neutralize tones. 

c. Markedness constraints that impose consonant-tone relations can be satisfied 

by either changing the tone or the laryngeal feature. 
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First, if a laryngeal feature of a non-moraic consonant restricts tone, it always does so 

in the way defined by markedness constraints, and never in a contrastive manner. For 

example, if there is a consonant-tone restriction involving voiced obstruents, L tones will 

always be preferred. This preference is due both to the markedness constraint 

*VOICEDOBSTRUENT/H and the lack of faithfulness constraints that preserve underlying 

consonant tone. In terms of Richness of the Base, this means that non-moraic /ɡ/ (with L 

tone), /ɡ/ (with H tone), and /ɡ/ (without tone) must always surface as [ɡ] or [ɡ] 

(depending on the ranking) and never as [ɡ].  

Second, consonantal tone may block tonal spreading and neutralize tonal output. In 

Tsonga (section 4.2), voiced stops block H tone spreading, while in Western Bade L tone 

spreading is blocked by voiceless stops (section 4.3). Tone neutralization is found in 

Asian languages; aspirated consonants in onsets force underlying tones to neutralize to H 

in Mulao (section 5.2), while glottal stop codas neutralize tones to L in Burmese (section 

5.3). In Thai, unaspirated stops in both onset and coda positions cannot associate with H 

tones (section 5.4).  

Third, either tone or laryngeal features can change, a point discussed in detail in 

section 6.3. While most discussion about consonant-tone interaction has been devoted to 

examining how consonants affect tonal processes, it is also possible to change laryngeal 

features in order to satisfy consonant-tone restrictions. For example, in Xīnzhài Hmong, 

an underlying low register tone becomes a high register tone in the output as a result of 
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tone sandhi as in (4).1 The change of tone on the second syllable induces deaspiration of 

the onset: /ʦh/ becomes [ʦ] as in (3a). 

 

(4) Change of laryngeal feature in Xīnzhài (新寒) Hmong  
(Xian 1990: 74-75, Niederer 1998: 152) 
 
a. /tsɑŋ55 ʦhɑ343/ case - chopsticks → [tsɑŋ55 ʦɑ53] chopsticks case 

b. /mi11 mjaɯ343/  not - to hear → [mi11 mjaɯ53]  do not hear 

 

The change of laryngeal features in the tone sandhi context follows because (i) 

aspirated consonants are not allowed to have high register tone (53 tone); and (ii) no 

faithfulness constraint preserves H tones associated with the aspirated consonant.   

 This proposal also aims for a unified account for all consonant-tone interactions, with 

the discussion focusing on languages spoken in Africa and Asia.  

 

1.3  Optimality Theory 

The proposal (xTBU theory) is situated in Optimality Theory (henceforth OT, Prince and 

Smolensky 1993/2004, P&S) which has three major components: CON, GEN, and EVAL. 

CON is the universal set of violable constraints, which consists of faithfulness constraints 

and markedness constraints. GEN generates a set of candidates for each input. The EVAL 

function “determines the relative Harmony of the candidates, imposing an order on the 

entire set” (P&S 1993/2004: 6). An optimal candidate is the candidate that “best satisfies 

the constraint system” (P&S 1993/2004: 6).  

                                                 
1 In Xīnzhài Hmong data, tone is marked with Chao tone letters. The higher the number is, the higher the 
pitch of the tone. I would like to thank Xiao Li for the translation of Chinese glosses.  
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Faithfulness constraints evaluate the mapping of inputs to outputs. Markedness 

constraints evaluate the output properties of candidate forms. An OT grammar aims to 

provide a mapping from any input to a permissible output; the lack of restriction on input 

forms is called ‘Richness of the Base’. 

OT is a well established theory in phonological research. Therefore, no further 

explanation about the architecture of OT will be presented here. Readers who are 

interested in OT should refer to other work (McCarthy and Prince 1993, 1995b, 1995a, 

McCarthy 2002, Gouskova 2003, de Lacy 2006 and references therein). The Rutgers 

Optimality Archive (ROA, http://roa.rutgers.edu) provides up-to-date resources on OT 

research.  

 

1.3.1 Extended Tone Bearing Units (xTBU) theory and OT 

While xTBU theory is situated in OT, the basic points about TBUs and tone in the 

proposal potentially have wide applicability, and may find implementation in other 

theories.  

In standard tonal theories, TBUs are limited to prosodic nodes (moras or syllables) 

because tonal contrasts only occur in prosodic nodes. Vowels display tonal contrasts, and 

so do some consonants in codas. However, onsets never show tonal contrasts. 2  For 

example, tone can be contrastive in nasal codas, but tone is never contrastive in nasal 

onsets.3 From this asymmetry, it has been assumed that prosodic nodes are tone bearing 

units, but segments are not (Yip 2002: 72-74).  

                                                 
2 There are no clear cases of languages that demonstrate tonal contrasts in onsets (p.c. Larry Hyman).  
3 Many theories of syllable weight are based on the same patterns: vowels and coda consonants often 
contribute to the syllable weight, but onsets do not (Hyman 1985, Hayes 1989, Gordon 2006). However, 
other lines of research argue that onsets may contribute to syllable weight (Goedemans 1998, Topintzi 
2006).  
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In contrast, xTBU theory allows tone to associate directly to root nodes as long as 

they are not associated to a mora.  In other words, tone prefers to associate to mora (a 

prosodic node), but under duress, tone can also associate to non-moraic root nodes.  

Permitting tone to associate to non-moraic root nodes does not mean that xTBU 

theory predicts tone to be contrastive on onset consonants. It is important to distinguish 

the possibility of lexical contrast from the possibility of being a host. For tone to be 

lexically contrastive in onset position, it is not only necessary for onsets to be able to host 

tone, but also for faithfulness constraints to preserve tone in that position.  In xTBU 

theory there are no such faithfulness constraints, so while onsets can bear tone, onset tone 

never distinguishes otherwise identical lexical items from each other.   

Throughout the dissertation, autosegmental representations will be adopted to 

advocate the proposal in the xTBU theory. Section 1.3.2 introduces autosegmental 

theory.4  

 

1.3.2 Autosegmental Theory 

The autosegmental representation of tone (Leben 1973, Goldsmith 1976) is adopted in 

standard constraint-based tonal analyses as in Yip (2002). The autosegmental 

representation allows us to show the association of tone to prosodic nodes (moras or 

syllables), and to non-moraic root nodes.   

The figure in (5) shows two types of tonal association. As the representation shows, 

the segments [p] and [a] are associated to H tone. The association of H tone to the 

segment [a] is via the intermediate mora. This association to the mora is called an 

                                                 
4 There are other theories that represent tone. One is Optimal Domains Theory (Cole and Kisseberth 1994, 
Cassimjee 1998, Cassimjee and Kisseberth 1998, Volk 2007, Downing 2008), and the other one is Headed 
Spans Theory (McCarthy 2004, Key 2007). The basics of xTBU theory retains in these theories.  
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‘anchoring’ relationship, and the association to the consonant [p] is called a ‘dependency’ 

relationship. The properties of these relationships are discussed in detail in section 3.2. 

 

(5) Anchoring and dependency  

 H 
          μ 
           |  
     [p  a] 

 

Tonal faithfulness constraints only target tones associated to a mora (‘anchoring 

relationship’) as defined in (6). The correspondence relationships of moras associated 

with tone are crucial to this definition. For detailed discussion of these faithfulness 

constraints, see section 3.3.  

 

(6) Tonal faithfulness constraints 

a. DEP-T Every mora x in the output has a corresponding mora 
associated to tone in the input.  

b. IO-IDENT-T 
 

Corresponding segments associated to a mora have identical 
values for the tonal feature TF.  
(If x is a mora in the input and y is a mora in the output from 
xℜy, x is [γTF], then y is [γTF].) 

c. OI-IDENT-T Corresponding segments associated to a mora have identical 
values for the tonal feature TF.  
(If x is a mora in the input and y is a mora in the output from 
xℜy, y is [γTF], then x is [γTF].)   

 

I propose two types of IDENT-T constraints. These are necessary due to the nature of 

level tones and contour tones. IO-IDENT-T ensures the identity of tonal features of 

corresponding prosodic tone bearing units. Thus, an input with low tone /a ̀/ must surface 
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with low tone [a ̀]. If the input maps to an output that has a high tone [a ́], IO-IDENT-T is 

violated. However, IO-IDENT-T is not violated if an input with low tone /à/ is realized 

with a falling contour [a ̂], if we assume that a contour tone is a combination of level 

tones (cf. Yip 2002: 27-29). As the falling contour tone in the output is a combination of 

a high tone and a low tone, the input low tone is kept intact. Thus, the contour tone output 

does not violate IO-IDENT-T. In contrast, the OI-IDENT-T constraint is violated in this 

situation: the H in the HL contour tone is not present in the input. 

The association of tone to consonantal root nodes is a markedness requirement. 

Formally, this can be expressed with the markedness constraint ROOTNODE→T, which 

requires all root nodes to be associated to some tone. The effect of ROOTNODE→T is that 

every segment must be associated with a tone as demonstrated in (7) (for details see 

section 3.4).   

 

(7) Input-output tonal mapping (including onsets) 
a.    H 

    |  
/paμ/ 

→ b.    H 
    |  
[paμ]

 

 It is the ranking of relevant constraints that determines whether tone is associated to 

non-moraic root nodes or not. In (8), the input with a voiced stop [b] is surrounded by L 

tones. The output may not have tonal association to the consonant [b] as in (7a) if 

ROOTNODE→T is ranked lower than *TBU→T. The output has L tone associated to a 

consonantal root node as in (7b) if the ranking is reversed (the is, if ROOTNODE→T 

dominates *TBU/T).  
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(8) Voiced stop [b] and L tone 

 L     L 
  |       |  
 μ     μ 
  |       | 
/à  b  a ̀/ 

→ a.    L 
  1  
 μ   μ 
  |     | 
[a ̀ b a ̀]

b.    L 
  1  
 μ   μ 
  |     | 
[a ̀ b̀ a ̀]

  

If a voiced stop [b] is surrounded by H tones as in (9), there are three possible outputs 

depending on the constraint ranking. The output may not have tone associated to non-

moraic root nodes as in (8a): a language that cannot have consonant-tone interaction. The 

output may have an H tone associated to the voiced stop [b] as in (8b): a language that 

has consonant-tone interaction; there are no markedness constraints against H tones 

associating with [b]. The third possibility is shown in (8c), where the voiced stop [b] 

must be associated with a L tone; this is a language with consonant-tone interaction.  

 

(9) Voiced stop [b] and H tone 

 H     H 
  |       |  
 μ     μ 
  |       | 
/à  b  a ̀/ 

→ a.    H 
  1  
 μ   μ 
  |     | 
[a ́ b a ́]

b.    H 
  1  
 μ   μ 
  |     | 
[a ́ b́ a ́]

c  H L H 
  |       |  
 μ     μ 
  |       | 
[a ́  b̀  a ́] 

  

While the representation in this dissertation is rooted in autosegmental theory, 

association lines have only representational status. Association lines are simply 

representations that express the relationship between prosodic nodes and tones. As such, 

there are no constraints targeting association lines: no faithfulness constraints (such as 

MAX-ASSOCIATION or DEP-ASSOCIATION) and no markedness constraints (such as 

*ASSOCIATION LINES). 
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1.4  Other assumptions 

This dissertation also has other assumptions made on tone, laryngeal features, and moras. 

Section 1.4.1 defines what tone is and discusses the related issues. When consonants and 

tone interact with each other, laryngeal features actively participate in such interaction. 

The assumptions relevant to laryngeal features appear in section 1.4.2. Finally, in section 

1.4.3, issues related to moras are discussed.  

 

1.4.1 Tone  

Tone is a phonological concept.  It is phonetically realized as manipulations of glottal 

states that change fundamental frequency (F0). F0 is perceived as ‘pitch’. Tone can be 

lexically contrastive in particular phonological positions − i.e., tone can be the sole 

phonological difference between distinct words (Yip 2002: 1-4). For example, Burmese 

has a syllable [kha]. With a low pitch, [kha ̀] means ‘to shake’, but it means ‘be bitter’ with 

a high pitch [kha ́]. In the subsections below, I present assumptions about tonal features, 

tone bearing units, and tonal notations. A short section about the geographical 

distribution of tone follows at the end of this section.  

 

Tonal Features 

For tonal features, I assume a model similar to that of Yip (1989). This model has two 

tonal features: [±upper] and [±lower].  These features can be deployed to make up to 

four contrasts of level tone (cf. (Wang 1967, Woo 1969)).5 Other studies on tonal features 

                                                 
5 As pointed out by Clements (1983) among others, languages with five level tones are problematic for 
theories with tonal features [±upper] and [±lower]. 
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and/or tonal geometry can be found in Anderson (1978), Bao (1999: ch. 2), and Duanmu 

(2000). For the most part, the terms H and L will be used in the following analyses.  H is 

[+upper, -lower] and L is [-upper, +lower], However, in some cases it will be necessary 

to be explicit about tone features (e.g. Thai in section 5.4).   

 

Tone Bearing Units 

In standard theories, tone bearing units (TBUs) are prosodic units to which tones can be 

associated: usually moras and syllables. Discussions about TBUs have focused on 

whether moras or syllables are both possible tone bearing units. There is ample evidence 

from various languages in which either moras or syllables behave as TBUs. Goldsmith 

(1976) proposes that vowels are TBUs, and Clements and Ford (1979) suggest that 

syllables are TBUs in Kikuyu. Based on his extensive research on Kimatuumbi, Odden 

(1996: 195-212) argues for moras alone as TBUs. In later work, after discussing issues of 

consonant-tone interaction, Odden (1995: 452) leaves the question open as to whether 

syllables can also be TBUs.  

An interesting property borne out from this line of research is that no higher prosodic 

nodes above syllables (such as feet or prosodic word nodes) can be TBUs.6 However, the 

extension of TBUs to nodes like feet or prosodic words could unify the tonal languages 

with pitch accent languages like Japanese (cf. Hyman 2006). 

Cross-linguistic evidence for TBUs is presented in studies such as Yip (1995: 488-

490) for East Asian languages, Odden (1995: 448-452) for African languages, and 
                                                 
6 In Beckman and Pierrehumbert (1986: 271), languages are classified by the distribution of tone with 
respect to syllables. (a) In Yoruba (a tonal language), every syllable can have ‘a distinctive tone’ without 
restrictions on its distribution. (b) In Japanese (a pitch accent language), only one syllable in a prosodic 
word can be associated to H tone. (c) In English (a non-tonal language), at least one syllable in a prosodic 
word is associated with ‘a starred tone’.  
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Duanmu (2000: 218-219). 

In xTBU theory, tone can associate to non-moraic root nodes as well as moras. Tones 

can surface with two different relationships: anchoring and dependency. While tones 

prefer to associate with prosodic units (moras) by an anchoring relationship, they can also 

associate to a non-moraic root nodes by a dependency relationship. This point is 

explicated in detail in section 3.2. 

 

Tone: notations 

There are many different methods of tone notation (Yip 2007: 231). Throughout this 

dissertation, tone marking follows the original sources except when it would cause 

potential confusion. The notational differences of tone in various research traditions are 

as follows. In African languages, high tone is usually marked with an acute accent (H, ˊ), 

and low tone is marked with a grave accent (L, ˋ) respectively. Contour tones are marked 

with the combination of these two accents: falling tone (HL,  ̂) and rising tone (LH,   ̌).  

The Chinese and Southeast Asian notations often adopt Chao tone letters (Chao 1930). 

In Chao tone letters, the starting point and the end point of pitch are expressed on a 

number scale. Number 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest. So, [ma55] means that the tone 

of the syllable is high from the beginning to the end of the syllable, while [ma31] means 

that the tone starts from mid level pitch and drops to low pitch within the syllable. For a 

constructive criticism of Chao letters, see Duanmu (2000: 210-213).   

In the Americanist tradition, tone is often marked with single digit numbers, but the 

value of numbers is the reverse of the Chinese tradition. For example, [ta1] represents 
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high tone, while [ta5] means low tone. 

 

Tone: geography 

Tonal languages are found in Africa, China and Southeast Asia, and Central and North 

America. The typological differences have been summarized in Odden (1995) and Yip 

(1995) respectively. While consonant-tone interaction is mainly observed in African and 

Asian languages, there are also languages spoken in other areas which exhibit such 

interactions.  

 

1.4.2 Laryngeal Features 

Consonants that interact with tone share certain laryngeal features: voicing, aspiration, 

glottalization, breathiness, and creakiness. In African languages, voiced consonants 

and/or voiceless consonants interact with tone (Bradshaw 1999, Tang 2007). In Asian 

languages, tone interacts with consonants that are aspirated or glottal.  

In Halle and Stevens (1971), segmental features and suprasegmental features are 

argued to belong under the same feature system. In contrast, Pulleyblank (1994) argues 

that segmental root nodes and tonal nodes are sisters of moraic nodes, and Bao (1999) 

proposes that tonal nodes are dominated by laryngeal nodes. Further discussion of 

laryngeal features and tonal features can also be found in Yip (2002: 56-61).  

The affinity of tone and laryngeal features suggests that tone may in fact associate to 

the laryngeal node under the root node (in feature geometry terms) as proposed in Bao 

(1999). Assuming tone association to laryngeal nodes would prevent tone from 

interacting with place of articulation or manner of articulation. In the rest of the 
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dissertation, following standard theories, tone association to root nodes is regarded as 

tone association to laryngeal nodes (under the root nodes). Markedness constraints on 

consonant-tone interaction, therefore, only target laryngeal features and not other sub-

segmental features.  

  

1.4.3 The mora: the minimal prosodic unit 

Following standard theories, I assume that tone associates to a mora (cf. Pulleyblank 

1994). The mora is the minimal unit in the prosodic hierarchy (cf. Hyman 1985). 

Furthermore, following Hayes (1989) and McCarthy and Prince (1988, 1990), I also 

assume that vowels are moraic in the input. Consonants are moraic only for prosodic 

reasons (Morén 1999, Elías-Ulloa 2006), but onset consonants are assumed to be non-

moraic (for other proposals, see Topintzi 2006).  

 

1.5  Organization of this dissertation 

Chapter 2 presents cross-linguistic patterns of consonant-tone interaction that are 

discussed and analyzed in later chapters. This chapter aims to be descriptive and 

atheoretical in two areas: consonants that block tone spreading (section 2.2) and 

consonants that neutralize tone (section 2.3). This chapter also shows languages that seem 

to have a change of the laryngeal feature of consonants induced by tone (section 2.4).  

In chapter 3, the extended tone bearing unit theory (xTBU theory) is laid out. I 

propose that tone can directly be associated to non-moraic root nodes. This direct 

association to tone is defined as a dependency relationship, which demonstrates different 

properties from an anchoring relationship (between a tone and a mora). Faithfulness 
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constraints only preserve tones that are underlyingly associated to moras. Consonant-tone 

interaction is an effect of markedness constraints that restrict the dependency relationship 

between consonants and tone.  

 The proposed xTBU theory accounts for the blocking of tonal spreading in chapter 4. 

In Tsonga, high tone spreading is blocked by voiced stops and other consonants (known 

as depressors). In Western Bade, voiceless consonants block low tone spreading. This 

blocking results from the active markedness constraints that penalize dependency 

relationships between laryngealized consonants and tones in the output.  

 In chapter 5, tonal neutralization by consonants in Mulao, Burmese and Thai is 

analyzed in the xTBU theory. Different sets of markedness constraints penalize 

dependency relationships between tones and laryngeal features (for example, [±spread 

glottis] and [±constricted glottis]). In Mulao, onsets neutralize output tones, while codas 

neutralize output tones in Burmese. On the other hand, consonants in onset and coda 

positions neutralize tones in Thai. The xTBU theory can account for all these cases.  

 Other issues in consonant-tone interaction are discussed in chapter 6. The xTBU 

theory predicts that unnatural classes of depressors arise from different markedness 

constraints that apply to disjoint sets of consonants. I claim that consonants interacting 

with tone form natural classes if they are subject to active markedness constraints (à la 

Flemming 2005). Consonant-tone interactions can also create apparent hierarchy effects. 

Analysis of Zina Kotoko suggests that the hierarchy of consonant-tone interaction is a 

result from output-oriented constraints. This chapter also discusses whether tone can 

affect consonants, citing studies by Maddieson (1974, 1976, 1978). Tonogenesis is a 

diachronic study of consonant-tone interaction. I claim that constraints on consonant-tone 
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interaction do not motivate such diachronic changes, but that they do define possible 

synchronic grammars. Previous studies in consonant-tone interaction are introduced and 

compared to the xTBU theory at the end of chapter 6.  

 Issues subject to further discussion are shown in chapter 7. Consonant-tone 

interaction is sensitive to morpho-syntactic boundaries. How can the boundaries be 

incorporated with the xTBU theory? Additionally, what is the status of floating tone in 

xTBU theory, assuming the importance of the mora in tonal faithfulness constraints? 

Discussion of these questions appears in chapter 7, but a deeper understanding will be left 

for future research.  
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Chapter 2 Description: Consonant-Tone Interaction 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter aims to present extensive data on consonant-tone interactions that support 

the empirical generalizations in (1). Consonant-tone interaction shows diverse patterns, as 

observed in various languages spoken in Africa, Southeast Asia, and the Americas. The 

majority of data comes from secondary sources such as grammars, articles and 

dictionaries. These sources are cited where appropriate. However, data for several 

languages came from my own fieldwork or from original recordings. These languages are: 

Burmese, Mulao, Western Bade, and Zhuang.  

 

(1) Empirical generalizations 

a. Certain consonants may affect tone 

 - They may prevent H tones from spreading     sec. 2.2.1- sec. 2.2.3 

 - They may prevent L tones from spreading     sec. 2.2.4 

 - They may force H tones to become L tones    sec. 2.3.2.1 

 - They may force L tones to become H tones    sec. 2.3.1.1 

 - They may force H tones to become non-H tones   sec. 2.3.1.6 

 - They may force L tones to become non-L tones  sec. 2.3.1.6 

 

b. Only certain segmental features influence tone 
Features   Languages 
[+voice]  Western Bade, Tsonga, Songjiang 
[-voice]  Western Bade, Songjiang 
[+spread glottis]  Mulao, Gurung, Tsonga 
[+constricted glottis]  Burmese, Mulao 
[-spread glottis]  Thai 
[-constricted glottis]  unidentified 
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  In section 2.2, blocking of tonal spreading by consonants is described. H(igh) tone 

spreading and L tone spreading can be blocked by consonants. In particular, this section 

focuses on the pattern in which H tone spreading is blocked when it spreads to LH words. 

Such a spreading results in a contour tone, a uniform H tone, or a downstep depending on 

the language. Consonants such as voiced stops block H tone spreading in all three cases. 

The blocking effect of consonants is analyzed in chapter 4 based on descriptions in this 

section.  

 Consonants also force neutralization of tone (section 2.3) as mainly found in 

Southeast Asian languages. Consonants in onset positions or coda positions restrict the 

possible tone in a syllable. For example, it is the onset consonants that neutralize tone in 

Mulao, while it is the coda consonants that neutralize tone in Burmese. In Thai, 

consonants in both onset and coda positions neutralize tone. Chapter 5 develops analyses 

of tonal neutralization by consonants.  

The properties of consonants that interact with tone are not uniform. For example, in 

Tsonga, voiced stops, breathy voice, and aspirated consonants block H tone spreading. In 

Mulao, on the other hand, aspirated stops and glottalized stops neutralize tone. The 

consonant inventories of languages discussed in this dissertation show how different 

types of consonants affect tone. Therefore, the consonants are shown in section 2.2 and 

2.3 in subsections whenever possible. For an analysis about these characteristics of 

consonants, see chapter 6.  

There are also languages in which tone seems to affect consonants. While Hyman and 

Schuh (1974) propose that consonant-tone interaction is asymmetric in that tone may not 
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affect consonants, such examples are reported in Maddieson (1978). Section 2.4 

summarizes languages that show tone-to-consonant interaction from original sources.  

 

2.2 Blocking of tone spreading 

This section presents cross-linguistic data on blocking of H spreading by consonants 

based on an important work by Bradshaw (1999:32-39). From Bradshaw, I abstract three 

different types of H tone spreading blocked by consonants. The blocking consonants are 

called ‘depressors’ (Lanham 1958).  

H tone spreading to LH tones (H + L H) results in: (2a) a contour tone (H + H ͡L H), 

(2b) a single H tone (H + H H), or (2c) creation of a downstep environment (H + H H). 

All types of H tone spreading can be blocked by depressors as in (2d).  

 
(2) Patterns of H tone spreading to LH tone 

 Non-depressors      
a. H + L  H  → H  H ͡L H  Tsonga H  L H 

 |    |   | 
σ  σ  σ 

b. H + L  H → H   H   H  Western Bade    H  
 1 
σ  σ  σ 

c. H + L  H → H   H  H  Dagara    H     H 
 1    | 
σ   σ  σ 

 Depressors      
d. H + DL  H  → H  DL   H   H  DL H 

 |    | |    | 
σ  CV σ 

    

In section 2.2.1, blocking of contour tone formation in (2a) is shown based on Tsonga 

and Ngizim. The blocking of forming a single H tone (or deleting an underlying L tone) 
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in the output is presented in section 2.2.2. Depressors that block the downstep condition 

are found in Bade and Dagara (wule), which are discussed in section 2.2.3. 

 

2.2.1 Blocking of contour tone formation: H + L H → H + H͡L  H 

2.2.1.1 Tsonga  

Tsonga (S53, Guthrie 1970) is spoken by 3.2 million in the Republic of South Africa, 

Mozambique and Zimbabwe. Tsonga is also known as Shangaan and Thonga. All Tsonga 

data are from Baumbach (1987), which is based on the variety of Tsonga spoken in the 

Republic of South Africa.   

When LH nouns are preceded by a H tone prefix, the H tone spreads and surfaces 

with a falling contour tone (H + LH → H + H ͡L H). Examples in (3) show the contour 

tone in the first syllable of a noun after an H tone copular prefix ([í] in nouns or [ɦí] in 

pronouns) or an instrumental prefix ([ɦí] in (3d)). The non-tonal blocking initial 

consonants can be fricatives, voiceless stops, prenasalized stops, and sonorants.   

 

(3) LH tone nouns (Baumbach 1987: 50)   

a.  fricatives βòná → ɦí βôná  ‘it is they’ 
b. voiceless stops kòmbé → í kômbé ‘it is an ousted impala’ 
c. nasals mìná → ɦí mîná ‘it is me’ 
d. prenasalized stops mbìtá → ɦí mbîtá ‘with a pot’ 

 

An H tone spreading to a LH noun is blocked by a depressor. Thus, an input such as 

/H + DLH/ (‘D’ stands for depressors) becomes [H + D LH] and not *[H + DH ͡LH] with 

a contour tone.  
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All examples in (4)-(6) show cases in which depressor consonants at the beginning of 

LH nouns block H spreading from the copulative prefix [í]. Depressor consonants in 

Tsonga are breathy voice consonants as in (4), voiced stops as in (5), and aspirated 

consonants as in (6).  

 

(4)  LH nouns with breathy voice depressors (Baumbach 1987: 53) 

  H+DLH  → H+DLH  
a. [n ̤] n̤a ̀ŋɡá  → í n̤a ̀ŋɡá  ‘it is a hut for unmarried girls’ 
b. [r ̤] r ̤òβá  → í r̤òβá ‘it is a flat cake’ 
c. [m̤] m ̤àlá → í m̤àlá ‘it is an impala’ 
d. [ŋ̈] ŋ̈wàrí  → í ŋ̈wàrí  ‘it is a partridge’ 
e. [mb̤] mb̤̤ìmbí  → í mb̤ìmbí ‘it is a mangosteen tree’ 
f. [nd̤ɦ] nd̤ɦàmbá → í nd̤àmbá ‘it is a cooking pot’ 
g. [nʣ̤] nʣ̤èŋɡá  → í nʣ̤èŋɡá ‘it is afternoon’ 
h. [nɡ̈] nɡ̈òŋɡ̈wé → í nɡ̈òŋɡ̈wé ‘it is an old ousted vervet monkey’ 
i. [ndl ̤] ndl ̤àzí  → í ndl̤àzí  ‘it is a mousebird’ 
j. [r̤] r ̤òβá → í r̤òβá ‘it is a flat cake’ 

   
(5) LH nouns with voiced stop depressors (Baumbach 1987: 54)     

  H+DLH  → H+DLH  
a. [b] bùʃá → í bùʃá  ‘it is a hen which eats its own eggs’ 
b. [d] dòɦé → í dòɦé  ‘it is an undersized peanut’ 
c. [ɡ] ɡùdá → í ɡùdá  ‘it is a small verandah’ 
d. [bj] bjàŋɡá → í bjàŋɡá ‘it is a beer’ 
e. [dj] djòná → í djòná  ‘it is it’ 

 
(6) LH nouns with aspirated depressors (Baumbach 1987: 54) 

  H+DLH  → H+DLH  
a. [ʦh] ʦhùrí  → í ʦhùrí  ‘it is a mortar’ 
b. [kh] khòswá  → í khòswá ‘it is a half portion’ 
c. [ntlh] ntlhàmú  → í ntlhàmú ‘it is a trap’ 
d. [ʧh] ʧhìpá → í ʧhìpá  ‘it is a pensioner’ 
e. [th] thònsí → í thònsí  ‘it is a drop’ 
f. [ɦ] ɦòmú  → í ɦòmú  ‘it is a beast’ 
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The blocking of H tone spreading by depressors is found not only in copulative 

constructions or instrumental constructions, but also in various other nominal and verbal 

constructions as well: a. an LH object following a H tone verb in imperatives, b. an LH 

noun after the class 2a prefix, which is H tone, c. locative constructions, d. the first 

syllable of mùní ‘what kind’ (LH tone) after a H tone syllable, and e. an LH noun after a 

possessive concord (cf. Baumbach 1987: 55-56).  

   

2.2.1.2 Ngizim  

In Ngizim, a Chadic language spoken in Yobe state, Nigeria1 , H tone spreading is 

blocked by voiced obstruents. H tone spreads to LH verbs from clitics: a subject marker 

/ná/ or an imperative marker /á/. The result of spreading is a contour tone on the first 

syllable of the verb [na ́ ɗânkə́-w] as in (7a). Such spreading is blocked when LH verbs 

begin with voiced obstruents like [b] as in (7b).  

 
(7) Consonant-tone interaction in Ngizim (Schuh 1971) 

 a. Non-depressor 
   H  L   H    H   H͡LH  
[ɗ] /ná ɗa ̀nkə́-w/ → [na ́ ɗa ̂nkə́-w] ‘I sewed’
[k] /ná ka ̀asú-w/ → [na ́ ka ̂asú-w] ‘I swept’ 
[r] /á rə̀pcí/ → [a ́ rə̂pcí] ‘open!’ 

b. Depressor 
  H  DL  H   H DL  H  
[b] /ná ba ̀kə́-w/ → [na ́ bàkú] ‘I burned (it)’

 

                                                 
1 The webpage at http://www.humnet.ucla.edu/aflang/Ngizim/ngizim.html includes useful information about 
Ngizim (extracted on June 30, 2008).  
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2.2.2 Blocking of downstep condition: H + L H → H + H H 

Spreading a H tone can also create downstep when the H spreading results in two 

adjacent H tones as in Bade and Dagara-wule. This spreading, however, is blocked when 

depressors are present. Analysis of this type of spreading appears in section 4.3. 

 

2.2.2.1 Bade  

Bade is a Chadic language spoken in Yobe state and Jigawa state in Nigeria. In Bade, a H 

tone from a subject clitic /nə́n/ spreads to a LH verb /kàta ́w/ ‘returned’ as in (8). The 

spreading results in a downstep of the second H as in [nə́n ka ́táw] ‘I returned’.   

 

(8) H tone spreading across non-depressors (Schuh 1978: 226) 

    H  L H    H    HH  
a. [k] /nə́n ka ̀táw/ → [nə́n ka ́táw] ‘I returned’ 
b. [l] /nə́n làwa ́w/ → [nə́n la ́wa ́w] ‘I ran’ 

 

 The H tone spreading is blocked by depressors in Bade. In (9), the subject clitic /nə́n/ 

precedes a LH verb that begins with a voiced obstruent [ɡ]. The H tone does not spread, 

and therefore the downstep does not surface when depressors begin a word.  

 

(9) H tone spreading across depressors  (Schuh 1978: 226) 

   H DL  H    H   DLH  
a. [ɡ] /nə́n ɡa ̀fa ́w/ → [nə́n ɡa ̀fa ́w] ‘I caught’
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2.2.2.2 Dagara Wule 

Dagara Wule is a Voltaic language spoken in Burkina Faso and Ghana. When the prefix 

/ní/ ‘a person’ is followed by LH verbal adjectives, the H tone in the prefix spreads. So, 

the LH verbal adjective /fùùda ́/ ‘be defied’ becomes HH [fúúɾa ́́] as in (10). The second 

column shows consonants that allow such H tone spreading.  

 
(10) H tone spreading in Dagara (Somé 1998: 11-12) 

  H LH  H  HH ‘person…2 
a. [f] ní f àa ̀da ́́ → ní fa ́a ́ɾá́ … who must be screwed’ 
b. [f] ní fu ̀ùdá → ní fúúɾa ́ … to be defied’ 
c. [kp] ní kpa ̀̀a ̀dá → ní kpáa ́ɾa ́ … who is hammerable’ 
d. [s] ní sɪ̀ɛ̀da ́ → ní sɪ́ɛdá … to be sewn’ 
e. [f] ní fɛ̀dda ́ → ní fɛ́rá … to be disturbed’ 
f. [w] ní wɛ̀dda ́ → ní wɛ́rá … to be medically operated’ 
g. [ŋ] ní ŋàdda ́ → ní ŋárá … who needs to stand up’ 
h. [ɓ] ní ɓòddá → ní ɓórá … to be put in hot water’ 
i. [k] ní kʊ̀ɔ̀ddá → ní kʊ́ɔ́rá … to be sold’ 
j. [h] ní ha ̀bda ́ → ní háwɾá … to be trapped’ 
k. [c] ní cɔ̀ɡda ́ → ní cɔ́wɾá … to be prickled’ 
l. [p] ní pɔ̀ɡda ́ → ní pɔ́wɾa ́ … who can be confined’ 
m. [ʔ] ní ʔòɡdá → ní ʔówɾá … to be separated’ 
n. [t] ní tɛ̀ɡda ́ → ní tɛ́wɾá … who can be exchanged’ 
o. [k] ní kɔ̀ɡla ́ → ní kɔ́ɡla ́ … to be accompanied’ 

 

H tone spreading is blocked if a depressor consonant is present. In (11), the LH verbal 

adjectives begin with depressors, as shown in the second column. When a depressor is 

present, there is no tonal change in the LH verbal adjective [zɛ̀la ́] following the H tone 

prefix [ní] ‘person’.3  

 
                                                 
2 I am indebted to Maia Duguine who provided me the translation from French.  
3 As in Somé (1998), the discussion in this section does not include segmental changes.  
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(11) Blocking of H tone spreading in Dagara (Somé 1998: 12) 

  H DLH  H DLH ‘person… 
a. [z] ní zɛ̀lá → ní zɛ̀lá … to be asked’ 
b. [d] ní dɔ̀ɡda ́ → ní dɔ̀wɾa ́ … who can be given birth’ 
c. [ɟ] ní ɟɪ̀ɛ̀la ́ → ní ɟɪ̀ɛ̀lá … to be watched closely’ 
d. [ɡ] ní ɡùùda ́ → ní ɡùùɾá … who must be kept’ 
e. [ɡb] ní ɡba ̀a ̀dá → ní ɡbàa ̀ɾa ́ … who must be won by playing’ 
f. [v] ní vùùtá → ní vùùɾa ́ … who is worthy of making errors’
g. [b] ní ba ̀ngda ́ → ní bà̃wna ́ … who must be known’ 
h. [ɦ] ní ɦììndá → ní ɦììnná … who cries by sighing’ 

 

2.2.3 Blocking of single H tone: H + L H → H + H  H 

The last type of H tone spreading appears when a H tone simply spreads without creating 

a contour tone or a downstep condition. This type of H tone spreading is found in 

Western Bade, Digo, SiSwati, and Bolanci. So, an input /H/ followed by /LH/ becomes 

[H H H] in the output. However, when a LH word begins with a depressor consonant, H 

tone spreading is blocked.  

 

2.2.3.1 Western Bade  

Western Bade is a Chadic language spoken in Nigeria4. The language is closely related to 

Ngizim. Russell Schuh provided me with recordings of two male consultants in their mid 

forties who are natives of Dagona village, the central Western Bade speaking region. 

Consultant G was recorded in Gashua, Yobe State, Nigeria on July 22, 2007. Consultant 

B was recorded twice in Potiskum, Yobe State, Nigeria, first on July 25, 2007 and then 

on August 8, 2007. These consultants confirmed all the Western Bade data presented 

below and in chapter 3 and 4. 

While voiceless obstruents, glottalized obstruents, and all sonorants allow H tone 
                                                 
4 The language described here is different from Bade discussed earlier in section 2.2.2.1.   
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spreading, voiced obstruents in Western Bade block H tone spreading. Western Bade also 

shows blocking of L tone spreading, a point discussed in section 2.2.4.  

 H tone spreads to LH verbs across phrase boundaries in Western Bade. In (12a-c), a 

LLH verb becomes HHH in the output following the first person singular H tone clitic 

/nə́/. For example, the first two syllables of the LH verb /tə̀nkə̀kú/ ‘pressed’ become H 

tone [tə́nkə́kú] after /nə́/ in (12a).  

The spreading of H tones is blocked when a depressor consonant is present as in 

(12d-e). In (12e), the H tone does not spread in the verb /bàzàrtú/ ‘shamed’ because it 

begins with a depressor. So, the H tone does not spread to [bàzàrtú]. In (12d), /tə̀mbə̀lú/ 

‘pushed’, the medial syllable of the verbal root is a depressor. So, the H tone only spreads 

to the first syllable of the verbal root [tə́mbə̀lú].  

 
(12) H tone subject clitic + Verb (Schuh 2002, Handout#4:16) 

  H  L  L  H    H  H  H  H  
a. /nə́ tə̀nkə̀kú/ → [nə́ tə́nkə́kú] ‘I pressed’ 
b.  /nə́ ɗùwa ̀tlú/ → [nə́ ɗúwa ́tlú] ‘I got tired’
c. /nə́ mə̀skə̀tú/ → [nə́ mə́skə́tú] ‘I turned 
 H  L   DL H   H   H  DL H  
d. /nə́ tə̀mbə̀lú/ → [nə́ tə́mbə̀lú] ‘I pushed’ 
 H  DL DL H   H  DL DL H  
e. /nə́ ba ̀za ̀rtú/ → [nə́ ba ̀za ̀rtú] ‘I shamed’ 

  (‘D’ stands for depressors) 
 

 After a L tone subject clitic, there is no tonal change. In (13), the same verbs in (12) 

are presented after a L tone clitic, the first person plural subject marker /jə̀/. Thus, the 

LLH verb maps faithfully as LLH.   
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(13) L tone subject clitic + Verb (Schuh 2002, Handout#4:16) 

 L   L  L   H  L   L  L   H  
a. /jə̀ tə̀nkə̀kú/ → [jə̀ tə̀nkə̀kú] ‘we pressed’ 
b.  /jə̀ ɗùwa ̀tlú/ → [jə̀ ɗùwa ̀tlú] ‘we got tired’
c. /jə̀ mə̀skə̀tú/ → [jə̀ mə̀skə̀tú] ‘we turned’ 
d. /jə̀ tə̀mbə̀lú/ → [jə̀ tə̀mbə̀lú] ‘we pushed’ 
e. /jə̀ ba ̀zàrtú/ → [jə̀ ba ̀zàrtú] ‘we shamed’ 

 

2.2.3.2 Digo  

Digo (E73, Guthrie 1970) is a Bantu language spoken in Kenya and Tanzania. In Digo, H 

tone spreading from a prefix to verbal stems is blocked by depressors. The aim of this 

section is to show Digo examples in which H tone spreading is blocked, and not to 

provide a full analysis of stem tone in Digo.  

In (14) and (15), verbs in the past tense demonstrate the depressor effect. The past 

tense in Digo is expressed with a-, which introduces a H tone. The H tone surfaces on the 

L tone verbal stem as in (14). However, when a L tone verb begins with a depressor, the 

H tone surfaces on the past tense prefix itself as in (15).  

 

(14) Past tense L tone verbs (Kisseberth 1984: 146) 

     L  L    L  H  H H͡L past 
a. [ts] /tsùkùr/ [n-à-tsúkúr-â] ‘I carried’ 
b. [w] /wòchèr/ [n-à-wóchér-â] ‘I received’ 
c. [ts] /tsòr/ [n-à-tsór-â] ‘I picked up’ 

 

(15) Past tense L tone verbs with depressors (Kisseberth 1984: 146) 

   H  D… L ͡͡H H͡L  H  D… L ͡͡H H͡L past 
a. [v] /vùmìkíz/ [n-a ́-vùmìkíz-à] ‘I agreed’ 
b. [v] /vùɡùr/ [n-a ́-vùɡǔr-â] ‘I untied’ 
c. [ɡ] /ɡùr/ [n-a ́-ɡǔr-â] ‘I bought’ 
d. [dz] /dzènɡ/ [n-a ́-dzěnɡ-â] ‘I built’ 
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Depressors in word-medial position can also affect H tone spreading in Digo as 

shown in (16). In (16a), the final syllable of the verb with a depressor [z] has a L tone 

instead of a falling tone (compare this with the final syllables in (14)). In (16b), the 

penultimate syllable has a depressor [ɡ], so the H tone only spreads to the first syllable of 

the verbal root [tó]. The penultimate syllable has a rising tone [ɡǒ] instead of a H tone 

(compare with (15a-b)).  

 

(16) Past tense L tone verbs with depressors (Kisseberth 1984: 146) 

    L   H   H  L past 
a. [z] [n-a ̀-rónɡóz-à] ‘I led’ 
b. [ɡ] [n-à-tóɡǒr-â] ‘I praised’ 

 

 The past tense of H tone verbs has the same pattern as that of L tone verbs, as 

demonstrated in (17). If we compare (17a) with (17e), the infinitive, H tone verbs have a 

rising tone in the penult [kù-pùpǔt-â] ‘to beat’. In the past tense forms, H tones appear on 

the syllables of verbal roots as in (17a-d).  

 

(17) Past tense H tone verb (Kisseberth 1984: 146) 

     L  H  H H ͡L past 
a. [p] [n-a ̀-púpút-â] ‘I beat’ 
b. [k] [n-à-kúmbúkɪ́r-â] ‘I remembered’ 
c. [t] [n-a ̀-túrúk-â] ‘I went out’ 
d. [n] [n-à-nén-a ̂] ‘I spoke’ 
   L   L L͡͡H H ͡L infinitive 
e. [p] [ku ̀-pùpǔt-â] ‘to beat’ 

  

 When a H tone verb begins with a depressor, the H tone is realized on the past tense 
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prefix as in (18).  

 

(18) Past tense H tone verb with depressors (Kisseberth 1984: 146) 

   H  D… L ͡͡H H͡L past 
a. [ɡ] n-á-ɡàràɡǎr-â ‘I rolled about in pain’
b. [vw] n-á-vwìnǐr-â ‘I sang for’ 
c. [d] n-á-dǔnɡ-â ‘I pierced’ 

 

2.2.3.3 SiSwati  

SiSwati (S43, Guthrie 1970) is a Bantu language spoken in Swaziland. The infinitive 

form in SiSwati demonstrates H tone spreading to LH verbs. In (19a), the LHL verb 

/khu ̀lúúmà/ following the H tone infinitive prefix /kú/ becomes HHL [kú-khúlúúmà] as a 

result of H tone spreading. As in Digo, H tone spreads from the prefix without forming a 

contour tone or downstep.  

 

(19) H tone spreading in SiSwati (Bradshaw 1996, 1999: 35-36) 

   H    L H    L   H + H H   L  
a. [kh] kú khùlúúmà → kú-khúlúúmà ‘to speak’ 
b. [l] ku ́ lànye ́éla → kú-lányéélà ‘to plan’ 
c. [ɓ] kú ɓe ̀ke ́tèèlà → kú-ɓékétèèlà ‘to be patient’ 
d. [tsh] ku ́ tshànye ́élà → kú-tshányéélà ‘to sweep’ 
e. [ɬ] kú ɬùkánììsà → kú-ɬúkánììsà ‘to make separate’ 

 

 When the LHL verbal root begins with a depressor [ɡ] as in [ɡa ̀yííŋà] in (20a), H tone 

spreading from the infinitive prefix [ku ́] is blocked. The [ku ́ɡàyííŋà] ‘to dry roast’ 

faithfully maps the input L tone on [ɡa ̀] to the output.   
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(20) Blocking of H tone spreading in SiSwati  

   H DL H L   H + DL  H L  
a. [ɡ] kú ɡa ̀yííŋà → kú-ɡàyííŋà ‘to dry roast’ 
b. [c] ku ́ càndvúúlà → kú-càndvùúlà ‘to hammer’ 
c. [c] ku ́ cìndzétèèlà → kú-cìndzètéèlà ‘to oppress’ 
d. [kh] kú khàŋéétà → kú-khàŋèétà ‘to hold out one’s hands’
e. [ɬ] kú ɬàŋányèèlà → kú-ɬàŋànyéèlà ‘to participate’ 

 

2.2.3.4 Bolanci  

In Bolanci, a Chadic language spoken in Northern Nigeria, depressors block H tone 

spreading. In (21), genitive constructions show that the H tone of the rising tone (L͡H) in 

/kǔm/ ‘ear’ spreads to the first syllable of a following L tone noun. So, the L noun 

/làawò/ becomes HL tone as in [kǔm lááwo ̀] ‘ear of the child’.   

 

(21) Genitive constructions with non-depressors (Lukas 1969: 134, 137) 

   L͡H LL(L)   L ͡H  HL(L)  
a. [l] ku ̌m lààwò → kǔm la ́a ́wo ̀ ‘ear of the child’ 
b. [m] ku ̌m mo ̀ndù → kǔm mo ́ndù ‘ear of the woman’ 
c. [s] ku ̌m sa ̀àwùrà → kǔm sa ́a ́wu ̀rà ‘ear of the falcon’ 

 

The H tone spreading from the rising tone noun /kǔm/ ‘ear’ is blocked when the 

following L tone noun begins with a voiced obstruent as in /ɡàndùkì/ ‘hare’ as in (22). 

 

(22) Genitive constructions with depressors (Lukas 1969: 134, 137) 

  L͡H DL DL L   L͡H  DL DL  L  
a. [ɡ] kǔm ɡa ̀ndùkì → kǔm ɡa ̀ndùkì ‘ear of the hare’ 
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 Depressor consonants of Bolanci also block H tone spreading in verbs. In perfect or 

future tense, verbs in Bolanci are followed by a H tone verbal prefix [ka ́]. When the tone 

of the verbal root is LH, H tone spreads to the first syllable as in (23). Thus, the verb 

/kùma ́a/ ‘to hear’ becomes […kúma ́a…].   

 

(23) Verbal roots with non-depressors (Lukas 1969: 136-137) 

   L   H   H   H H ….   
a. [k] ku ̀ma ́a to hear  ka ́-kúma ́awòoyíi ‘you have heard’ (perfect)
b.     ka ́-kúmèeyú  (future) 

 

Such H tone spreading, however, is blocked when the LH verb begins with a voiced 

obstruent as in (24). The depressor [b] in the LH verb /bàltú/ ‘to lock in’ blocks the H 

tone spreading from the H tone verbal prefix [ká].  

 

(24) Verbal roots with depressors (Lukas 1969: 136-137) 

  DL  H   H  DL H ….   
a. [b] ba ̀ltú to lock in  ka ́-ba ̀ltúwo ̀oyú ‘you have locked in’ (perfect)
b.     ka ́-ba ̀ltàayíi ‘you will lock in’ (future) 

 

2.2.4 Blocking of L spreading in Western Bade 

In Western Bade, voiceless stops block L tone spreading. In (25), LH verbs precede the H 

noun [kórón] ‘donkey’. When the LH verb precedes the H tone direct object, the final H 

of the verb becomes a L tone; /LH + H/ → [LL + H].  In (25a), the verb /kə̀rə́/ ‘stole’ is 
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followed by a H tone noun [kórón] ‘donkey’. The final H tone of the verb becomes a L 

tone in the output as in [kə̀rə̀ kórón] ‘stole a donkey’, and not *[kə̀rə́ kórón]. 

 

(25) (L)H Verb + H tone Noun (Schuh 2002, Handout#4:18)5 

  L   L H  H H   L  L L   H  H  
a. /jə̀ kə̀rə́ kórón/ → [jə̀ kə̀rə̀ kórón] we stole a donkey 
b. /jə̀ tàɗə́ kórón/ → [jə̀ tàɗə̀ kórón] we released a donkey 
c. /jə̀ də̀ɓə́ kórón/ → [jə̀ də̀ɓə̀ kórón] we watered a donkey 
  L     H   H   H   L     L   H   H  
d. /jə̀-ɗɡə́ kórón/ → [jə̀-ɗɡə̀ kórón] we followed a donkey
  L   L  H  H L  H   L  L  L   H L   H  
e.  /jə̀ wa ̀nə́ káza ̀mə́n/ → [jə̀ wa ̀nə̀ káza ̀mə́n] we sent a girl 
  L   L  H   H  H   L  L   H   H  H  
f. /jə̀ də̀psə́ kórón/ → [jə̀ də̀psə́ kórón] we hid a donkey 
g. /jə̀ ɡa ̀fá kórón/ → [jə̀ ɡa ̀fá kórón] we caught a donkey 

 

 However, the spreading of L tone to verb final H tones does not occur when the final 

syllable has voiceless obstruent onsets as in (25f-g). The LH verb /də̀psə́/ ‘hid’ is 

followed by the H tone noun [kórón] ‘donkey’ in (26f). The output retains the final H 

tone as [də̀psə́ kórón] ‘hid a donkey’, and it does not become *[də̀psə̀ kórón] as we 

would expect.  

 Contrastively, when the verbs are followed by a L initial noun like /dùwún/ ‘horse’, 

the lowering of the H tones does not occur at all. The output surfaces with the same tonal 

patterns of the input as in (26).  

 

                                                 
5 Verbs in Western Bade are at most two syllables due to morphological restrictions (Russell Schuh, p.c.). 
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(26) (L)H  Verb + L tone Noun  (Schuh 2002, Handout#4:18) 

  L   L H  L H   L  L H   L  H  
a. /jə̀ kə̀rə́ dùwún/ → [jə̀ kə̀rə́ dùwún] we stole a horse 
b. /jə̀ tàɗə́ dùwún/ → [jə̀ tàɗə́ dùwún] we released a horse 
c. /jə̀ də̀ɓə́ dùwún/ → [jə̀ də̀ɓə́ dùwún] we watered a horse 
  L     H  L   H   L     H   L   H  
d. /jə̀-ɗɡə́ dùwún/ → [jə̀-ɗɡə́ dùwún] we followed a horse 
  L   L  H L  H   L   L  L ͡H H  
e.  /jə̀ wa ̀nə́ m ̀də́n/ → [jə̀ wa ̀nə̂mdə́n] we sent a a person 
  L   L  H   L  H   L  L   H   L  H  
f. /jə̀ də̀psə́ dùwún/ → [jə̀ də̀psə́ dùwún] we hid a horse 
g. /jə̀ ɡa ̀fá dùwún/ → [jə̀ ɡa ̀fá dùwún] we caught a horse 

 

2.2.5 Zina Kotoko  

Zina Kotoko is a language spoken mainly Cameroon, and also in Nigeria and Chad. In 

Zina Kotoko, the future tense is a circumfix [nH-…-a], where the H tone is realized on the 

stem syllable, as shown in (27). The high tone is realized faithfully when the stem begins 

with [h], voiceless stops, and implosives. High tone is marked with an acute accent. Low 

tone is marked with a grave accent, and mid tone has no marking.  

 

(27) H tone in the future tense (Odden 2002: 17) 

a. [h] [h] n-hár-à find [h] n-híyar-à bite pl. 
  [h] n-hə́n-a ̀ burn [h] n-hám-a ̀ swear 
  [h] n-hə́rc-à slice [h] n-hə́s-à throw 
b. implosives [ɗ] n-ɗə́v-à put [ɗ] n-ɗám-à eat 
  [ɗ] n-ɗə́h-à write [ɓ] m-ɓa ́l-à dance 
c.  [s] n-sáp-a ̀ chase [s] n-sáb-a ̀ grow 
 

voiceless 
obstruents [p] m-pa ́y-à bury [c] n-cíhy-à fry 

  [k] n-káɗ-à cross [c] n-cə́nh-a ̀ be sated
  [s] n-sə́my-à hear [s] n-sə́k-à send 

 

 The high tone of the future tense verbs is lowered to mid when roots begin with 
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sonorants, glottal stops, and voiced obstruents as shown in (28).  

 

(28) H tone lowering to mid in the future tense (Odden 2002: 17-18) 

a. sonorants [y] n-yey-à call [w] n-wurɡy-à buy 
  [w] n-wac-a ̀ leave [w] n-wasy-à cough 
  [w] n-wuràɡy-a ̀ buy pl. [l] n-lab-à tell 
  [l] n-law-à fight [l] n-ləhày-à fear 
  [r] n-raɗ-à pull [m] m-mar-a ̀ die 
  [l] n-lum-a ̀ shave [l] n-lakf-à bring 
b. glottal stop [ʔ] n-ʔəkf-à approach [ʔ] n-ʔək-à snatch
c.  [j] n-jaɡh-à dig [ɡh] n-ɡhaɡ-à close 
 

voiced 
obstruents [z] n-zəɡh-à distribute [ɡ] n-ɡəɡ-à do 

  [b] m-baɡh-a ̀ split [z] n-zəby-à follow 
  [z] n-zəɡl-à carry [b] m-buɡhwr-a ̀ jump 
  [ɡ] n-ɡəɓ-à answer [b] m-ban-a ̀ bathe 
  [j] n-jary-à burp [d] n-dunkw-à throw 
  [v] m-vənàh-à vomit [ɡ] n-ɡulàn-à laugh 

 

While it may seem that Zina Kotoko simply presents a situation of ‘unnatural class’ 

behavior, other morphological processes display different consonant-tone interactions, as 

shown in (29). Mid tones become low before voiced obstruents in recent past and 

imperatives as in (29a). Consonants also affect the following tones. In the progressive, 

high tone reduplicants surface with mid tone if the reduplicant begins with voiced 

obstruents or sonorants as in (29b). Similar to (29a), mid tones become low if followed 

by voiced obstruents, sonorants, implosives, or the glottal stop in remote past and recent 

past.  
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(29) Consonant-tone interaction in Zina Kotoko (Odden 2002) 

    rules change  before tense 
a.  Pre-depressor  
    lowering 

M → L 
M → M 

voiced obstruents 
sonorants ~ [h] 

recent past (p.21) 
imperative (p.28) 

 change after tense 
b. Reduplicant RED = M

RED = H 
voiced obstruents ~ sonorants 
glottal stop ~ [h] 

progressive (p.31) 
 

c. M lowering M → L 
M → M 

voiced obstruents ~ implosives 
voiceless obstruents, [h] 

recent past (p.20) 
remote past (p.26)

 

 The consonant-tone interaction in the future tense in (29) is analyzed in chapter 6.  

Other various morphological processes can be analyzed in the same way as the future 

tense.  

 

2.2.6 Summary 

In this section, I have presented the blocking of tonal spreading by consonants. When H 

tone spreads to LH tone words, it can (a) create a contour tone (as in Tsonga), (b) surface 

with a single H tone domain (as in Western Bade), or (c) form a downstep condition (as 

in Dagara). If a depressor consonant begins the LH tone words, H tone spreading is 

blocked. Therefore, (a’) no contour tone is formed, (b’) no single H tone domain is 

formed, or (c’) a downstep condition is not formed. L tone spreading can be blocked as 

well, as shown in Western Bade in section 2.2.4.  

 Detailed analyses of these sets of data appear in chapter 4. The proposed theory 

(xTBU theory) assumes that consonants can directly associate with tone. Such a tonal 

association is only restricted by markedness constraints in the absence of faithfulness 

constraints.  
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2.3 Tonal neutralization by consonants 

In various languages, especially languages spoken in Southeast Asia, consonants limit the 

number of possible output tones. The tonal restriction can be understood as neutralization 

by consonants. This section presents cross-linguistic data of such neutralizations. Tonal 

neutralization is affected by the position of consonants in a syllable. In languages such as 

Mulao, consonants in onset positions neutralize tone (section 2.3.1). In Burmese, 

consonants in coda positions neutralize tone (section 2.3.2). There are also languages like 

Thai in which consonants in both onsets and codas neutralize tone (section 2.3.3). Tonal 

neutralization by consonants is analyzed in chapter 5.  

 

2.3.1 Neutralization by consonants in onsets 

2.3.1.1 Mulao 

Mulao (or Mulam仫佬) is a language spoken in Luocheng County of Guangxi Zhuang 

Autonomous Region. There are about seventy thousand speakers, and most of them live 

in Luocheng (based on the 1977 census). Jerry Edmonson provided me with a tape 

recording of Mulao data. The consultant was Ms. Huiling Pan (潘慧玲), who was 

recorded in Beijing, China on November 10, 1986. Ms. Pan confirmed all the Mulao data 

presented below and in chapter 5.  

In Mulao, onset consonants restrict the possible tone in a syllable: syllables with 

onsets that are aspirates, glottals, or voiceless sonorants only surface with a high register 

tone. In (30), the high tone requirement associated with onset consonants in Mulao is 

presented. Syllables with consonants in onset positions, in (30), do not occur in low 

register tone, as shown in (30b). The group of consonants in (30) is called ‘elevator 
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consonants’6 because they favor higher tone (contrasting with ‘depressors’, which favor 

lower tone). The subscript H or L marks the tonal register. The numbers in superscript are 

tone marked in Chao tone letters, in which 1 represents the lowest pitch, and 5 is the 

highest pitch (Chao 1930). 

 

(30) Onsets (‘elevators’) that require a high tone7  

  a. high   b. low 
Aspirates [kh] [khɛːk42]H ‘guest’  *[khɛːk]L
 [ph] [pho44]H ‘bed’  *[pho]L 
Glottals [ʔ] [ʔuk55]H ‘to exit’  *[ʔuk]L 
 [ʔj] [ʔjem42]H ‘to borrow’  *[ʔjem]L 
Voiceless  
sonorant 

[n ̥] [n ̥ɔ53]H ‘rat, mouse’  *[n ̥ɔ]L 

 

In Mulao, syllables with onsets other than the ones in (30) have no tonal restrictions - 

there is no tonal neutralization. Sonorants or voiceless stops in onset positions can have 

both high tone and low tone. Example (31) shows the tonal minimal pairs in such 

syllables. For example, if the glide [j] occurs in onset positions, high tone (e.g. [ja]H 

‘cloth’) and low tone ([ja]L ‘also’) are both possible.  

 

(31) Onsets that do not require a high tone 

  a. high   b. low  
Sonorants [j] [ja42]H ‘cloth’  [ja11]L ‘also, too’ 
 [l] [lau44]H ‘snail’  [lau11]L ‘to leak’ 
Voiceless  [k] [kuŋ53]H ‘stalk, stem’  [kuŋ121]L ‘grasshopper’
 [p] [paːk42]H ‘mouth’  [paːk11]L ‘white’ 
 [t] [taŋ44]H ‘stool’  [taŋ24]L ‘to stand’ 

 

                                                 
6 I am indebted to Marc Brunelle and Susan M. Burt for suggesting this term to me.  
7 All data come from Wang and Zheng (1993), which is based on Dayin variety of Mulao.  
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Tonal neutralization by consonants in onset positions is found in languages other than 

Mulao, as discussed below. For an interaction that occurs in a prosodic domain bigger 

than a syllable, see Jun (1996, 1998) in which she reports that aspirates in onset positions 

of an accentual phrase in Korean only surface with a high pitch.   

 

2.3.1.2 Yao language: Aspirates and voiceless nasals 

The Yao language, spoken in Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, has three major 

dialects: Mjen (or Mien 勉), Pu nu (or Bunu 布努), and Lak kja (or Lakkia 拉珈). In all 

of these dialects, aspirated and voiceless nasal consonants in onset positions neutralize 

tone (Mao & Chou 1972: 240).   

 The consonants that neutralize tone in the Yao language share laryngeal features: 

aspiration and voiceless nasals. In section 2.5.2, the consonant inventories show that 

consonants interacting with tone and consonants not interacting with tone do not overlap.  

 

2.3.1.3 Zhuang 

In Zhuang, tone is also neutralized if consonants in onset positions have laryngeal 

features such as glottal, aspirated or unaspirated (Luo 2005: 1217-1218). Zhuang’s 

characteristics also influence Wuming Mandarin (cf. Huang 1997).   

 In Sanfang Zhuang, it is observed that all (historically) preglottalized onsets surface 

with a high tone even though the consonants become voiced stops (Wei and Edmondson 

1997: 46). For other studies on Zhuang, see Qin (1996), Qin (2004), Wei and Tan (2006) 

and references therein.  
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 From fall 2007 through summer 2008, I made recordings of a variety of the Zhuang 

spoken in Du’an, Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region with the consultant Yuehua Wei, 

a male speaker in his 20s. I elicited data to confirm data from secondary sources. 

However, the characteristics found in the Du’an dialect in comparison with the standard 

Zhuang spoken in Nanning were greater than expected; so much so that I was unable to 

include Mr. Wei’s data in this dissertation. 

 

2.3.1.4 Kammu: minor vs. major syllables 

Kammu is a Mon-Khmer language spoken in Northern Laos. In Kammu, aspirated 

consonants in certain onset positions neutralize the output tones to high. In Kammu, there 

are two types of syllables: one with schwa [ə] (called ‘minor syllables’) and the other one 

with full vowel contrast (called ‘major syllables’). A word in Kammu usually consists of 

a minor and a major syllable, a property called sesquisyllabicity. Minor syllables with 

schwa [ə] can surface with a high tone or low tone, except when aspirates are in the onset 

position; this latter case restricts output tone to high.   

 An unaspirated stop in the onset position of a minor syllable, as in (32a) and (32d), 

surfaces with either high tone or low tone. If the onset is a sonorant as in (32c), minor 

syllables are low. When an onset is aspirated as in (32b), minor syllables (and a following 

major syllable) only surface with high tone.   
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(32) Minor-Major syllables (Svantesson and Karlsson 2004: 180) 

 minor syllables tones example  
a.  unaspirated p t c k H-H 

L-L 
[kə́.mu ́ul] 
[cə̀.mə̀ʔ] 

‘silver’ 
‘rope’ 

b.  aspirates s h ch kh H-H [sə́.cáaŋ] ‘elephant’ 
c. sonorants 

 
l r lC rC L-H 

L-L 
[rə̀.ha ́aŋ] 
[lə̀m.pòʔ] 

‘bamboo’ 
‘cow’ 

d.  unaspirated pC tC cC kC H-L 
L-H 
L-L 

[pə́ŋ.kàʔ] 
[kə̀m.múʔ] 
[pə̀ŋ.kàʔ] 

‘to wear by the ear’ 
‘person’ 
‘shy’ 

e. aspirates sC hC phC 
thC chC khC 

H-H 
H-L 

[chə́k.ɓɨ́k] 
[hə́m.ràŋ] 

‘expressive for blue’ 
‘horse’ 

 

 The requirement of high tone on major syllables is less strict if a minor syllable has a 

coda consonant, as in (32e), in which a major syllable has a low tone even though a 

minor syllable has an onset with aspirates. 

 An experimental study by Svantesson and Karlsson (2004) shows that [+spread 

glottis] is the feature that determines the output tone in Kammu. See also other work on 

Kammu for more data and discussions (Smalley 1961, Svantesson 1983, Svantesson and 

House 2006). 

 

2.3.1.5 Wujiang (Wu, Chinese)  

In Wujian, a northern Wu dialect, Chen (2000: 10) reports that the tonal pattern depends 

on the consonants in onset position. Unaspirated voiceless onsets have the highest pitch, 

and voiced onsets have the lowest. Aspirated onsets have intermediate pitch as shown in 

(33). The tonal variants in Wujiang depend on onsets, and each tonal category can have 

up to three different variants.   
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(33) Tonal Inventory of Wujiang (Ye 1983: 34) 

   Onsets   level falling falling-rising CVO 
a. voiceless plain 55 51 412 5 
b. aspirated 33 42 312 3 
c. voiced  13 31 212 2 

 

 While the possible tonal values in (33) suggest 12 possible tones in Wujiang, 

phonologically there are three tones: level, falling, and falling-rising. Examples of each 

tonal value are presented in (34).  

 
(34) Wujiang data spoken in Songling (Ye 1983: 35)8 

   Onsets  level falling falling-rising CVO 
kã55 ʦiəu51 fɑ̃412 paʔ5 voiceless 

plain ‘firm’ ‘to walk’ ‘to put’ ‘hundred’ 
khã33 ʦhiəu42 khɑ̃312 phaʔ3 voiceless 

aspirated ‘chaff’ ‘3-5 am’ ‘to carry’ ‘to tap’ 
zɑ̃13 zəu31 mɑ̃212 baʔ2 voiced ‘bed’ ‘to sit’ ‘to watch’ ‘white’ 

 

 In Wujiang, consonants in onset positions neutralize tone in the output, so voiced 

onsets do not surface with H tone (34c), and unaspirated stops do not occur with L tone 

(34a).  

 

2.3.1.6 Songjiang (Chinese) 

Songjiang, spoken in Jiangsu, China, demonstrates similar behavior to Wujiang, but the 

consonants that neutralize tone are only dependent on voicing as shown in (35). Syllables 

with voiced consonants in the onset always occur with L tones, and syllables with 

voiceless consonants always occur with H tones. Data comes from a compendium of 

Jiangsu dialects, Jiangsusheng he Shanghaishi Fangyan Gaikuang (JSFG 1960).  
                                                 
8 I would like to thank Xiao Li for the assistance in translating Chinese texts.  
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(35) Tonal Inventory of Songjiang (JSFG 1960: 11) 

   Onsets  level rising falling CVO
a. voiceless 44 35 53 5q 
b. voiced 22 13 31 3q 

 

2.3.1.7 Korean  

In Korean, intonation patterns of accentual phrases (AP) vary according to the phrase-

initial consonants. Jun (1996, 1998) observes that accentual phrases have LHLH 

intonation patterns except when an accentual phrase begins with an aspirate or a tense 

stop. In the latter case, accentual phrases have HHLH intonation.  

 Example (36) demonstrates the consonantal effect on the phrasal intonation. In (36a) 

and (36c), the accentual phrases begin with L because they begin with the sonorant [j]. 

On the other hand, when the accentual phrases begin with an aspirate [ch] as in (36b) and 

(36d), the accentual phrases have H tones.   

 
(36) Standard Korean (Kang 1996) 

      L    LH 
       |      |  | 

        H   L  H 
         |      |   | 

     L  H 
      |    | 

       H    H    L   L% 
        |      |     |     | 

a. [jp-mal]AP   b. [chnjnn]AP c. [jine]AP  d. [chinku-jess-ko]AP

    neighbor village     young man      woman      friend 
‘The neighbor village young man was the woman’s friend.’ 

 

 Recent studies on the Korean consonants support this view of the tonal differences at 

the beginning of accentual phrases. Pioneering works by Silva (2006) and Wright (2007) 

show that the younger generation of Korean speakers (born after 1980) has higher pitch 

for aspirated stops and tense stops than for lax stops.  
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2.3.2 Neutralization by consonants in codas 

Consonants in coda positions neutralize tone in the output. The languages in (37) show 

that open syllables (CV) and syllables with a sonorant coda (CVS) have more tonal 

contrast than syllables with a stop coda (CVO).  

 

(37) Tone neutralization by codas (from Hyman 2007: 1) 

 Language  CV, CVS sonorant 
codas CVO  obstruent

codas 
a. Bola 3:2 H, L, HL m n ŋ H, HL p t k ʔ 
b. Maru 3:2 H, M, L m n ŋ H, L p t k ʔ 
c. Tangkhul 3:2 H, M, L m n ŋ r w y M, L p t k 
d. Trung 4:1 H, L, HL, LH m n ŋ l r H p t k ʔ 
e. Jingpho 4:2 H, M, L, HL m n ŋ  H, L p t k ʔ 
f. Karen (Pa’o) 4:2 H, M, L, HL m n ŋ  M, L p t k ʔ 
g. Xiamen 5:2 44, 24, 22, 21, 53 m n ŋ w y 4, 32 p t k ʔ 
h. Cantonese9 6:3 55, 33, 22, 21, 35, 23 m n ŋ w y 5, 4, 3 p t k 

 

 The rest of this section discusses Burmese, San Martin Itunyoso Trique and 

Vietnamese in detail.  

 

2.3.2.1 Burmese 

Burmese is a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in Myanmar (Burma). I recorded two 

Burmese consultants in New York City: Khin Maung Gyi, a male in his 60s from Nyaung 

Shwe, and Thuya Maung, a male speaker in his 20s from Yangon (Rangoon). These 

consultants confirmed the Burmese data presented below. Measurements of the data from 

Khin Maung Gyi are presented in chapter 5. 
                                                 
9 In Cantonese, CVO syllables with a short vowel can surface with five tones. CVO syllables with a long 
vowel, however, only surface with 3 tones (Hyman 2007: 1). 
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Burmese has two phonological tones in the output: high and low. High tones as in 

(38a) and low tones as in (38b) occur in open syllables and in syllables with a nasal coda. 

Low tone is marked with a grave accent, and high tone with an acute accent.  

 

(38) Burmese tone10  

   tone 
a. khá be bitter high
b. khà  to shake low 

  

Burmese syllables also have a glottal stop coda as in (39a) or creaky phonation as in 

(39b). Creaky phonation is marked with a tilde under the vowel. These types of syllables 

only occur with low tones.  

 

(39) Neutralization to L tone in Burmese 

a. khaʔ  draw off glottal stop 
b. kha̰  fee creaky voice

  

 The neutralization effect of glottal stops on tone is similar to the one found in the 

languages presented in (37). An analysis of tonal neutralization by glottal stops is 

presented in section 5.4.  

 

2.3.2.2 San Martin Itunyoso Trique 

Trique, spoken in San Martin Itunyoso (SMI), Mexico, has four level tones and five 

contour tones as in (40). In the representation, number 1 means low tone, and number 4 

means high tone.  

                                                 
10 Unlike in Mulao, note that aspirated onsets do not affect tone in Burmese.  
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(40) Tonal minimal pairs in SMI Trique (DiCanio 2006: PPT#9) 

level  falling  rising  
1 [ʧə̄] eleven 31 [nne] meat 13 [jeh] yes 
2 [nne] lie 32 [nne] water (4)5 [ʔnih] corn 
3 [nne] plough 43 [li] tiny    
4 [ββe] hair       

 

 The tones in (40) have restrictions based on syllable structure. Level tones can appear 

with any syllable structure that is marked (√) in (41). When a syllable has a glottal 

fricative [h] coda, falling tones do not surface, as in (41a). Syllables with a glottal stop 

coda [ʔ], on the other hand, only surface with a level tone, as in (41b). Open syllables can 

occur with any of the tones, as shown by the check marks in (41c).  

 

(41) Consonant-tone patterns in SMI Trique (Hyman 2007:1 from DiCanio 2006) 

  level falling rising 
  1 2 3 4 31 32 43 13 (4)511

a. CV[h] √ √ √ √    √ √ 
b. CV[ʔ] √ √ √ √      
c. CVː √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

 

 The surface patterns of tones and consonants in SMI Trique show that coda 

consonants (such as glottal stops or glottal fricatives) neutralize the tone in the output.  

 

2.3.2.3 Vietnamese: Coda or phonation 

Vietnamese has six tones as in (42). There are three tones in both the high and low 

registers.  Each register has a level tone, a rising tone, and a falling-rising tone.  

                                                 
11 While DiCanio (2006) classifies the tone (4)5 as a level tone, Hyman (2007) categorizes it as a rising 
tone.  
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(42) Tonal Inventory and Phonation type (Pham 2003: 79, 93, 127) 

 Description Name Register 
a. level ngang 
b. rising sắc 
c. falling-rising hỏi 

upper 

d. level huyền 
e. falling nặng 
f. falling-rising ngã 

lower 

 

In CVO syllables, only two tones surface: upper rising tone (sắc, 42b) and lower 

falling tone (nặng, 42e). The emphatic forms in Vietnamese undergo full reduplication of 

the tones and segments of a base. In (43a), the base [ɲảː] ‘small’ has an upper falling-

rising tone.12 The reduplicated form is [ɲả ɲả] which means ‘slightly small’. In (43b) and 

(43c), the CVO syllables surface with sac and nang tone, and the reduplicant keeps the 

tone as well as the segmental structure.  

 

(43) Reduplication in Vietnamese 

  Upper register   base tone 
a. ɲảː ‘small’ → ɲả ɲả  ‘slightly small’  hoi 
b. mét ‘pale’ → mét mét ‘rather pale’  sac 
 Lower register    
c. sạc ‘clean’  → sạc sạc  ‘rather clean’  nang 

 

 Vietnamese also has reduplication patterns in which the reduplicant must have level 

tone, as in (44). The restriction on tone is that the reduplicant must have an upper (ngang) 

or lower (huyen) level tone; these do not allow obstruent consonants in coda. In (44), the 

                                                 
12 The tone marking in Vietnamese words follows the Vietnamese Orthography.  
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base with an obstruent coda has a sac or nang tone. The reduplicant therefore must have a 

level tone or change the coda consonant of the base to a homorganic nasal of the 

following consonant. 

 

(44) Reduplicant must be a level tone (Burton 1992: 35) 

  Upper register   base tone 
a. sóp ‘spongy’ → som sóp ‘rather spongy’  sac 
b. máːt ‘breezy’ → maːn máːt ‘a little breezy’  sac 
 Lower register    
c. dẹp ‘beautiful’ → dèm dẹp ‘rather pretty’  nang 
d.  xɛ̃ː ‘soft’ → xɛ̀ː xɛ̃ː  ‘rather soft’  nga 

  

 Consonant-tone interaction in Vietnamese has been addressed in many previous 

studies (Earle 1975, Nhán 1984 among others). Tones on CVO syllables can be regarded 

as separate tones (Pham 2003). Independently, Michaud (2004) examines the phonation 

change by a stop coda in CVO syllables. Many other studies also suggest the importance 

of phonation in Vietnamese (See also Alves 1995, Nguyen and Edmondson 1997, 

Brunelle 2003).  

  

2.3.2.4 Yabem  

Yabem is a language spoken in New Guinea (Dempwolff 1939, Zahn 1940). In Yabem, 

verbs in the third conjugation demonstrate consonant-tone interaction. Voiced obstruents 

only surface in a low tone syllable (in realis singular), while voiceless obstruents only 

surface in a high tone syllable (in other forms in the conjugation).  
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(45) Verbal conjugation III in Yabem  (Poser 1981: 484-485) 

 realis singular  
(low tone) 

all other forms
(high tone) 

 

a. yɔ̀b yɔ́p ‘guard’ 
b. yòb yóp ‘whistle’ 
c. lòb lóp ‘fly’ 
d. me ̀b me ́p ‘relieve oneself’
e. mo ̀b mo ́p ‘decay’ 

 

Poser (1981) also suggests the possibility of tone affecting consonants in Yabem 

which is discussed in detail in section 2.4 (See also Hansson 2004).  

 

2.3.3 Neutralization by consonants in onsets and codas: Thai 

In Thai, consonants in both onset and coda positions neutralize tones in the output. The 

restriction between consonants and tone is that H tone does not surface when unaspirated 

stops occur in onsets or codas. The data in this section is based on Ruangjaroon (2006) 

except where noted. 

 In (46), the consonant inventory of Thai is presented. There are aspirated consonants 

as in (46a), and sonorants as in (46b). Thai also has unaspirated voiced and voiceless 

stops as in (46c), which do not surface with a H tone. While all the consonants can appear 

in onsets, only unaspirated voiceless stops and nasals can occur in coda positions.  

 

(46) Thai consonants (Apiluck Tumtavitikul 1992: 264, Ruangjaroon 2006: 9) 

  labial alveolar palatal velar glottal  
a. aspirates ph, f th, s ʧh kh h  
b.  sonorants m, w n, l, r j ŋ   
c. unaspirated p, b t, d ʧ k ʔ → no high tone

  

Thai has five contrastive tones in stressed syllables as in (47). There are three level 
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tones (mid, low and high) and two contour tones (falling and rising). The five-way tonal 

contrast appears in open syllables (CV) and in syllables with a sonorant coda (CVS). 

Examples in (47) demonstrate that aspirates and sonorants do not affect tone in Thai. 

Tonal marking is as follows: mid tone is unmarked, high tone is marked with an acute 

accent, and low tone is marked with a grave accent. Circumflex marks falling tone, and a 

wedge marks rising tone. Sounds in parentheses are optionally realized. 

 

(47) Tonal minimal pairs in Thai (Ruangjaroon 2006: 5, 46) 

   Open   Sonorant coda  
a.  low  [phɛ̀ː] ‘to spread’  [khùn] ‘muddy’ 
b. mid  [phɛ̄ː] ‘a raft’  [khōn] ‘person’ 
c. high  [phɛ́ː] ‘to lose’  [khón] ‘search’ 
d.  falling  [ph(r)ɛ̂ː] ‘to broadcast’  [khôn] ‘thick’ 
e.  rising  [ph(l)ɛ̌ː] ‘a wound’  [khǒn] ‘hair’ 

 

 When a syllable has an obstruent coda as in (48), only H or L tones surface in the 

output (Gandour 1975: 170-172, Apiluck Tumtavitkul 1993: 13-14).13  In other words, in 

Thai, a CVO syllable cannot surface with mid, falling, or rising tone as in (48c-e).  

 

(48) Neutralization of tonal contrast with obstruent codas (CVO) 

a. low  [phìt] ‘be wrong’
b.  high  [phít] ‘poison’ 
c. mid  *[phīt] N/A 
d.  falling  *[phît] N/A 
e.  rising  *[phǐt] N/A 

 

                                                 
13 For a discussion and an analysis about this type of data, see Ruangjaroon (2006: 24-25).  
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 Unaspirated onsets do not allow high tone in Thai if all else is equal. Example (49) 

shows tonal minimal pairs when the onset of a syllable is an aspirate ([ph] or [kh]) as in 

(49a) or a sonorant ([l] or [m]) as in (49b). These types of syllables can appear with all 

five tones in Thai.   

 

(49) Five tones in CV or CVS (Ruangjaroon 2006: 39-48) 

 Onsets  low mid high falling rising 
[pha ̀ː] [pha ̄ː] [pha ́ː] [pha ̂ː] [pha ̌ː] CV˘ 
‘cut’ ‘take’ ‘a knife’ ‘clothes’ ‘a cliff’

[khùn] [khūn] [khún] [khôn] [khǔn] 

a. aspirates 

CVS 
‘muddy’ ‘2nd sg. pers.’ ‘familiar’ ‘thick’ ‘fatten’ 

[lòː] [la ̄ː] [la ́ː] [la ̂ː] [la ̌ː] CV˘ 
‘last’ ‘a donkey’ ‘exhausted’ ‘chase’ ‘yard’ 
[ma ̀n] [ma ̄n] [na ́n] [ma ̂n] [ma ̌n] 

b. sonorants

CVS 
‘persistent’ ‘greasy’ ‘that’ ‘engage’ ‘sterile’

 

 However, no CV˘ or CVS syllable has an unaspirated onset and a high tone; only low, 

mid, falling and rising tones appear. As shown in (50), the voicing of such onsets does 

not interfere with the tonal restriction; onsets can be voiceless ([k]) as in (50a), or the 

onsets can be voiced ([b]) as in (50b).  

 

(50) Tone in CV and CVS with an unaspirated onset (Ruangjaroon 2006: 39-48) 

 low mid high falling rising 
[ku ̀ː] [ku ̄ː]   [ku ̂ː] [ku ̌ː] a. CV 

‘holler’ ‘1st sg. pers.’  ‘borrow’ ‘uncle’ 
[bo ̀n] [bo ̄n]  [ba ̂n] [bu ̌n] b. CVS 

‘complain’ ‘on’  ‘a portion’ ‘civil’ 
 

 In Thai, a syllable with an obstruent coda (CVO) allows only H or L tone. Obstruent 

codas are [p], [t], and [k]. As in (51), syllables with short vowels surface with either L or 
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H tone, while syllables with long vowels surface with L or falling tone. All examples in 

(51) have onsets that are aspirates or sonorants, which allow all five tones in open 

syllables and CVS syllables.  

 

(51) Tone in syllables with obstruent codas (Ruangjaroon 2006: 51-58) 

  Onsets low mid high falling rising
[sa ̀k]  [sa ́k]   a. aspirates14

‘tattoo’  ‘wash’   
[lo ̀p]  [lo ́p]   b. 

CVO 

sonorants 
‘hide’  ‘erase’   
[fa ̀ːt]   [fa ̂ːt]  c. aspirates 

‘acidulous’   ‘to eat’  
[ma ̀ːk]   [ma ̂ːk]  d. 

CV˘O 

sonorants 
‘an areca palm’   ‘very’  

 

 In obstruent-final syllables with unaspirated onsets (OVO syllables), however, H and 

falling tones do not surface in the output. As shown in (52), only L tone is allowed in 

OVO syllables.   

 

(52) Unaspirated onsets and unaspirated codas (Ruangjaroon 2006: 55, 60) 

 non- 
aspirates low mid high falling rising

[bo ̀k]     a. OVO 
‘on land’     

[pa ̀ːt]     b. OV˘O 
‘to cut’     

 

 The restricted tonal inventory in CVO syllables is observed in many other Tibeto-

                                                 
14 Fricatives are assumed to be specified as [+spread glottis] as proposed in Armenian by Vaux (1998).  
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Burman languages when an obstruent coda is present (cf. Weidert 1987: Ch. 9) 15 . 

Because of the tonal restrictions on CVO syllables, CVO syllables have traditionally been 

called ‘checked’ syllables, or ‘stopped’ syllables in Chinese, Tibeto-Burman, and Mon-

Khmer studies. By contrast, open syllables or syllables with a sonorant coda are called 

‘unchecked’, or ‘smooth’ syllables.   

 

Reduplication in Thai 

The high tone deference in Thai finds support from partial reduplication [Caʔ] in which 

the initial consonant of the reduplicant is copied from its base. The reduplicant, which is 

a CVO syllable, only permits high or low tone. Moreover, if the onset of the reduplicant 

is an unaspirated stop, only low tone can surface. All the data in this subsection comes 

from Apiluck Tumtavitkul (1993).  

 The reduplicant copies the tone of a high-toned base as in (53). In (53a), for example, 

the high tone base is /ʧít/. The reduplicant copies the onset of the base [ʧ] before the 

rhyme [aʔ]. The tone of the reduplicant is H, identical to the base tone.  

 

(53) /-aʔ/ in H tone base (Apiluck Tumtavitkul 1993: 23) 

 base  RED-base   
 H  H - H  *L - H 
a.  /ʧít/  [ʧáʔ-ʧít]  ‘come near’ *[ʧàʔ-ʧít] 
b. /khɨ́k/  [kha ́ʔ-khɨ́k]  ‘loud noise’ *[kha ̀ʔ-khɨ́k] 

                                                 
15 Tibeto-Burman languages are not uniformly tonal as described in Weidert (1987: 1). There are four 
different types of languages: a) tonal languages, b) non-tonal languages, c) languages that are gaining tonal 
contrasts (this process is named as ‘tonogenesis’ by James Matisoff), and d) languages that are losing their 
tonal contrasts.  
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c. /phɔ́ːŋ/  [pha ́ʔ-phɔ́ːŋ]  ‘agree’ *[pha ̀ʔ-phɔ́ːŋ] 
d. /rík/  [ra ́ʔ-rík]  ‘laugh’ *[ràʔ-rík] 
e. /rɨ ̃́ːn/  [ra ́ʔ-rɨ ̃́ːn]  ‘smooth’ *[ràʔ-rɨ ̃́ːn] 

 

 The reduplicant of a low tone base surfaces with a low tone as in (54). The 

reduplicant copies the onset of the low tone base [k]. The rhyme [aʔ] is added to the onset. 

The tone of the reduplicant is identical to the tone of the base: low tone. Due to the 

consonant-tone restriction discussed in previous section, H tone does not occur in the 

reduplicant in (54) because the onset is an unaspirated stop.  

 
(54) /-aʔ/ in L tone base (Apiluck Tumtavitkul 1993: 23) 

 base  RED-base   
 L  L - L  *H - L 
a.  /kɔ̀ːŋ/  [ka ̀ʔ-kɔ̀ːŋ]  ‘beautiful’ *[ka ́ʔ-kɔ̀ːŋ]

 

  Third, the tone of the reduplicant after mid tone bases can be either high or low, as in 

(55). The onset consonant of the base determines the tone of the reduplicant in the output. 

If the onset of a base is an aspirate [ph] or a sonorant [l] as in (55a-b), the reduplicant 

appears with a high tone. If the onset of a base is an unaspirated stop [d] as in (54c), the 

reduplicant surfaces with low tone.  

 
(55) /-aʔ/ in M tone base (Apiluck Tumtavitkul 1993: 23) 

 base  RED-base   
 M  H - M  *L - M 
a.  /phāːn/  [pha ́ʔ-phāːn]  ‘meet’ *[pha ̀ʔ-phāːn]
b. /lāːn/  [la ́ʔ-lāːn]  ‘exited’ *[làʔ-lāːn] 
 M  L - M  *H - M 
c. /dān/  [da ̀ʔ-dān]  ‘push’ *[da ́ʔ-dān] 
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 Next, the reduplicant of a rising tone base surfaces with a L tone as in (56). In (56a), 

the onset of the base [s] is copied into the reduplicant followed by the fixed rhyme [aʔ]. 

The tone of the reduplicant is low.  

 

(56) /-aʔ/ in rising tone base (Apiluck Tumtavitkul 1993: 23) 

 base  RED-base   
 R  L - R  *H - R 
a.  /sǎːŋ/  [sa ̀ʔ-sǎːŋ]  ‘untangle’ *[sa ́ʔ-sǎːŋ] 
b. /ʧǎ:n/  [ʧa ̀ʔ-ʧǎ:n]  ‘witty’ *[ʧa ́ʔ-ʧǎ:n]
c. /sùə́y/  [sa ̀ʔ-sùə́y]  ‘pretty’ *[sa ́ʔ-sùə́y] 

 

 The reduplicant of a falling tone base displays a somewhat unexpected pattern. Bases 

with an affricate onset [ʧ] or a sonorant onset [l] surface with a high tone as in (57a-b), 

whereas the reduplicant with a voiceless onset [k] in (57c) has a low tone because the 

unaspirated onset [k] of the reduplicant cannot surface in a high toned syllable. 

 

(57) /-aʔ/ in Falling tone base (Apiluck Tumtavitkul 1993: 23) 

 base  RED-base   
 F  H - F  *L - F 
a.  /ʧɔ̂ːŋ/  [ʧa ́ʔ-ʧɔ̂ːŋ]  ‘hole’ *[ʧa ̀ʔ-ʧɔ̂ːŋ] 
b. /lêːn/  [la ́ʔ-lêːn]  ‘play’ *[làʔ-lêːn] 
 F  L - F  *H - F 
c. /krâːw/  [ka ̀ʔ-krâːw]  ‘roar’ *[ka ́ʔ-krâːw]

 

 Another pattern appears in (58). The reduplicant with an affricate onset [ʦ] or with an 

aspirated onset [kh] in (58a-b) surfaces with a low tone. These onsets can occur with L 
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tone. Even so, it is unclear why falling tone can sometimes surface in the reduplicant as H 

tone as in (57), or as L tone as in (58).  

 

(58) Exceptions: /-aʔ/ in Falling tone base (Apiluck Tumtavitkul 1993: 23) 

 F  L - F  *H - F 
a. /ʦæ̂ːŋ/  [ʦa ̀ʔ-ʦæ ̂ːŋ]  ‘enlightened’ *[ʦa ́ʔ-ʦæ ̂ːŋ] 
b. /khæ ̂ːn/  [kha ̀ʔ-khæ ̂ːn]  ‘strong’ *[kha ́ʔ-khæ ̂ːn] 

 

2.4  Change of laryngeal feature by tone 

This section presents languages that seem to show interaction in which tone affects 

consonants (from Maddieson 1974, 1976, 1978). Xinzhai Hmong is a language spoken in 

Southwestern China (Xian 1990, Niederer 1998: 149). In Xinzhai Hmong, laryngeal-tone 

interaction is found in tone sandhi positions.16 If a 55 tone becomes a 343 tone as a result 

of tone sandhi, the onset surfaces with aspirated consonants (59a). If a 343 tone becomes 

a 53 tone due to tone sandhi, the onset surfaces with unaspirated consonants (60a). 

Aspiration and deaspiration are not both applied to sonorants in the same environment 

(59b, 60b).  

 

(59) Emergence of Aspiration  

a. /nu13  to55/ ‘day’-‘come’ [ nu13  tho343] ‘dawn’ 
b. /ou55  no55/  ‘disorganized’-‘eat’ [ ou55  no343] ‘eat anything’

 

 

                                                 
16 There is no agreement about whether tone sandhi position is a prominent position or not. For example, 
Wee (2004) claims that tone sandhi is not a prominent position because it undergoes tonal change. The 
controversy about tone sandhi will not be discussed in this proposal. 
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(60) Loss of aspiration 

a. /tsa55  tsha343/  ‘tube’-‘chopsticks’ [ tsa55  tsa53] ‘chopsticks case’
b. /mi11  mja343/ NEGATION-‘listen to’ [ mi11  mja53] ‘do not listen to’ 
 

Most cases reported in Maddieson (1974, 1976, 1978) are quoted below from original 

sources. Phrases between quotation marks are unaltered citations. There are a number of 

Asian languages as in (61), in which low tone affects the surface realization of stops. 

When low tone appears, stops become voiced.  

 

(61) Asian languages    

 Language Consonants change due to tone 
a.  Tankhur Naga  

 
“the three unaspirated stops, p, t, and k become voiced intervocally, 
especially before a vowel in low tone” (Bhat 1969: ix) 

b. Central Monpa  
 

“g, j, d, b i.e. the voiced plosives have but indistinct voicing. They are 
rather softened low tone varieties of k, c, t and p respectively.” (Das 
Gupta 1968: 1) 

c.  Jingpho 
 

“If a syllable beginning with a vocalic [voiced] initial follows a 
syllable which has the high long pitch, then the initial of the second 
syllable acquires -h by gemination.” (Maran 1971: 172) 

d.  Wu Chinese 
 

“Almost all Wu dialects show … evidence supporting an underlying 
system composed of four paired tones with one of each pair being a 
lowered tone in syllables with voiced initials.” (Ballard 1969: 70) 

e. Cham  
 

“In closed syllables, with front vowels i, e, and ɛ before ʔ, h or ŋ, the 
voiceless oral stops have fortis and lenis allophones, which may co-
occur with low and non-low pitch, respectively” (Blood 1967: 8) 

f. Atsi  
 

“/v/ is a voiced labial fricative. … Before /e/, … and before /a/, in 
high toned syllables, /v/ has bilabial friction as well, …” (Burling 
1967: 17) 

g. Chengtu,  
Sichuan  
Mandarin 

“…with tone 4 /213/ the ending is realized as nasalization of the 
preceding vowel and a fully articulated [n]; with tones other than tone 
4 the ending is realized as nasalization of the preceding vowel and a 
weakly articulated [n]…” (Malmqvist 1962: 137, 141) 

 

 As in Asian languages, low tone can also affect consonants and cause them to become 

voiced in various African languages as in (62).  
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(62) African languages 

 Language Consonants change due to tone 
a.  Kuwaa (Kru) 

 
“When word-initial /k ͡p/ is followed by a low tone, then /k ͡p/ becomes 
[g͡b].” (Thompson 1976: 42) 

b.  Ọh ̃ụh ̃ụ Igbo 
 

“h, h ̃, hj, h ̃j [Maddieson: glottal fricatives]  appear to be partially voiced 
before low tone vowels” (Dunstan and Igwe 1966: 74) 

c.  !Xũ  
 

“When initiating syllables with low tones the laryngeal features of 
consonants may become vocalised. Thus [ph] > [pɦ].” (Snyman 1970: 
36, footnote)  
These sounds include voiceless aspirates (such as [th], [tsh], [kh], [h]), 
and clicks (such as [ǂh], [ǂʔh], [ǃh], [ǃʔh], [ǀǀh], [ǀǀʔh], [ŋǀʔɦ]).   

 

 The languages in (63) are spoken in America. In these languages, low tone can also 

trigger segmental changes: voiceless consonants become voiced.  

 

(63) American languages 

 Language Consonants change due to tone 
a.  Tucano  

 
“Voiced vowels have … voiceless variants … when a CV syllable with 
voiceless consonant onset precedes hV which has higher pitch: /pàhīɡó/ 
[pḁ̀hīɡóh] ‘fat woman’…” (West and Welch 1967: 22) 

b. Picuris  
 

“the glottal stop, combined with low tone, has a phonetic effect…: the word 
for chokecherry, /ə̂m’ene/, is phonetically [ʌ̂mb’ɛnɛ]; the /m/ becomes 
partially denasalized and devoiced and more tense” (Trager 1971: 31)  
(ˆ marks primary stress combined with low tone) 

c. Kiowa 
 

“… the initial voiced stop of the thematic suffix is devoiced following roots 
with falling tone.” (Watkins 1984: 40) 
For example, the thematic stem /-be-/ is realized as [háː-be ̀-] ‘smoke’, but as 
[hâː-pè-] ‘pick up’.  

 

 While the examples in (61)-(63) are ‘impressionistically observed’ according to 

Maddieson (1978: 327), these examples suggest that tone could affect consonants.  A 

definitive conclusion, however, awaits detailed phonetic and phonological analysis of 

these languages. 
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2.5  Which features affect tone?  

Based on cross-linguistic data presented in section 2.2 to section 2.4, segmental features 

that affect tone are summarized below in (64). The features are all related to the status of 

the larynx: voicing, spread glottis, and constricted glottis. Voiced consonants block H 

tone spreading, or neutralize H tone to non-high (64a). Voiceless consonants block L tone 

spreading, or neutralize L tone to non-low (64b). Consonants with a [+spread glottis] 

feature block H tone spreading, neutralize L tone to H tone, or neutralize H tone to L tone 

(64c). The [+constricted glottis] feature, if present, neutralizes H tone to L tone, or 

neutralizes L to H (64d). In Thai, consonants specified with a [-spread glottis] feature 

neutralize H tone to non-high (64e).  

 

(64) Tone affecting segmental features  

 Features Effect on tone  Languages 
a.  [+voice] blocks high tone spreading  Western Bade, Tsonga
  H neutralizes to non-high  Songjiang  
b.  [-voice] blocks low tone spreading  Western Bade 
  L neutralizes to non-low  Songjiang  
c.  [+spread glottis] L neutralizes to high tone  Mulao 
  H neutralizes to low tone  Gurung  
  blocks high tone spreading  Tsonga 
d.  [+constricted glottis] H neutralizes to low tone  Burmese 
  L neutralizes to high tone  Mulao 
e. [-spread glottis] H neutralizes to non-high  Thai 
g.  [-constricted glottis] unidentified   

 

 From the data I have collected, there is no language that displays changes in tone due 

to the differences in place of articulation or manner of articulation. 
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The following subsections show that consonants interacting with tone vary from 

language to language.  

 

2.5.1 Tsonga 

The consonant inventory of Tsonga is shown in (65). The depressor consonants are in a 

heavy-lined box. The non-depressors are on the right side of the table. All depressor 

consonants in Tsonga are marked with voicing, aspiration, or breathy voice. 

 

(65) Consonants in Tsonga (Baumbach 1987: 3-16) 

   depressors non-depressors 
stops voiceless  unaspirated     p t  k 
 voiceless aspirated ph th  kh     
 voiced  b d  ɡ     
 breathy  (m)b ̤ (n)d ̤  (ŋ)ɡ̈     
  prenasalized     mb nd  ŋɡ
affricates voiceless  unaspirated     pf ʦ ʧ  
 voiceless aspirated pfh ʦh ʧh      
 voiced unaspirated     bv ʣ ʤ  
 voiced aspirated bvh ʣ̤ ʤ̈      
fricatives voiceless       ɸ, f s ʃ x 
 voiced     ɦ β, v z ʒ  
sonorants nasal      m n ɲ ŋ 
 nasal breathy m ̤ n̤  ŋ̈     
 oral      w r l j 
 oral breathy w̤ r ̤ l ̤ j ̈     

 

2.5.2 Yao language 

In Mjen (a variety spoken in Hsing an), syllables with onset consonants in the heavy-

lined box in (66) show neutralization to tone in the output: only high tone appears in such 

syllables. The non-elevators are shown in the right side of the table.    
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(66) Consonants in Mjen (Mao and Chou 1972: 240) 

  elevators non-elevators 
stops unaspirated     p, b t, d  k, ɡ  
 aspirated ph th  kh     
fricatives      f s ɕ h 
affricates unaspirated      ʦ, ʣ ʨ, ʥ  
 aspirated  ʦh ʨh      
sonorants nasals m̥ n̥ ɲ̊ ŋ̊ m n ɲ ŋ 
 orals  ɬ   w l j  

   

 Pu nu (from the Tu an region), another Yao dialect, is mainly spoken in the eastern 

part of the Guangxi province. As shown in the heavy-lined box in (67), the aspirated 

consonants (marked with a superscript ‘h’) neutralize the tone of a syllable to high if 

these consonants appear in an onset.  

  

(67) Consonants in Pu nu (Mao and Chou 1972: 242)17 

  elevators non-elevators 
stops plain ph th ch kh p t c k 
 pre-nasalized mph nth ɲch ŋkh mp nt ɲc  ŋk 
fricatives      f, v θ ɕ h 
affricates plain  ʦh    ʦ   
 pre-nasalized  nʦh    nʦ   
sonorants nasals mh nh ɲh ŋh m n ɲ ŋ 
 orals  lh jh  w l j  

 

 Third, another Yao dialect, Lak kja (a variety spoken in Ta yao shan), has aspirated 

onsets and voiceless nasal onsets that surface only with a high register tone. These 

consonants are in the heavy-lined box in (68).  

 

                                                 
17 The retroflex series are omitted from this table.  
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(68) Consonants in Lak kja (Mao and Chou 1972: 243) 

  elevators non-elevators
stops voiceless     p t  k 
 voiced     ʔb    
 aspirated ph th  kh     
fricatives      f θ  h 
affricates   ʦh   ʦ   
sonorants nasals m̥ n̥  m n  ŋ 
 orals  ɬ  w l j  

  

In all Yao dialects, aspiration crucially plays a role in tone neutralization: H tone is 

required in syllables with aspirated onsets.   

 

2.5.3 Burmese 

In Burmese, the glottal stop and creaky phonation neutralize tone to L tone. The 

consonant inventory of Burmese presented in (69) shows that the glottal stop is the only 

consonant with a glottal feature (e.g. [+constricted glottis]) in Burmese.18  

 

(69) Consonants in Burmese (Green 2005: 4) 

 bilabial dental alveolar palatal velar glottal 
stop/affricate p       b  t            d ʧ    ʤ k     ɡ ʔ 

aspiration ph  th           ʧh kh  
fricative  θ    (ð) s     sh    z ʃ  h 
nasal m̥     m  n̥          n ɲ̥      ɲ ŋ̊    ŋ  
liquid/glide (w̥)   w  ɬ     (r)    l j   

 

                                                 
18 Consonants in parentheses are commonly used in loanwords but rarely in native Burmese words (Green 
2005: 4). 
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2.5.4 Thai 

In Thai, unaspirated consonants do not co-occur with H tone. The consonant inventory of 

Thai is presented in (70).  

 

(70) Consonants in Thai (Apiluck Tumtavitikul 1992: 264, Ruangjaroon 2006: 9) 

  labial alveolar palatal velar glottal  
a. aspirates ph, f th, s ʧh kh h  
b.  sonorants m, w n, l, r j ŋ   
c. unaspirated p, b t, d ʧ k ʔ → no high tone

 

2.6  Conclusion 

This chapter has presented extensive data of consonant-tone interactions that will be 

analyzed in the following chapters. In section 2.2, the blocking of tonal spreading by 

consonants is described. H(igh) tone spreading can be blocked by voiced stops, and L 

tone spreading can be blocked by voiceless stops. The blocking effect of consonants is 

analyzed in chapter 4 based on the descriptions in this section.  

 Many languages spoken in Southeast Asia show that consonants also force 

neutralization of tone (section 2.3). Consonants in onset positions or coda positions 

impose restrictions on the tone in a syllable. For example, it is the onset consonants that 

neutralize tone in Mulao, while it is the coda consonants that neutralize tone in Burmese. 

In Thai, consonants in both onset and coda positions neutralize tone. Chapter 5 develops 

analyses of tonal neutralization by consonants.  

There are also languages in which tone seems to affect consonants. While Hyman and 

Schuh (1974) propose that consonant-tone interaction is asymmetric in that tone may not 
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affect consonants, such examples are reported in Maddieson (1978). Section 2.4 

summarizes languages that show tone-to-consonant interaction from original sources.  

In section 2.5, consonant inventories of the languages discussed in detail are 

presented. The section demonstrates that consonant-tone interaction is not limited to 

voicing, and it also shows that depressors or elevators are not randomly distributed in the 

inventory, a point further discussed in section 6.2. 
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Chapter 3  Extended Tone Bearing Unit Theory 

 

3.1  Introduction 

This chapter presents the core elements of the Extended Tone-Bearing Unit (xTBU) 

theory; this theory aims to be an integrated explanation of tone-tone, vowel-tone, and 

consonant-tone interaction. The core elements of the theory are: 

 

(1) a. Tones prefer to associate to moras. However, they can be forced to associate to 

consonant root nodes when no mora dominates them.  

b. There are no faithfulness constraints that preserve tones that are underlyingly 

associated to consonants.  

c. There is a set of markedness constraints with the form *[LARYNGEAL 

FEATURE]/TONE; these constraints restrict consonant-tone interaction.  

 

 The elements in (1) are implemented within the framework of Optimality Theory 

(Prince and Smolensky 2004). The effect of the proposal is that consonants can be 

required to directly bear tone under particular constraint rankings. Evidence for the 

presence of such tones comes from their influence on surrounding tones and segments. 

The lack of faithfulness constraints means that tone that is directly associated to 

consonants is never lexically contrastive, so no language will contrast words like [m̀ā ] 

(low tone on [m]) with [m ́ā] (high tone on [m]). 

 The xTBU theory differs from standard theories of tone in that it allows consonantal 

root notes to be TBUs; other theories restrict TBUs to moras.  It also includes markedness 

constraints on tone-segment interaction, and more generally places strong restrictions on 
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faithfulness and markedness constraints. 

A brief example that will help with the exposition of the xTBU theory is found in 

Tsonga. In Tsonga, voiced stops block the spreading of high tone. Usually, H spreads and 

creates a contour tone (e.g., (2b)); however, H is blocked from spreading across a voiced 

stop [b] (2a).  

 

(2) High tone spreading in Tsonga (Baumbach 1987) 

a.  L  H 
  |    | 

→ H    L H 
 |      |   | 

 bùxá     í   bùxá  

 
‘it is a hen  
which eats its own eggs’ 

 
H tone does not 
spread 

b.   L H L 
   |   |   | 

→ H   L H L 
 |     |   |  | 

  

 mùfánà   í mûfánà ‘it is a boy’ H tone spreads 
 

In the xTBU theory, the blocking of H spread in Tsonga is due to two factors, one 

representational and one constraint-based.  The representational requirement is that 

Tsonga tones must associate to all consonantal root nodes. The constraint that interferes 

is *VOICEDSTOP/H, which bans H tones associating to voiced stops.  In contrast, H can 

spread across [m] because no active markedness constraint bans this relationship.  

Importantly, languages can differ from Tsonga; some languages do not require tones to 

associate to consonantal root nodes – a requirement regulated by constraints; and in some 

*VOICEDSTOP/H is inactive, with the result that consonants do not interfere with tone in 

the same way.   

The analysis in this dissertation is set within Optimality Theory (OT, Prince and 

Smolensky 2004, P&S). In OT, the grammar is expressed by the ranking of violable 

faithfulness and markedness constraints. All tableaux will be in the format of 
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comparative tableaux (Prince 2002) in conjunction with violations expressed by asterisks.  

 The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 proposes mechanisms for direct 

tone-to-consonant association. The section also discusses the difference between root 

node TBUs and moraic TBUs. The absence of faithfulness constraints on root node TBUs 

presented in section 3.3 is crucial to explain the asymmetry in TBUs with respect to tone. 

Faithfulness constraints do not preserve a direct association between tone and the root 

node. This results in the importance of markedness constraints with respect to consonant-

tone interaction as shown in section 3.4. This section proposes markedness constraints on 

the grounds of observed consonant-tone interaction in various languages, and shows a 

schematic ranking and its typology. Non-moraic consonants do not contrast in tone. The 

phonetic realization of tone in such consonants is discussed in section 3.5. 

 

3.2  Direct association of non-moraic root nodes to tone 

In standard OT analyses of tone, GEN (‘generator’, a function that generates a candidate 

set for each input, P&S (2004: 5)) does not allow candidates with tones associated to 

consonant root nodes; only association to a prosodic element  (moras, or other prosodic 

nodes, Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988 on Japanese) is allowed. In xTBU theory, GEN 

allows tone to associate to moras and consonant root nodes that do not head a mora.  

 Underlying forms can be stored with a tone associated to consonant root nodes in the 

lexicon. On the surface, however, markedness constraints determine whether such an 

association will surface or not. In xTBU theory, non-faithful mapping of tone associated 

to consonant root nodes does not incur violations of faithfulness constraints.  

I propose here that root nodes - the lowest elements on the prosodic plane - may also 
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be directly associated to tone. However, there are two limitations: (a) not every language 

allows root nodes to bear tone, and (b) if the root node is dominated by a mora, the mora 

bears the tone. A root node that is not dominated by a mora will be called a ‘non-moraic 

root node’. The net effect is that onset consonants and non-moraic coda consonants may 

– but do not have to – bear tone in a particular language. 

Tones directly associated with root nodes demonstrate unique properties. These tones 

may block spreading of other tones, but they may not trigger tonal spreading. These tones 

may require a specific tone on a higher prosodic unit such as the syllable. In addition to 

these characteristics, directly associated tones do not contrast in the output. So, a non-

moraic root node cannot require a low tone and a high tone in one language. In 

comparison, only tones anchored to a mora can be lexically contrastive. 

Tone bearing units (TBUs) are non-moraic root nodes, moras, or syllables. In general, 

tonal studies agree that moras are TBUs. While Hyman (1992: 77, fn 2) suggests that 

only moras can be TBUs, languages like Kikuyu (Clements and Ford 1979) have been 

argued to have syllables as TBUs. This dissertation will not focus on whether moras 

and/or syllables can be TBUs; the aim is to argue that non-moraic root nodes can also be 

TBUs. 

It is important to distinguish between two aspects of previous proposals about tone 

association: anchoring and dependency. The ‘anchoring’ aspect is how H and L tones are 

linked to points in the prosodic representation, with effects on the timing of their phonetic 

realization. The ‘dependency’ aspect is how tone interacts with other features.  

The xTBU proposal is that anchors are preferably prosodic (mora (μ), syllable (σ), 

etc.), but that under duress anchors can be non-moraic root nodes. Tones are never 
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anchored to sub-segmental features or nodes.  

In contrast, dependency − how tone interacts with features − is achieved in the xTBU 

theory through constraints. For example, the constraint *VOICEDSTOP/H, ranked 

appropriately, is responsible for the sensitivity of tone to laryngeal features (and vice 

versa) in many languages.  The following chapters will provide many examples. 

Many previous theories have attempted to propose a single formal device to account 

for both the anchoring and dependency aspects of tone.  This merger has led to apparent 

paradoxes. For example, tones are phonetically aligned with prosodic landmarks, 

indicating that phonological tone should be aligned or associated with prosodic elements.  

The number of tones in a syllable domain is also often limited to the number of moraic 

elements in that domain, indicating that there is a representational connection between 

tone and moras. In contrast, tone interacts with laryngeal features in some languages, 

motivating several theories in which tone is associated to the laryngeal node (e.g. Bao 

(1999), Duanmu (1990), Pulleyblank (1994: 350-352), Bradshaw (1999)). In the most 

detailed theory, Bradshaw (1999) proposes that the dependency between tone and 

laryngeal results from the feature [L/voice], which may be associated to different anchors. 

When linked to a prosodic node (mora), [L/voice] makes the prosodic node be realized as 

a low tone. On the other hand, when linked to a root node, the root node becomes voiced 

due to [L/voice]. Bradshaw’s proposal inadvertently combines the ‘anchor’ and 

‘dependency’ aspects of consonant-tone interaction. This dissertation differs in claiming 

that the two aspects have independent accounts: the anchor aspect is expressed through 

requiring representation to root nodes and prosodic elements, and the dependency aspect 

is expressed through constraints. 
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 When tone is associated with a consonantal root node, the dependency relationship is 

situated on the tonal plane like the tone associated with a mora. This relationship between 

tones, segments, and moras is shown in Fig. 1. All (tonal) association lines shown in Fig. 

1 are on the tonal plane (within the solid line) separate from the prosodic plane (within 

the dotted line).  

 
                         T                   
                                             σ                                             
                                    μ 
                                  
                C             V 
Fig. 1  Direct association to tone 
            - tone anchors to the area within the dotted line  
            - tone forms dependencies to area within the solid line 

 

 The following forms further exemplify this representation. In (3), [b] is not associated 

to a tone while the H tone is associated to the moras ([a]). This situation occurs in tonal 

languages without consonant-tone interaction.   

 
(3) [a ́.ba ́] 

                                        H                         
                                          σ                    σ                                           
                                    μ                  μ 
                                  
                              [a     b             a]             
 

 

In (4), the consonant root node [b] has a L tone, and the preceding and following 

vowels [a] have a H tone. The consonant b is associated to the L tone (dependency) in the 

output, and it is not associated to the H tone.  
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(4) [a ́.b a ́]H 

                         H                 L       H             
                                          σ                            σ                                           
                                    μ                         μ 
                                  
                              [a             b             a]             
 

 

  In the example (5), all segments in [àba ̀] share the L tone. The L tone is associated 

to a mora if a root node is dominated by a mora: the two [a]’s (anchoring). The L tone is 

associated to the consonant root node [b] if the root node is non-moraic (dependency).  

 

(5) [a ̀.ba ̀]L 

                                                  L                 
                                           σ                 σ                                
                                      μ               μ 
                                  
                               [a      b       a] 
 

 

This representation illustrates that tone directly associates to a root node if and only if 

the root node is not directly dominated by a mora; otherwise it links through a mora. The 

xTBU proposal is that tone is associated to a minimally available prosodic node (i.e. a 

mora) (also see Peng 1992).  

As expected, tones associated to non-moraic root nodes demonstrate characteristics 

comparable to other features associated to root nodes. Root nodes have strong 

dependency relations with the sub-structure because they cannot be deleted without 

deleting all nodes they dominate (McCarthy 1988, Kaisse 1992: 313). Likewise, 
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consonantal tones seem to be dependent on the nodes they dominate, including root nodes.  

In the xTBU theory, when root nodes are deleted tones directly associated to a root 

node do not surface in the output because tones associated to consonantal root nodes are 

dependent on the root nodes. The dependency relationship is not contrastive in the output 

because faithfulness constraints only preserve tone associated with a mora. For example, 

a tone linked to a root node cannot become a floating tone as in (6a), because no 

constraints preserve the tone associated to a root node. However, tone associated with a 

mora in the input as in (6b) may become a floating tone (i.e. tone stability, Goldsmith 

1976).  

 
(6) Deletion of root node 

    No Floating tone 

Directly 
Associated 
Tone 

 L  H 
       | 
      μ 
      | 
/C  V/ 

→ 

a. *○L   H 
           | 
          μ 
           | 
[        V] 

    Floating tone 
Indirectly 
Associated 
Tone 

 L  H 
  | 
 μ 
  |     
/V  C/ 

→ 

b. ○L   H 
   | 
  μ 
 
[       C ] 

 
Throughout the dissertation, association lines are used to denote the dependency 

relationship (when associated to a non-moraic root node) and the anchoring relationship 

(when associated to a mora) (Goldsmith 1976).  

  

3.3  The role of faithfulness  

In previous studies on tone, root nodes are explicitly banned from being TBUs. The main 
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motivation for this restriction comes from contrastiveness. Yip (2002: 72-74) and others 

observe that there is no language that has a tonal contrast on onset segments (e.g. [ma] vs. 

[ma]) while languages may have tonal contrast in moraic coda segments (e.g. [am] vs. 

[a m]). The present proposal fully accepts that non-moraic consonants cannot bear tone 

contrasts; no lexical items ever have contrasting tone in non-moraic consonants. 

 However, it is not necessarily the case that lack of tone contrast in a position means 

that the position cannot bear tone.  The ability to bear tone and the ability to contrast it 

are separable. In OT, the ability to contrast in tone depends on faithfulness constraints. 

Crucially, the separation of being a TBU from being contrastive results from the absence 

of faithfulness constraints that preserve the tonal contrasts on consonants.  

 Following Myers (1997) and others, faithfulness constraints on tone evaluate the 

correspondence relationship of tone in the input and tone in the output. However, in 

xTBU theory, faithfulness constraints on tone always mention moras. There are no 

faithfulness constraints that preserve underlying tone on non-moraic root nodes.  Tone 

faithfulness constraints are given in (7). 

 

(7) Faithfulness constraints on tone  

a. DEP-T Every mora x in the output has a correspondent mora 
associated to tone in the input. (cf. Yip 2002: 83) 

b. IO-IDENT-T 
 

Corresponding segments associated to a mora have identical 
values for the tonal feature TF. If x is a mora in the input and 
y is a mora in the output from xℜy, x is [γTF], then y is [γTF]. 

c. OI-IDENT-T Corresponding segments associated to a mora have identical 
values for the tonal feature TF. If x is a mora in the input and 
y is a mora in the output from xℜy, y is [γTF], then x is [γTF].  
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 The effect of the absence of faithfulness constraints targeting tones on consonantal 

TBUs is demonstrated in (8) and (9) using an input /ba/. Note that the faithfulness 

constraints do not assign violation marks to output candidates that fail to preserve input 

non-moraic tone specifications. While an underlying tone on a root node is changed from 

H to L in (8a) and from L to H in (9b), IDENT-T does not assign violation marks to these 

candidates because these changes are not on tones associated with a prosodic node (i.e. a 

mora). As above, the association lines in the inputs in (8) and (9) denote the dependency 

relationship between consonant and tone.  

 

(8) Consonants with underlying H tone1 

  H 
  | 
/b  a/ 

IDENT-T *VOICED 
STOP/H DEP-T 

a.       L 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

  * 

b.       H 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

 W* * 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 In each comparative tableau, asterisks indicate violation profiles. ‘W’ means that the optimal candidate is 
the winner under a constraint. ‘L’ means that the optimal candidate loses against other candidates under a 
constraint. In each row of the tableau, all L’s should be dominated by at least one W. See Prince (2002). 
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(9) Consonants with underlying L tone 

  L 
  | 
/b  a/ 

IDENT-T *VOICED 
STOP/H DEP-T 

a.       L 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

  * 

b.      H 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

 W* * 

 
 

Consequently, the existence and value of tones associated to root nodes is entirely due 

to markedness constraints. In (8) and (9), tones on consonants neutralize to a low tone in 

the output. This is because the markedness constraint *VOICEDSTOP/H disprefers a 

dependency relationship between a voiced consonant and a high tone, and assigns 

violation marks to candidates with this relationship in (8b) and (9b). 

 Tones directly associated with root nodes do not have tonal contrast due to the 

absence of faithfulness constraints. Now, compare the tableaux above with (10) and (11), 

respectively. As defined in (7c-d), IDENT-T assigns violation marks when the 

correspondent tones on a mora are not identical. So, the change of input tone H to output 

tone L in (10a) and the change of input tone L to output tone H in (11b) incur violations 

of IDENT-T. As a result, tones associated with a mora may contrast in the output.  
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(10) Vowels with underlying H tone 

      H 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
/b  a/ 

IDENT-T *VOICED
STOP/H 

a.       L 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

W* L 

b.        H 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

 * 

 

(11) Vowels with underlying L tone 

      L 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
/b  a/ 

IDENT-T *VOICED
STOP/H 

a.       L 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a]

  

b.      H 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a]

W* W* 

 
  

This section has shown that tones linked to a root node do not contrast due to the 

absence of faithfulness constraints. Therefore, no constraints preserve a relationship 

between a consonant and a tone.2 It is the markedness constraints that play a crucial role 

in this theory. Recall the discussion in (8) and (9). The markedness constraint 

*VOICEDSTOP/H penalizes candidates with a dependency between a voiced consonant 

and a high tone, which is the only way to restrict consonant-tone relationships.  

 

3.4  Markedness constraints 

This section discusses markedness constraints that crucially determine whether 

consonant-tone interaction occurs in a particular language. As discussed in section 2.3, 

tones do not display contrast when associated to a root node. This non-contrastiveness is 

argued to be the result of the absence of relevant faithfulness constraints.  Consonant-tone 

interaction, therefore, is a markedness-driven phenomenon.  

                                                 
2 In other words, no faithfulness constraint targets the dependency aspect of tonal association. This differs 
from Myers (1987), in which faithfulness constraints to dependency relationships are proposed; DEP-
ASSOCIATION and MAX-ASSOCIATION.  
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Markedness constraints such as ROOTNODE→T (cf. SPECIFY-T in Yip 2002), which 

demands that every segment be associated with a tone, compete with *TBU/T, which 

bans tone on any kind of TBU. When ROOTNODE→T dominates *TBU/T, all TBUs 

including consonantal TBUs must be realized with a tone. When *TBU/T dominates 

ROOTNODE→T, the given grammar will have no tone in the output.  

The specifics of markedness constraints determine what kind of direct association is 

possible in languages. For example, the constraint *VOICEDSTOP/H (seen in Tsonga - 

section 3.2) bans any voiced stops (called ‘depressors’) from being associated with a H 

tone. Conversely, this constraint tolerates association of depressor consonants with low 

tone, which in turn allows the spreading of low tone over depressor consonants. 

Markedness constraints targeting a direct association in (12) are proposed in this 

dissertation on the basis of languages with consonant-tone interaction. The third column 

lists languages that provide evidence for these constraints. 

 
(12) Markedness constraints 

a. General: *TBU/T3   

b. Voicing:  *VOICEDSTOP/H 

*VOICELESSOBSTR/L 

Tsonga 

Western Bade 

Ch. 4 (4.2) 

Ch. 4 (4.3) 

c. Laryngeal: 
(consonants) 
 

*[+SPREAD GLOTTIS]/L 

*[+CONSTRICTED GLOTTIS]/L

Mulao 

Mulao, Burmese 

Ch. 5 (5.2) 

Ch. 5 (5.2, 3)

d. Phonation: 
(vowels) 

*V̰/L (creaky) 
*V̤/H (breathy) 

Burmese 
Tsonga 

Ch. 5 (5.3) 
Ch. 4 (4.2) 

                                                 
3 The markedness constraint *TBU/T targets any tone associated to tone bearing units (moras or non-
moraic root nodes). While *TBU/T assigns violation marks as *TONE (*T) would do, a question arises in 
languages like Japanese, which is argued to associate tone to higher prosodic nodes (Pierrehumbert and 
Beckman 1988). More studies are required to understand the difference between *TBU/T and *T, which is 
beyond the scope of this dissertation. I defer this inquiry to future research. I am indebted to Alan Prince 
for raising this point. 
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 These markedness constraints are visible when there is a requirement of tone on all 

TBUs (‘TBU’ here stands for the set {root nodes, moras}). The requirement may be 

satisfied by a general markedness constraint ROOTNODE→T in (13a). However, in order 

to distinguish root node TBUs from moraic TBUs, a specific constraint on moraic TBUs 

is necessary:  μ→T as in (13b). These two constraints are in competition with *TBU/T in 

(13c), which prohibits tone bearing units (root nodes or moras) from associating to a tone.  

 

(13) Markedness constraints requiring tone on TBUs 

a. ROOTNODE→T (RN→T): Assign a violation mark to every root node that is 
not associated to a tone either directly or via a mora. 
   

b. μ→T: Assign a violation mark to every mora that is not 
associated to a tone.  

 
c. *TBU/T: Assign a violation mark to every tone bearing unit 

associated to a tone. 
 

 This proposal is based on the idea that both non-moraic root nodes and moras can be 

TBUs (cf. Hyman 1992).    

In (14a), the candidate satisfies both ROOTNODE→T and μ→T. ROOTNODE→T is not 

violated by the output root node [a] in candidate (a) because the root node of [a] is 

transitively associated to a tone − [a] is associated to a mora which is associated to a tone.  

Consequently, ROOTNODE→T is always satisfied when μ→T is satisfied. On the other 

hand, μ→T is violated in (14b) because the mora is not associated to a tone. While the 

faithful candidate in (14c) has fewer violation marks under *TBU/T, it crucially violates 

ROOTNODE→T.  
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(14) ROOTNODE→T requires all root nodes to have tone 

 L  
     μ 
      | 
/b  a/ 

RN→T μ→T *TBU/T

a.  L  
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

√ √ ** 

b. L  
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

√ W* ** 

c.  L  
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

W* √ L* 

 

This stringency relationship between ROOTNODE→T and μ→T determines the 

preference for tonal association. When a root node is linked to a mora, tones are always 

favored on the mora and not on the root node. A hypothetical input such as (15) 

illustrates this point. There is no faithfulness constraint that preserves the relationship 

between an input tone and a root-node TBU. The faithful candidate (15b) can never be a 

winner because it always has more violations under μ→T compared to a candidate that 

associates the tone to a mora as in (15a). In turn, these constraints always prefer moras as 

a TBU, when there is a mora.  
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(15) Tone prefers to associate to a mora  

 L  
     μ 
      | 
/b  a/ 

RN→T μ→T

a.  L  
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

√ √ 

b. L  
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

√ W* 

 

As emphasized above, the interaction among markedness constraints is the only factor 

in consonant-tone interaction in the absence of faithfulness constraints for tones 

associated with root-node TBUs. Rankings in (16) demonstrate the crucial rankings for 

possible grammars with respect to consonant-tone interaction. When ROOTNODE→T 

dominates *TBU/T, languages require tones on consonants as in (16a). The reverse 

ranking in (16b) bans tones from being associated to a root-node TBU, which are 

languages that do not have consonantal tone. In (16c), a specific markedness constraint 

*VOICEDSTOP/H dominates the general markedness constraint *TBU/T. This ranking 

requires tones on consonants to be the same one, in this case L tone on voiced obstruents. 

Note that no ranking predicts languages that require tones on consonants only.  
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(16) Rankings for consonant-tone interaction  

a. Ranking that requires tones on consonants         RN→T >> *TBU/T 

b. Ranking that bans tones on consonants          *TBU/T  >> RN→T 

 c. Ranking that requires tones on consonants to be the same one  

   (e.g. no H on voiced stops)        *VOICEDSTOP/H, RN→T >> *TBU/T 

 d. No ranking requires tones on consonants only. 

 

Note that the ranking in (16c) is a specific ranking of (16a). When specific 

markedness constraints such as *VOICEDSTOP/H among others are dominated by the 

general constraint *TBU/T, the effects of the specific markedness constraints are 

suppressed. So, languages with consonant-tone interaction demonstrate the interaction, if 

and only if a specific constraint or multiple specific constraints are ranked higher than the 

general constraint. In a language in which all specific constraints are dominated, root 

nodes are required to be associated with a tone, but the effect would be invisible. The 

rankings mentioned in (16) are examined case by case from (17) to (21). 

  

(17) Ranking that requires tone on consonants (see also (14)) 

      L  
      | 
     μ 
      | 
/b  a/ 

RN→T *TBU / T

a.  L  
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

√ ** 

b.      L  
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

W* L* 
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Languages require tone on consonants when ROOTNODE → T dominates the 

markedness constraint *TBU/T. An input with a tone only on a mora does not surface 

faithfully because the candidate in (17b) violates ROOTNODE→T. The root node [b] is not 

associated with a tone. The optimal candidate in (17a) satisfies ROOTNODE→T because 

every TBU is associated with some tone. The optimum, however, has more violations 

under the lower ranked constraint *TBU/T.  

 Languages may not show consonant-tone interaction at all. When *TBU/T dominates 

ROOTNODE → T, the optimum should have fewer violations of *TBU/T. Two 

relationships should be accounted for under this ranking. An input as in (18) must not 

have new associations between a tone and a TBU. At the same time, the ranking must ban 

association lines that are not preserved by faithfulness constraints. In (19), a candidate 

with no relationship between a consonant and a tone is preferred. Note that a candidate 

[ba] with no tone in the output is ruled out in both tableaux due to the higher-ranked 

MAX-T constraint, which only preserves the relationship between a tone and a mora.  

 
<Ranking that bans tones on consonants> 
(18) Do not create a relationship 

      L 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
/b  a/ 

*TBU / T RN→T

a.       L  
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

* * 

b.  L  
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

W** L√ 

 

(19) Do not preserve a relationship  

 L  
     μ 
      | 
/b  a/ 

*TBU / T RN→T

a.       L 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a]

* * 

b. L  
     μ 
      | 
[b  a]

W** L√ 
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 When tones are required on consonants, the requirement is limited to a specific tone. 

For example, Tsonga and many other Nguni languages have voiced consonants that 

require low tone (and always low tone) in the output. This is due to a specific constraint 

*VOICEDSTOP/H. This constraint shows effects in the grammar only if it dominates the 

general constraint *TBU/T. Thus, these constraints are in a Pāņinian relationship (P&S 

2004: 97-99).  

 

(20) Ranking that requires tones on consonants to be the same one 

      L 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
/b  a/ 

*VOICEDSTOP/H RN→T *TBU / T

a.  L  
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

√ √ ** 

b.      L 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

√ W* L* 

c.   H L   
      |   
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

W* √ ** 
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(21) Ranking that requires tones on consonants to be the same one (with DEP-T) 

      H 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
/b  a/ 

*VOICEDSTOP/H RT→T *TBU / T DEP-T

a.   L    H 
         | 
        μ 
         | 
[b     a] 

√ √ ** √ 

b. H  
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

W* √ ** √ 

c.       H 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

√ W* L* √ 

  

In (21), the same ranking requires an input with no tone on a consonant to have a low 

tone on the voiced consonants because of the higher ranked constraints *VOICEDSTOP/H 

and RT→T. So, the tableau shows that the grammar permits tones on consonants to be 

different from the tones on a mora. This is attested in Tsonga (see chapter 4 section 4.2). 

Note that inserted tones on the consonant in (21a-b) do not incur violations of DEP→T 

(the last column).  

 The theory has further implications. The re-ranking of markedness constraints 

discussed above never predicts a language that has tones only on consonantal TBUs. 

Recall that no faithfulness constraint preserves a relationship between a consonant and a 

tone. In (22), four different candidates are examined under the proposed markedness 

constraints. The candidate that allows tone on consonants (root nodes) in (22a) does 

violate *TBU/T twice, but it satisfies both μ→T and RT→T. When tone is only on a 
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moraic TBU as in (22b), the candidate satisfies μ→T, and violates both RT→T and 

*TBU/T once. When no tone is assigned to any TBU as in (22c), the candidate violates 

the tonal assignment constraints: μ→T and RT→T.  

The candidate in (22d) has tone on a consonantal root node TBU. The mora is not 

associated with any tone. This candidate violates all three markedness constraints. In the 

absence of faithfulness constraints for tones associated with a root node, this candidate 

will always be disfavored under these markedness constraints. As a result, there will be 

no languages that only assign tone on consonantal TBUs because such candidates will 

always be harmonically bounded by another.  

 

(22) Interaction of Markedness 

  μ→T RN→T *TBU / T
a.  L  

     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

√ √ ** 

b.      L 
      | 
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

√ * * 

c.  [b  a] * ** √ 
d.  L   

      
     μ 
      | 
[b  a] 

* * * 

 

(23) Typology 
 
a. Tonal languages with  
    consonant-tone interaction 
    μ→T, RN→T >> *TBU / T 

 
b. Tonal languages with  
     no consonant-tone interaction 
    μ→T, *TBU / T >> RN→T 

 
c. Non-tonal languages 

          *TBU / T >>  μ→T, RN→T  

  
           

 

 In (23), the typology resulting from these constraints is shown as three types of 

languages. Tonal languages that show consonant-tone interaction (23a), tonal languages 

that do not show consonant-tone interaction (23b), and non-tonal languages (23c). In the 
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subsequent chapters, consonant-tone interaction assumes the ranking in (23a). Thus, the 

constraints in (23a) will not be shown in subsequent tableaux unless they are crucial to 

the discussion.  

 

3.5  Phonetic realization 

Tone on non-moraic consonants is phonetically realized (cf. Hyman 1973, Hombert et al. 

1979, among others). For example, in an output such as [aH bL aH], there is a depression 

effect in the pitch contour over the [b]. As shown in (24), the [b] (in the circle) between 

high tones in Western Bade shows lowering of the pitch, which raises after the depressor 

to high tone. Similarly, pitch depression occurs on [z] between low tones in 0.  

 To clarify, the pitch depression results from micro-variation in pitch contour caused 

by certain inherent properties of consonants. For example, voiced obstruents cause pitch 

depression due to their inherent properties (see section 6.4 for more discussion). However, 

the pitch depression is inherent and universal; it is not a language-dependent property.  

Russell Schuh provided me with recordings of the male consultant in his mid forties 

in (24). Consultant B was recorded twice in Potiskum, Yobe State, Nigeria, first on July 

25, 2007 (B1) and then on August 8, 2007 (B2).  
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(24) A depressor [b] between high tones in Western Bade4 

          [jə̀ ɗ àhwú  búlán] ‘We put on a gown.’ 

 
 
(25) A depressor [z]  between low tones in Western Bade 

        [nə́ bàzàrtú] ‘I shamed’ 

 

                                                 
4 I am indebted to Russell Schuh for sharing the recordings of Western Bade presented here.  

nə ba zar tu
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 It is interesting that tone associated to non-moraic root nodes is phonetically realized. 

Even so, the phonetic realization of the non-moraic root nodes does not result in 

phonological tonal contrasts (cf. Tran et al. 2005). This is borne out in the xTBU theory, 

because tone associated to consonantal root nodes is regulated only by markedness 

constraints. Furthermore, there is ample phonological evidence that non-moraic root 

nodes bear H and L tones, presented in the rest of this dissertation.5  

  

3.6  Conclusion 

Consonant-tone interaction results from the direct association of tone to consonant root 

nodes coupled with markedness constraints that regulate tone-feature combinations 

(section 3.2). There are no faithfulness constraints in CON which preserve tones directly 

associated to a segment (section 3.3). Inputs with tones associated to a root node have 

association lines that are only evaluated by markedness constraints (section 3.4). Because 

of this asymmetry on root node TBUs between faithfulness constraints and markedness 

constraints, tones only contrast when they are associated with a moraic TBU.  

 The ranking of markedness constraints predicts the following typology in (26). In 

languages with consonant-tone interaction as in (26a), tonal assignment constraints (μ→T, 

RN→T) dominate the markedness constraints *TBU/T, which ban tone on any TBU. 

Tonal languages may not have consonant-tone interaction when tone is required on a 

mora (μ→T), but not on a root node, following the ranking in (26b). When no tone is 

                                                 
5 Since I propose that inherent properties of consonants affect the pitch of the following vowel, it would be 
interesting to find out whether there is any difference between tonal languages and non-tonal languages. A 
study on Kammu suggests that non-tonal languages can have bigger pitch perturbation in the vowel due to 
the consonants (Svantesson and House 2006). I defer a phonetic investigation to future research. I am 
thankful to Paul de Lacy for suggesting this point.  
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allowed on any TBU, the language becomes non-tonal as in (26c). These constraints do 

not predict a language in which consonants can have tonal contrast, due to the stringency 

relationship between μ→T and RN→T.  

 

(26) Typology of consonant-tone interaction 

 a. Tonal languages with consonant-tone interaction 
    μ→T, RN→T >> *TBU / T 
b. Tonal languages with no consonant-tone interaction 
    μ→T, *TBU / T >> RN→T 
c. Non-tonal languages 
    *TBU / T >>  μ→T, RN→T  

 

 The cross-linguistic variation in consonant-tone interaction arises from different 

markedness constraints such as *VOICEDSTOP/H or *[+CONSTRICTED GLOTTIS]/L. When 

these constraints dominate the general constraint *TBU/T in (24a), language specific 

patterns emerge. For example, higher ranked *VOICEDSTOP/H penalizes candidates that 

have a relationship between a [+voice] feature and a high tone.  

 In following chapters, several cases of consonant-tone interaction will be presented 

and analyzed. The proposal on direct association to tone, the absence of faithfulness 

constraints, and the markedness constraints in (26) will recur.  

In chapter 4, blocking of tonal processes by depressor consonants will be discussed. 

For example, in Tsonga, voiced stops, breathy voice and aspirated consonants block high 

tone spreading. In Western Bade, voiced obstruents block high tone spreading, while 

voiceless obstruents block low tone spreading. Chapter 5 mainly discusses tonal 

neutralization in Asian languages. For instance, in Burmese, glottal stop codas neutralize 
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the tone of a given syllable to low, while in Mulao it is onsets that neutralize tone of a 

syllable to high. In Thai, onsets and codas independently neutralize tone in the output.  
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Chapter 4  Effects of consonants on H tone spreading 

 

4.1  Introduction 

The xTBU theory allows tones on consonants to interact with other tones.  In some cases, 

this interaction results in blocking of tone spread across particular consonants.  In Tsonga, 

for example, the usual spreading of H tone to words with LH tone does not occur when a 

depressor consonant is present. This blocking by depressors results from a requirement 

on dependency between tones and consonantal root nodes as proposed in chapter 3. 

Tsonga is analyzed in detail in section 4.2; H tone spreading from a prefix to LH 

nouns results in a falling contour tone as H͡L H. Such spreading, however, is blocked by 

consonants such as voiced stops, breathy voice and aspirates (‘depressors’). The blocking 

of tonal spreading by consonants is a markedness requirement between tone and 

depressor consonants.  

 Section 4.3 discusses blocking of tonal spreading in Bade. H tone spreading is 

blocked by voiced obstruents, and H tone lowering is blocked by voiceless obstruents. 

Such a situation shows that the feature [+voice] is not the only factor that plays a role in 

consonant-tone interaction.  

 There are three different patterns in which H tone spreads to LH tones (see section 

2.2). The H spreading may create a falling contour tone as in (1a); H tone may spread 

without resulting in a contour tone as in (1b); or H tone spreads and ends up with 

downstep in the output as in (1c). Depressors can block all three types of spreading as 

shown in (1d).  
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(1) Patterns of H tone spreading to LH tone 

      
a. H + L  H  → H   L   H 

 |     |     | 
σ    σ   σ  

contour tone Tsonga 

b. H + L  H →   H 
 1  
σ   σ   σ  

single H tone Western Bade 

c. H + L  H →   H    H 
 1     | 
σ   σ   σ  

downstep Dagara  

 Depressors (‘D’)    
d. H +  L  H  → H     L   H

 |       |     | 
σ   Dσ   σ 

  

    

4.1.1 Proposal  

As proposed in chapter 3, tone is related to segments in a dependency relationship. The 

dependency relationship between tone and consonant root nodes is different from the 

relationship between tone and prosodic tone bearing units (TBUs) such as moras and 

syllables (‘anchor’ relationship). The dependency relationship is output oriented, while 

the anchor relationship is an input-output correspondence relationship. Thus, the 

dependency relationship is only subject to markedness constraints in the grammar. There 

are no faithfulness constraints in CON that preserve the relationship between a consonant 

root node and a tone.  

The markedness-driven consonant-tone interaction is an interaction among the 

general markedness constraints ROOTNODE→T, μ→T and *TBU/T. In (2), the typology 

predicted by these three constraints is presented. 
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(2) Typology of consonant-tone interaction 

 a. Tonal languages with consonant-tone interaction 

    μ→T, ROOTNODE→T >> *TBU / T 

b. Tonal languages with no consonant-tone interaction 

    μ→T, *TBU / T >> ROOTNODE→T 

c. Non-tonal languages  

    *TBU / T >>  μ→T, ROOTNODE→T  
 

This chapter aims to accounts for the blocking of tonal spreading by consonants. In 

Tsonga, for example, the usual situation is for an H to spread onto a following L-toned 

syllable, creating a falling tone (3b). However, voiced stops block high tone spreading. In 

(3a), LH nouns remain as LH after the H tone prefix. Unless stated otherwise, H tone is 

marked with an acute accent, L tone with a grave, falling with a circumflex. 

 
(3) Blocking of H tone spreading in Tsonga 

a.  L  H 
  |    | 

→ H    L H 
 |      |   | 

 bùxá     í   bùxá  

 
‘it is a hen  
which eats its own eggs’ 

Depressor 
No spreading 

b.   L H L 
   |   |   | 

→ H   L H L 
 |     |   |  | 

 Non-depressor 
Spreading 

 mùfánà   í mûfánà ‘it is a boy’  
 

 This blocking is due to a low tone on a voiced stop [b], forced by the markedness 

constraint *VOICEDSTOP/H. Under this constraint, H tone cannot form a dependency 

relationship with a voiced stop in the output, so a candidate such as [í bûxá] (L HL H) 

with a contour tone on [û] is less harmonic than a candidate [í bùxá] under 

*VOICEDSTOP/H because [b] in [í bûxá] is associated with a high tone. A detailed 
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analysis will be presented in section 4.2. 

 

4.2  Blocking tonal spreading by consonants: Tsonga1 

Tsonga (S53, Guthrie 1970) is spoken by 3.2 million in the Republic of South Africa, 

Mozambique and Zimbabwe. Tsonga is also known as Shangaan and Gwamba. All data 

in this dissertation are from Baumbach (1987), which is based on the variety of Tsonga 

spoken in the Republic of South Africa.2   

 In (4a), an LH noun with a breathy voice onset surfaces with no tonal change (LH) 

after a high tone prefix.  On the other hand, when an LH noun begins with a non-breathy 

nasal, the surface form after a high tone prefix has a high-low contour tone as in (4b).  

 

(4) H tone spreading 

a. H        L H 
 |           |   | 

→ H   L H 
 |     |   | 

 /í  +   m̤ a ̀lá/    [í  ma̤ ̀lá]  

 
 
‘it is an impala’ 

No H spreading 

b. H        L H L 
 |           |   |   | 

→ H   L H L 
 |     |   |  | 

 H spreading 

 /í  +   mùfánà/   [í mûfánà] ‘it is a boy’  
 

Since the surface form in (4a) does not allow the H tone to spread across the 

intermediate consonant, it is taken that the intervening consonant (i.e. the breathy nasal 

[m̤]) blocking the H tone from spreading. Phonetically, these kinds of consonants lower 

the pitch of a following vowel (Traill et al. 1987). Because of this phonetic attribute, 

these consonants are called depressor consonants (cf. Lanham 1958). In the sections that 
                                                 
1 An earlier version of this section was presented at the 38th Annual Conference in African Linguistics. I 
would like to thank the audience for their insightful and helpful comments.  
2 The data in this chapter is entirely from Baumbach’s grammar; I did not phonetically analyze primary 
data.  Even so, Baumbach’s grammar is very clear about the patterns relevant here. 
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follow, this term will be used for consonants that block the high tone phonologically.  

Previous phonological studies analyze these types of consonants as being associated 

to a L tone (cf. Lieber 1987, Bradshaw 1999). Crucially, this dissertation differs from 

previous research by proposing that these consonants can be associated with a L tone. 

The association between a tone and a consonant arises from the markedness requirement 

on depressor consonants. There is no faithfulness constraint that preserves a contrast of 

tone associated to a consonant (or a segment in general) when a mora is present. It is the 

markedness constraints that prevent depressor consonants from being associated with a 

high tone.  

The aim of this section is two-fold. First, in section 4.2.1, I will present an analysis 

that shows H tone spreading across non-depressors in L nouns and LH nouns. Second, H 

tone spreading across depressors in Tsonga will be analyzed in section 4.2.2. Depressors 

block H tone spreading due to the markedness requirement and constraint interaction 

proposed in this dissertation.  

 

4.2.1 H tone spreading across non-depressors 

4.2.1.1 L nouns 

In Tsonga, when a H tone prefix precedes L tone nouns, the H spreads to the penultimate 

syllable of the root. In (5a-b), disyllabic nouns show this type of spreading, and in (5c-d), 

trisyllabic nouns show such spreading. The H tone spreading to the penultimate syllable 

in (5) is due to the requirement that the H tone be aligned as right as possible, and for the 

H tone to spread to the metrically prominent syllable.  
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(5) L tone nouns: H tone spreads (Baumbach 1987: 46-47)   

   L L  H + HL  
a.  rìbjè → í ríbjè  ‘it is a stone’ 
b. mbìlà → í mbílà ‘it is a xylophone’ 
 L L L    H + HHL  
c. ʃìkòsa ̀  → í ʃíkósà ‘it is an old woman’ 
d. mìlètì  → í mílétì  ‘it is naughtiness’ 

 

In (6), H tone spreading is analyzed. The H tone spreading results from the following 

ranking: NON-FINALITY dominates ALIGN-R, which in turn dominates IO-IDENT-T. The 

unfaithful mapping in (6a) violates the faithfulness constraint IO-IDENT-T because of the 

tonal change in the moraic TBU [i] from L tone to H. The candidate in (6b) that is 

faithful to the input has fewer IO-IDENT-T violations, but it has more violations under the 

alignment constraint. There are two intervening syllables between the H tone and the 

right edge. While the candidate in (6c) has no alignment violations, it violates NON-

FINALITY because the spread H tone is on the final syllable. The candidate (6c) also 

violates IO-IDENT-T twice. The definitions of these constraints are presented in (7).  

 

(6) H tone spreading to disyllabic L nouns  

 H         L 
 |        1 
/í      rìbjè/ 

NONFINALITY ALIGN-R IO-IDENT-T 

a.     H    L 
 1     | 
[í  rí .bjè] 

 * * 

b.  H   L 
  |   1 
[í   rìbjè] 

 W** L 

c.        H 
      1 
[í   ríbjé] 

W* L W** 
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(7) Constraints  
 

a. IO-IDENT-T  
Corresponding segments associated to a mora have identical values for the 
tonal feature TF. If x is a mora in the input and y is a mora in the output from 
xℜy, x is [γTF], then y is [γTF]. (de Lacy 2002: 10, Yip 2002: 83)3 
 

b. ALIGN-H-R (ALIGN-R)  
Align the rightmost mora associated to a H tone with the right edge of a 
prosodic word (Assign one violation mark to each intervening syllable 
between the syllable associated to H tone and the right edge of a prosodic 
word).4  (cf. Yip 2002: 83) 
 

c. NONFINALITY 
Assign one violation mark for every H tone spread to the final syllable of a 
prosodic domain (cf. Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004: 51) 

 

Under this analysis, H tone spreading does not extend to the final syllable because of 

the NON-FINALITY constraint. Crucial to this analysis is the L tone specification in the 

input. This assumption is different from some previous studies, in which tones in Bantu 

languages are proposed to be H tone and toneless. I will defer a discussion about toneless 

inputs until section 4.2.1.3.  

While the analysis above explains why H tone spreads in the first place, it fails to 

address the issue of why H tone spreads in particular to the penultimate syllable. This is 

problematic because the candidate in (8b), in which H tone spreads to the final syllable 

and surfaces with a contour tone, would be more harmonic in terms of alignment.  

I will follow the proposals based on extrametricality to account for this candidate 

(Downing 1990). Extrametricality is expressed by the constraint NON-FINALITY as 

                                                 
3 I propose that the tonal faithfulness constraint IDENT-T be separated into two versions: IO-IDENT-T and 
OI IDENT-T (see section 3.3). In previous studies IDENT-T was not violated between level and contour tones 
(cf. Trommer 2005), while in other studies IDENT-T was violated between level and contour tones (cf. 
Hyman and VanBick 2004: 829).   
4 I assume that the alignment constraint assesses violation marks in a gradient manner unlike a recent 
proposal in McCarthy (2003) who argues that constraints in Optimality Theory are categorical.  
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defined in (7c). This analysis assumes that H tone only spreads to metrical positions; that 

is, footed syllables.5 Under the extra-metrical analysis, the candidate in (8b) violates 

NON-FINALITY because the spreading of H tone to the final syllable would mean that the 

final syllable is parsed as a foot. In other words, NON-FINALITY blocks the H tone from 

spreading because H tone spreading to the final syllable would result in the creation of a 

metrical structure (a foot) of the final syllable.  

In (8), the optimal candidate has a foot (marked with parentheses) that includes the 

ante-penultimate syllable and the penultimate syllable.6 The optimum in (8a) violates 

ALIGN-R because there is an intervening syllable between the right edge of the foot and 

the right edge of the prosodic word.7 In the candidate in (8b), H tone spreads to the final 

syllable. This candidate does not violate ALIGN-R since there is no intervening syllable 

between the mora associated to the H tone and the right edge of the prosodic word. 

However, the candidate in (8b) violates the higher ranked NONFINALITY constraint 

because the final syllable is parsed associated with the spread H tone.8  

 

 

 

                                                 
5 I am indebted to Laura Downing for this suggestion. 
6 In Bantu phonology, a non-iterative single-foot seems to be a common features as proposed in following 
studies: Nguni languages (Downing 1990), ChiZigula (Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1990), KiVunjo Chaga 
(McHugh 1999), Chi-Mwi:ni (Kisseberth and Abasheikh 1974) among others.  
7 In the non-finality analysis, I assume that the foot-head is right aligned within a foot in Tsonga. 
8 An alternative analysis is based on a family of *CONTOUR constraints. In Tsonga, this constraint should be 
dominated by ALIGN-R because contour tones are allowed when H tone spreads to LH nouns (see section 
4.2.1.2). Stipulating a constraint such as *CONTOUR]PrWd does not help. This constraint would ban contour 
tones on a final syllable in a domain. This constraint is not only ad-hoc in nature, but also the constraint 
militates against the typological observation made in previous studies (Gordon 2001, Zhang 2002) which 
have shown that contour-tones are cross-linguistically favored in final position. 
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(8) Motivation of penultimate spreading9 

 H         L 
 |        1 
/í      rìbjè/ 

NONFINALITY ALIGN-R 

a.     H         L 
   1        | 
[(í   rí)FT bjè] 

 * 

b.     H       
  1      
[í  (rí bjé)FT]  

W* L 

- Feet are marked with parentheses. 
 

 The H tone spreading by prominence, which is metrically driven, is advocated in 

Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1990), in which they argue that the foot head of a prosodic 

word in Chizigula is required to be realized with a H tone unless other constraints block it. 

For an extensive analysis on Nguni languages, see Downing (1990: 267-268) and 

references therein. For an OT analysis, see a proposal on tone-stress interaction in de 

Lacy (2002).  

In summary, H tone spreads to L tone nouns in Tsonga because the alignment 

constraint forces the spreading. The spreading stops at the penultimate syllable due to a 

metrically driven constraint NONFINALITY.  

 

4.2.1.2 LH nouns 

In LH nouns, H tone spreads and surfaces with falling contour tone (H + LH → H + H͡L 

H). As analyzed in section 4.2.1.1, H tone spreads due to the alignment constraint. The 

examples in (9) show the contour tone in the first syllable of a noun after a H tone prefix. 

The initial consonants of these nouns are consonants that are fricatives, voiceless stops, 
                                                 
9 If ALIGN-R outranks NON-FINALITY the final syllable would surface with a high tone (as observed in Digo 
(cf. Kisseberth 1984)). 
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prenasalized stops, and sonorants (nasals, liquids, glides). The H tone prefix [ɦí] in (9a) 

and (9c) is a copulative prefix for pronouns, while the prefix [ɦí] in (9d) is an 

instrumental marker.  

 

(9) LH tone nouns (Baumbach 1987: 50)   

a.  fricatives βòná → ɦí βôná  it is they 
b. voiceless stops kòmbé → í kômbé it is an ousted impala 
c. nasals mìná → ɦí mîná it is me 
d. prenasalized stops mbìtá → ɦí mbîtá with a pot 

 

In the tableau in (10), ALIGN-R dominates *CONTOUR (defined in (11)), and thereby 

allows contour tones. The optimal candidate is (10a), which violates ALIGN-R because 

there is an intervening syllable between the mora associated with a H1 tone and the right 

edge of a prosodic word. It also violates *CONTOUR because of the contour tone created 

by the spreading. In (10a), the optimal candidate does not violate IO-IDENT-T because the 

contour tone retains the low tone from the input. However, OI-IDENT-T is violated 

because a high tone is added to the syllable [ko]. The candidate in (10b) violates the 

UNIFORMITY-T constraint and the NON-FINALITY constraint, and the candidate in (10c) 

has two violations due to the gradient nature of ALIGN-R, even though it satisfies 

*CONTOUR. The candidate in (10d) violates IO-IDENT-T because the tone of the final 

syllable has changed from a high tone to a low. In (10e), the contour tone is formed in the 

final syllable, but this candidate has an IO-IDENT-T violation because the L tone of the 

penultimate syllable changes to a H tone.  
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(10) LH nouns :  

 H1    L    H2 
 |       |      | 
/í    kòmbé/ 

U
N

IF
O

R
M

IT
Y

-T
 

N
O

N
FI

N
A

LI
TY

 

O
C

P 

A
LI

G
N

-R
 

*C
O

N
TO

U
R

 

IO
-I

D
EN

T-
T 

O
I-

ID
EN

T-
T 

a.   H1   L     H2 
  |     |       | 
[í   kô.mbé] 

   * *  * 

b.    H1,2 
  1 
[í kómbé] 

W* W*  L L W* L 

c.  H1   L    H2 
 |      |      | 
[í   kòmbé] 

   W** L  L 

d.    H1       H2 
  1       | 
[í   kómbé] 

  W* * L  W* L 

 

(11) Constraints 

a. *CONTOUR   
Assign one violation mark for every mora that is associated with more than 
one tone (cf. Yip 2002: 83) 
 

b. UNIFORMITY-T (No coalescence)   
Let input mora associated to tone = i1i2i3…in and output mora associated to 
tone = o1o2o3 … om. Assign one violation mark for every pair ix and iy if ixℜoz 
and iyℜoz (cf. McCarthy 2008: 197)   
 

c. OBLIGATORY CONTOUR PRINCIPLE (OCP) 
Assign one violation mark for every two adjacent high tones in the output  
(cf. Yip 2002: 84) 

 

There is a possible, but rejected, analysis, which proposes a positive markedness 

constraint that requires non-depressors to be associated with a high tone (e.g. 

NONDEPRESSOR→H) to account for the H tone spreading. While this constraint could 

explain the contour tone formation in Tsonga, the constraint predicts that all non-
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depressors must be associated to high tone in a given language. If this were the case, we 

would expect languages in which all sonorants (the typical non-depressor) are always 

required to be associated to a H tone, and even block low tone spreading. Such cases are 

not attested.  

In this section, H tone spreading to LH nouns with no depressors is analyzed. The 

contour tone is formed as a result of allowing contour tones in the output. The contour 

tone formation is blocked when depressors are present. The depressor effect is analyzed 

in section 4.2.2 as the result of markedness requirements.  

 

4.2.1.3 Toneless input 

Assuming Richness of the Base, I will consider toneless inputs in this section. The output 

will be chosen based on the given ranking derived from other Tsonga data. The spreading 

of H tones stops at the penultimate syllable due to the markedness constraint 

NONFINALITY.  

Under the ranking in which NON-FINALITY dominates ALIGN-R and DEP-T as in (12), 

the optimal candidate is (12a). All root nodes must have a tone because of the 

ROOTNODE→T constraint, and H tone spreads to the penultimate syllable; this is the 

same pattern as in H tone spreading to L nouns (see section 4.2.1.1). The H tone 

spreading to the final syllable in (12b) violates NONFINALITY. The candidate in (12d) has 

a root node that is not associated with tone. This candidate has a ROOTNODE→T violation 

while it has fewer violation marks under *TBU/T that assigns violation marks to TBUs 

associated to a tone.  
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(12) Nouns with no input tone 

 H      
 |        
V   CV  CV 

RN→T µ→T NON 
FINALITY ALIGN-R DEP-T *TBU/T

a. 
 

    H      L 
   1      | 
[V.CV.CV] 

   * ** ***** 

b.      H 
   1 
[V.CV.CV] 

  W* L ** ***** 

c.  H 
  | 
[V.CV.CV] 

W**** W**  W** L L* 

d.     H      L 
   1      | 
[V.CV.CV] 

W *   * ** L**** 

 

 Another input to consider is the one in (13), in which the input is only specified with 

high tone. The difference between the LH noun in (13) and the LH noun in (10) is that 

low tone is not specified in the input. The established ranking predicts the optimal output 

to have a contour tone as in (13a). The candidate in (13b) violates the higher ranked 

UNIFORMITY-T constraint because the input high tones are fused in the output. The 

faithful output in (13c) violates ALIGN-R due the two intervening syllables between the 

mora associated to the H tone and the right edge of the prosodic word. It also violates the 

constraints ROOTNODE→T and µ→T. The candidate in (15d) does not violate *CONTOUR, 

but it violates OCP because of adjacent high tones in the output.  
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(13) LH Nouns with no input L tone  

 H1           H2 
 |              | 
 í    kombé 

UNIFORMITY-T OCP ALIGN-R *CONTOUR DEP-T 

a.   H    L   H 
  |      |     | 
[í   kômbé] 

  * * * 

b.    H1,2 
  1 
[í kómbé] 

W*  L L L 

c.   H1             H2 
  |            | 
[í   kombé] 

  W** L L 

d.     H1       H2 
  1      | 
[í  kómbé] 

 W* * L * 

 

(14) UNIFORMITY-T (cf. NoFusion, Yip 2002: 83) 

Separate underlying tones must stay separate in the output.  

 
This subsection has presented a toneless noun in (12) and a noun with no L tone in 

(13). Both inputs predict that the optimal output would have a contour tone on the first 

syllable of a noun. The ranking of constraints that accounts for H tone spreading across 

non-depressors is shown in (15). 

 
(15) Ranking of H tone spreading in Tsonga (without considering depressors) 

UNIFORMITY-T    NONFINALITY                                             ROOTNODE→T ; µ→ T 
 | 
                                   ALIGN-R                       OCP                            *TBU/T               
 
                DEP-T             IO-IDENT-T            *CONTOUR 
                                                     | 
                                          OI-IDENT-T 
 

 

The discussion thus far presents the H tone spreading across non-depressors. In 
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section 4.2.2, the influence of depressors in tonal spreading is discussed, and a formal 

analysis based on the proposal in chapter 3 is presented.  

 

4.2.2 H tone spreading across depressors 

In Tsonga, H tone spreading to a LH noun is blocked by a depressor. So, an input such as 

/H + DLH/ (‘D’ stands for depressors) becomes [H + D LH] and not *[H + DH ͡LH] with 

a contour tone. The blocking of depressors is due to the prohibition of certain dependency 

relationships between tone and segments. As proposed in chapter 3, the dependency 

relationship is output-oriented. Formally, there are only markedness constraints that 

regulate this relationship.  

For Tsonga, the *VOICEDSTOP/H constraint (and *[+SPREAD GLOTTIS]/H) disallows a 

dependency between a high tone and a depressor in the output, which in turn results in 

the blocking of H tone spreading. After presenting data of depressors from Baumbach 

(1987) in section 4.2.2.1, an analysis based on the proposal is presented in section 4.2.2.2. 

 

4.2.2.1 Data 

All examples in (16)-(18) (repeated from chapter 2) show the behavior of depressor 

consonants, which block H spreading from the copulative prefix. LH nouns following the 

prefix begin with depressor consonants such as breathy voice consonants as in (16), 

voiced stops as in (17), and aspirated consonants as in (18).  

 

(16)  LH nouns with breathy voice depressors (Baumbach 1987: 53) 

 H+LH  → H+LH  
a. n̤a ̀ŋɡá  → í n̤a ̀ŋɡá  it is a hut for unmarried girls 
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b. r ̤òβá  → í r̤òβá it is a flat cake 
c. m ̤àlá → í m̤àlá it is an impala 
d. ŋ̈wàrí  → í ŋ̈wàrí  it is a partridge 
e. mb̤̤ìmbí  → í mb̤ìmbí it is a mangosteen tree 
f. nd̤ɦàmbá → í nd̤àmbá it is a cooking pot 
g. nʣ̤èŋɡá  → í nʣ̤èŋɡá it is afternoon 
h. nɡ̈òŋɡ̈wé → í nɡ̈òŋɡ̈wé it is an old ousted vervet monkey 
i. ndl ̤àzí  → í ndl̤àzí  it is a mousebird 
j. r ̤òβá → í r̤òβá it is a flat cake 

   

(17) LH nouns with voiced stop depressors (Baumbach 1987: 54)     

 H+LH  → H+LH  
a. bùʃá → í bùʃá  it is a hen which eats its own eggs 
b. dòɦé → í dòɦé  it is an undersized peanut 
c. ɡùdá → í ɡùdá  it is a small verandah 
d. bjàŋɡá → í bjàŋɡá it is a beer 
e. djòná → í djòná  it is it 

 

(18) LH nouns with aspirated depressors (Baumbach 1987: 54) 

 H+LH  → H+LH  
a. ʦhùrí  → í ʦhùrí  it is a mortar 
b. khòswá  → í khòswá it is a half portion 
c. ntlhàmú  → í ntlhàmú it is a trap 
d. ʧhìpá → í ʧhìpá  it is a pensioner 
e. thònsí → í thònsí  it is a drop 
f. ɦòmú  → í ɦòmú  it is a beast 

 

 As shown in (19), all depressor consonants in Tsonga are laryngeally marked: voiced 

stops, aspirates, and breathy voice. A detailed discussion on the characteristics of 

depressor consonants and the complete presentation of Tsonga consonants will be 

deferred until section 6.2.  
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(19) Depressor consonants in Tsonga (Baumbach 1987: 3-16) 

 laryngeal labial alveolar palatal velar glottal
plain voiced b d  ɡ  
 aspirated ph th  kh ɦ 
 breathy (m)b ̤ (n)d̤  (ŋ)ɡ̈  
affricate aspirated pfh ʦh ʧh   
 breathy bv̤ ʣ̤ ʤ̈   
nasal breathy m̤ n̤  ŋ̈  
liquid aspirated  lh    
 breathy  l ̤, r̤    
glides breathy w̤  j ̈   

 

4.2.2.2 LH nouns 

In LH nouns, H tone does not spread across depressors. In the analysis I am proposing, H 

tone cannot associate to depressor consonants. The markedness constraint blocks any 

dependency relationship that associates depressors with a H tone. Even so, they must be 

associated to some tones because all root nodes (segments) must be associated to a tone 

in the output.  

Non-depressor consonants do not have such a restriction, so they can be associated to 

H tone or L tone. Out of several markedness constraints on consonant-tone interaction, 

the active markedness constraints in Tsonga are *VOICEDSTOP/H and *[+SPREAD 

GLOTTIS]/H (*[+S.G.]/H). These two constraints are ranked over other related constraints 

in Tsonga, and they ban depressor consonants from being associated to a H tone.  

The tonal spreading is blocked if a depressor begins a root as illustrated in (20). The 

depressor in the optimal candidate in (20a) is associated to a L tone. While the optimum 

satisfies the markedness constraint *VOICEDSTOP/H and EXPRESS(H), it violates the 

alignment constraint. The alignment constraint has fewer violations in candidates such as 

(20b-c). However, the candidate in (20c) has violations of MAX-T, which assigns 
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violations to syllables that delete an underlying tone. The association of H tone to the 

depressor consonants incurs a violation of *VOICEDSTOP/H. The candidate in (20b) is 

more harmonic under the alignment constraint. This candidate violates the 

*VOICEDSTOP/H constraint because the depressor has a dependency relationship with a H 

tone.  

 

(20) LH nouns with depressors: í ɦòmú ‘it is a beast’ 

  H1   L   H2 
  |      |    | 
 μ      μ   μ 
  |       |    | 
/í     ɦòmú/ 

*VOICED 
STOP/H OCP ALIGN-R *CONTOUR IDENT-T 

a.   H1  L    H2 
  |     |      | 
[í   ɦò.mú] 

  **   

b.  H1  L    H2 
  |     |      | 
[í.  ɦo.mú] 

W*  L* W*  

c.  H1       H2 
  |          | 
[í.ɦó.mú] 

W* W* L*  W* 

 

 As proposed in chapter 3, there are no faithfulness constraints that preserve the 

relationship between tone and non-moraic TBUs. If there were such faithfulness 

constraints, we would expect an unattested language that could have contrastive tones on 

consonants. Thus, it is the markedness constraints that restrict the relationship between 

tone and consonants. The H tone from the sponsor in a prefix can spread rightward as 

long as the association does not violate markedness constraints such as *VOICEDSTOP/H 

and *[+S.G.]/H. 

An alternative means to satisfy *VOICEDSTOP/H is by not forming any other 
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dependent relationships between tone and depressor consonants. This can be represented 

by having depressors not associated to any tone as in (21b). This candidate would never 

be chosen as the optimum because the candidate is harmonically bounded under the 

current ranking due to the ROOTNODE→T constraint. The effect of this ranking is that 

depressor consonants must be associated to a tone, but the tone should always be a tone 

other than a high tone (i.e. low tone in Tsonga). 

 

(21) LH nouns with depressors: í ɦòmú ‘it is a beast’ 

 H   L  H 
 |      |    | 
 í   ɦòmú 

µ→T RN→T *VOICEDSTOP/H

a.   H   L    H 
  |     |      | 
[í   ɦò.mú] 

   

b.  H   L    H  
  |     |      | 
[í.  ɦo.mú] 

 W *  

 

A hypothetical input with H tone on a depressor (assuming Richness of the Base) 

should never surface with a H tone on the depressor. This is ensured by the lack of 

faithfulness constraints for the dependency relationship between depressors and tone. So, 

the faithful candidate could only emerge as the winner if markedness constraints 

happened to favor it over all other options - i.e. preservation of underlying tone would be 

incidental, never directly forced for preservation reasons.  

In the tableau below, a candidate with a depressor consonant associated with a L tone 

in (22a) is better under *VOICEDSTOP/H than a candidate with H tone on a depressor as in 

(22b). The faithfulness constraint IDENT-T has no violation marks as long as the tones 
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associated with a moraic TBU are not changed.  

 

(22) An input with H tone on depressor 

  H  H  L    H 
  |    |     |      | 
/V  D  V CV/ 

*VOICEDSTOP/H IDENT-T 

a.   H     L   H 
  |      |     | 
[V. DV.CV] 

 √ 

b.  H  H L   H 
  |    |  |     |  
[V. DV.CV] 

W* √ 

 

The ranking from the arguments so far is presented in the Hasse Diagram in (23). The 

markedness constraint *VOICEDSTOP/H crucially dominates ALIGN-R and IO-IDENT-T 

which explains the spreading of H tone in the first place.  

 

(23) Hasse Diagram: Tsonga depressors and H tone spreading 

UNIFORMITY-T    NONFINALITY         *VOICEDSTOP/H    ROOTNODE→T ; µ→ T 
 | 
                                   ALIGN-R                       OCP                            *TBU/T               
 
                DEP-T             IO-IDENT-T            *CONTOUR 
                                                     | 
                                          OI-IDENT-T 
 

 

 In xTBU theory, the blocking of H tone spreading is not solely a representational 

requirement. The blocking is required by markedness constraints in the absence of 

faithfulness constraints. When depressors are associated with a high tone, a given 

candidate is always less harmonic than other candidates. It is not the case that the L tone 
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on consonants blocks the spreading of H tone. The spreading of H tone does not occur 

because of the ranking of constraints that do not tolerate a dependency relationship 

between a depressor consonant and a H tone. This is possible because I crucially assume 

that root nodes can have a dependency relationship with tone. This could be a contentious 

claim as TBUs have generally been argued to be moras or syllable nodes (Yip 2002: 72-

4). As discussed in section 3.2 in chapter 3, being able to host a tone should be separated 

from being contrastive on tone.  

 This analysis differs from representational theories as proposed in Peng (1992) and 

Bradshaw (1999). In Bradshaw’s multi-planar theory, the feature [L/voice] in the 

representation is crucial to the analysis. As depressor consonants are linked with 

[L/voice], H tone spreading is blocked because the spreading creates an impossible 

representation, at least in the tonal tier. As a result, the blocking crucially depends on 

satisfying the representational requirement, a situation created by the [L/voice].   

 Bradshaw’s theory is illustrated in (24) and (25). In (24), high tone verbs are preceded 

by a high tone infinitive prefix /kú-/. The high tone from the prefix (H1) spreads to the 

root-initial syllable in order to satisfy the adjacency requirement between H tones 

(Bradshaw 1999: 94). In other words, H tone spreading occurs because the prefix H tone 

(H1) must become adjacent to the H tone of the root (H2). 

 
(24) H tone spreading in SiSwati (Bradshaw 1999: 94) 

  H1          H2 
  |              | 

  H1       H2 
  |          | 

 

a. ku ́ + khulúúma → kúkhúlúúma to speak 
b. kú + tshanye ́éla → kutshánye ́éla to sweep 
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 Such a spreading is blocked if a depressor consonant is present as in (25). The 

depressor [ɡ], which is voiced, is specified with the [L/voice] feature. Due to the L tone 

associated with the depressor [ɡ], the spreading of H tone from the prefix is blocked.  

 

(25) Blocking of H tone spreading in SiSwati (Bradshaw 1999: 95) 

 H          H 
  |            | 

  H  L   H 
  |    |     | 

 

kú + ɡayííŋa → kú  ɡàyííŋa to dry roast 
 

 While the multi-planar theory may explain the blocking of H tone spreading in 

SiSwati, it has shortfalls. By restricting the consonant-tone interactions to voice and tone, 

the multi-planar theory cannot account for other consonant-tone interactions such as the 

blocking of L tone spreading by voiceless obstruents in Western Bade (see section 4.3, cf. 

Tang 2007). Proposing a feature [H/voiceless] would be too restrictive because we would 

then expect no low tone on syllables with voiceless onsets. While the multi-planar theory 

provides an insight into consonant-tone interaction in a representational sense, the 

constraint-based theory is more explanatory.  

  It is important to have a final note on coda consonants. Codas are argued to be 

available as tone bearing units. It also has been shown that these consonants contrast in 

tones. Moreover, several studies have demonstrated that codas can be contextually 

moraic (Zec 1995 among others, Morén 1999, Elías-Ulloa 2006), unlike onsets (though 

Topintzi 2006 argues for the existence of moraic onsets). In chapter 5, languages such as 

Burmese and Thai are presented to show consonant-tone interaction in relation to the 

onset-coda position.  
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4.2.2.3 L nouns 

This section explores the prediction of the current analysis on the accidental gap in the 

data; L tone nouns with depressors. The available L tone data from Tsonga all begin with 

non-depressors. While Baumbach does not provide any data for L nouns beginning with 

depressors, an independent search of Cuenod’s (1967) dictionary shows that Tsonga has 

depressor-initial L tone nouns. The proposal predicts that the H tone spreading should be 

blocked by these L tone nouns, the same as in LH nouns.  

Analogous to the analysis presented in section 4.2.2.2, the spreading of H tone across 

depressors to L nouns is not allowed due to the markedness constraint *VOICEDSTOP/H. 

This part needs further research with a native speaker of Tsonga.  

  

4.2.3 Summary 

So far, I have provided an analysis of the blocking of H tone spreading to LH nouns. The 

proposal about dependency relationships between tone and consonants shows how 

blocking by depressors can be explained. However, many questions remain. How do 

Tsonga speakers learn the group of depressor consonants? Most descriptions related to 

depressor consonants are domain specific. If so, under which conditions do depressors 

actively interact with tonal processes? I will address these inquiries in subsequent 

chapters.  

  

4.3  Blocking tonal spreading in Western Bade 

In Bade, voiced obstruents block H tone spreading as in Tsonga. Additionally, voiceless 

obstruents block L tone spreading. This section aims to present an analysis of the 
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blocking of H tonal spreading in Western Bade. Furthermore, it will demonstrate that 

consonant-tone interaction is not limited to consonants that lower the tone. The main 

body of data comes from Schuh (2002).10  

Western Bade is a Chadic language spoken in Nigeria. The language is closely related 

to Ngizim. Voiced obstruents in this language block H tone spreading while voiceless 

obstruents, glottalized obstruents, and all sonorants allow such spreading. On the other 

hand, L tone spreading is blocked by voiceless obstruents, while any voiced segments 

and glottalized obstruents allow such spreading.   

The blocking of H tone spreading is analyzed in section 4.3.1 based on the proposal 

that depressors are banned from forming a dependency relationship with H tones. The 

markedness constraint *VOICEDOBSTRUENT/H is ranked in a way so that it penalizes 

output candidates in which voiced obstruents are associated to a H tone. In section 4.3.2, 

L tone spreading is analyzed. The L tone spreading is blocked by voiceless obstruents 

because of the antagonistic markedness constraint *VOICELESSOBSTRUENT/L, which bans 

voiceless obstruents from being associated to a L tone.  

 

4.3.1  High tone blocked by voiced obstruents 

H tone spreads to LH verbs across phrase boundaries in Western Bade. In (26a), a LLH 

verb becomes HHH in the output after the first person singular H tone clitic /nə́/. The 

spreading of H tone is blocked when a depressor consonant is present as in (26b-c).  

The first two syllables of the LH verb /tə̀nkə̀kú/ ‘pressed’ become H tone [tə́nkə́ku ́] 

                                                 
10 For more information, see http://www.humnet.ucla.edu/humnet/aflang/Bade/bade.html (extracted on 
May 5, 2008). See also Tang (2007) for an analysis of voice-tone interaction in Bade.  
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after the clitic /nə́/ in (26a). However, in (26c), this tonal change does not occur in the 

verb /bàza ̀rtú/ ‘shamed’, which has a depressor onset. So, the H tone does not spread to 

[ba ̀za ̀rtú]. In (26b), /tə̀mbə̀lú/ ‘pushed’, the medial syllable of the verbal root is a 

depressor. So, the H tone only spreads to the first syllable of the verbal root [tə́mbə̀lú].  

 

(26) Data: H tone subject clitic + Verb (Schuh 2002, Handout#4:16) 

  H  L  L  H    H  H  H  H  
a. /nə́ tə̀nkə̀kú/ → [nə́ tə́nkə́kú] ‘I pressed’ 
 H  L   DL H   H   H  DL H  
b. /nə́ tə̀mbə̀lú/ → [nə́ tə́mbə̀lú] ‘I pushed’ 
 H  DL DL H   H  DL DL H  
c. /nə́ ba ̀za ̀rtú/ → [nə́ ba ̀za ̀rtú] ‘I shamed’

  (‘D’ stands for depressors) 
 

 In (27), the same verbs from (26) are shown after a L tone clitic /jə̀/, the first person 

plural subject marker. There is no tonal change in this construction. Thus, the LLH verbs 

map faithfully as LLH.   

 

(27) Data: L tone subject clitic + Verb (Schuh 2002, Handout#4:16) 

 L   L  L   H  L   L  L   H  
a. /jə̀ tə̀nkə̀kú/ → [jə̀ tə̀nkə̀kú] ‘we pressed’ 
b. /jə̀ tə̀mbə̀lú/ → [jə̀ tə̀mbə̀lú] ‘we pushed’ 
c. /jə̀ ba ̀zàrtú/ → [jə̀ ba ̀zàrtú] ‘we shamed’

 

The generalization of the data in (26) and (27) by Schuh is shown in (28). Depressors 

block the spreading of H tone if the H tone crosses phrase boundaries.  
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(28) H tone spreading ('Low tone raising' in Schuh 2002, Handout#4:14) 

L → H / H | ____ 
   a. | indicates clitic phrase boundary or phonological phrase boundary 
   b. blocked if the L tone syllable begins with a voiced obstruent 
 

 The generalization adequately describes the depressor blocking effect in Western 

Bade. Given this, why is the spreading of H tone from the subject clitics to LH verbs 

blocked when there are intervening depressor consonants?   

H tone spreading to LH tones in Western Bade produces a different result from that in 

Tsonga. In Tsonga, the H tone to LH tone spreading surfaces with a falling contour tone. 

However, H tone spreading results in a sequence of H tones in Western Bade.  

The ranking in (29) expresses this point. The optimal candidate in (29a) satisfies both 

ALIGN-R and *CONTOUR, while it has a violation of IDENT-T. The candidate in (29b) 

violates both *CONTOUR and ALIGN-R. The faithful candidate in (29c) has more 

violations of ALIGN-R even though it does not violate *CONTOUR and IDENT-T. This 

candidate shows that ALIGN-R dominates both IDENT-T and UNIFORMITY-T. The 

candidate in (29d) has a contour tone in the final syllable, which incurs a crucial violation 

of *CONTOUR. The ranking between IDENT-T and UNIFORMITY-T is shown by candidate 

(29d). The optimal candidate violates the lower ranked UNIFORMITY-T constraint, which 

assigns violation marks to tones that coalesce in the output.   
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(29) H tone spreading in Western Bade 

   H1       L   H2 
    |      1   | 
/nə́    tə̀nkə̀kú/ 

O
C

P 

*C
O

N
TO

U
R

 

A
LI

G
N

-R
 

ID
EN

T-
T 

U
N

IF
O

R
M

IT
Y

-T
 

a.    H1,2 
   | 
[nə́ tə́n.kə́.kú]H1,2 

   ** * 

b.     H1       L   H2 
    |          |    | 
[nə́ tə́n.kə̂.kú] 

 W * W * L* L 

c.    H1    L      H2 
    |     1     | 
[nə́  tə̀n.kə̀.kú] 

  W *** L L 

d.     H1            L 
    |               | 
[nə́ tə́n.kə́.kû] 

 W *  W*** L 

e.     H1            H2 
    |               | 
[nə́ tə́n.kə́.kú] 

W *  W * ** L 

 

  Such H tone spreading in Western Bade is blocked when depressors (voiced 

obstruents) are present. The depressor effect emerges due to the markedness constraint 

*VOICEDOBSTRUENT/H, which bans voiced obstruents from associating with H tone. The 

tableau below shows that the optimal candidate is (30a). Both competing candidates in 

(30b-c) violate *VOICEDOBSTRUENT/H, even though they have fewer violations under 

ALIGN-R. As in Tsonga, the candidate in (31d) violates ROOTNODE→T (RN→T) because 

there are segments not in association to any tone in the output.  
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(30) Blocking of H tone spreading in Western Bade 

   H1     L     H2 
   |    1    | 
/nə́  ba ̀za ̀rtú/ 

R
N
→

T 

*C
O

N
TO

U
R

 

*V
O

IC
ED

 
O

B
ST

R
/H

 

A
LI

G
N

-R
 

ID
EN

T-
T 

U
N

IF
O

R
M

IT
Y

-T
 

a.     H   L       H2 
    |   1      | 
[nə́  ba.̀zàr.tu ́] 

   ***   

b.     H1,2 
    | 
[nə́ ba ́.za ́r.tú] 

  W ** L W ** W * 

c.    H1 L       H2 
    |    |         | 
[nə́ ba ̂.za ̀r.tú] 

 W * W * L*   

d.     H1  L   L     H2 
    |     |     |       | 
[nə́   ba ̀. zàr.  tu ́] 

W **   ***   

 

 This section has demonstrated that the constraints proposed for the analysis of Tsonga 

account for the typological differences in Western Bade. Unlike in Tsonga, H tone 

spreading to a LH tone verb does not result in contour tone; H + LH does not become H 

+H͡LH but instead it becomes H + H H. The ranking, in which ALIGN-R dominates 

IDENT-T, which in turn dominates UNIFORMITY-T, ensures that spreading of H tone can 

be achieved at the expense of changing the tonal values of underlying tone and fusing 

underlying tone. This spreading is blocked by the markedness constraint 

*VOICEDOBSTRUENT/H.  

 The ranking needed for blocking of H tone spreading in Western Bade is shown in 

(31). The heavy-lined box is the crucial ranking in Western Bade. From the discussion so 

far, no ranking has been established for other relevant constraints (outside of the heavy-

lined box).  
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(31) Hasse Diagram: Western Bade depressors and H tone spreading 

                 *VOICEDOBSTRUENT/H                                          ROOTNODE→T ; µ→ T 
 |  | 
                                   ALIGN-R                                                             *TBU/T               
 | 
                                IO-IDENT-T             
                                          | *CONTOUR, OCP 
                           UNIFORMITY-T 
 

 

4.3.2 L tone spreading blocked by voiceless consonants 

L tone spreading in Western Bade is blocked by voiceless consonants. In (32), the LH 

verbs are followed by a H noun [kórón] ‘donkey’. When these verbs are followed by the 

H tone direct object, the final H of the verb becomes L tone: /LH + H/ → [LL + H].  The 

example in (32a) illustrates this phenomenon. In (32a), the verb /kə̀rə́/ ‘stole’ is followed 

by [kórón] ‘donkey’. The final H tone of the verb becomes a L tone in the output as in 

[kə̀rə̀ kórón] ‘stole a donkey’, and not *[kə̀rə́ kórón]. 

 However, L tone spreading to the verb-final H tone does not occur when the final 

syllable has voiceless obstruent onsets as in (32b). The LH verb /ɡa ̀fá/ ‘caught’ is 

followed by the H tone noun [kórón] ‘donkey’. The output retains the final H tone as 

[ɡa ̀fá kórón] ‘hid a donkey’, and it does not become *[ɡa ̀fà kórón] as we would expect.  
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(32) Data: (L)H Verb + H tone Noun (Schuh 2002, Handout#4:18)11 

  L   L H  H H   L  L L   H  H  
a. /jə̀ kə̀rə́ kórón/ → [jə̀ kə̀rə̀ kórón] ‘we stole a donkey’ 
  L   L  H   H  H   L  L   H   H  H  
b. /jə̀ ɡa ̀fá kórón/ → [jə̀ ɡa ̀fá kórón] ‘we caught a donkey’ 

 

 In contrast, when the verbs are followed by a L tone initial noun like /dùwún/ ‘horse’, 

the L tone spreading does not occur at all. The output surfaces with the same tonal 

patterns as the input, as in (33).  

 

(33) Data: (L)H  Verb + L tone Noun  (Schuh 2002, Handout#4:18) 

  L   L H  L H   L  L H   L  H  
a. /jə̀ kə̀rə́ dùwún/ → [jə̀ kə̀rə́ dùwún] ‘we stole a horse’ 
  L   L  H   L  H   L  L   H   L  H  
b. /jə̀ ɡa ̀fá dùwún/ → [jə̀ ɡa ̀fá dùwún] ‘we caught a horse’ 

 

 The generalization on L tone spreading is described by Schuh as in (34). The phrasal 

boundaries are crucial to this generalization, as it was in (28). Spreading of L tone is 

blocked when the condition in (34b) is satisfied, in which the H tone syllable of a verb 

begins with a voiceless obstruent.  

 

(34) L tone spreading (Schuh 2002, Handout#4:17) 

  H → L / L___ | H 
  a. | indicates complement phrase of phonological phrase boundary 

   b. blocked if the H tone syllable begins with a voiceless obstruent12 
 

                                                 
11 Verbs in Western Bade are at most two syllables due to morphological restrictions (Russell Schuh, p.c.). 
12 In Ngizim, different set of consonants block this rule. High tone lowering is blocked by voiceless and 
glottalized segments, and allowed by voiced obstruents and sonorants. For further discussion on disparity 
of consonants applied to a rule among different languages, see chapter 6. 
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In sum, in (35b), the final syllable of LH verb /kə̀rə́/ ‘stole’ is faithfully mapped with 

H tone when followed by a L noun ([dùwún] ‘horse’). However, when followed by a H 

noun ([kórón] ‘donkey’), the final syllable of the LH becomes L tone as in (37a). 

 

(35) L tone spreading  

   L L H  H  H   L L  L   H  H  
a. /jə̀ kə̀rə́ kórón/ → [jə̀ kə̀rə̀ kórón] ‘we stole a donkey’ 
   L  L H  L H   L  L H   L  H  
b.  /jə̀ kə̀rə́ dùwún/ → [jə̀ kə̀rə́ dùwún] ‘we stole a horse’ 

 

First, the L tone spreading before another H tone in (35a) is due to the avoidance of  

OCP violations. Because the H tones are adjacent in the input, the former one lowers to 

avoid two adjacent H tones in the output. While the second H tone could lower to resolve 

the OCP, this might not occur due to a positional faithfulness constraint that preserves the 

tone on the initial syllable after a boundary. Here, I will analyze the preservation of the H 

tone of the first syllable in [kórón] ‘donkey’ as being due to IDENT-T-σ1, which is 

violated if the tone of the first syllable is changed. The definition of the constraint is 

below the tableau in (36).  

 The optimal candidate in (36a) violates the general IDENT-T  constraint because of the 

change of H tone to L tone in the LH verb. The competing candidate in (36b) changes the 

initial H tone of the H noun, and violates the positional faithfulness constraint IDENT-T-σ1. 

The faithful candidate in (36c) satisfies both faithfulness constraints, but it crucially 

violates the markedness constraint OCP.  
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(36) L tone spreading due to OCP 

   L    L H1     H2    
   |      |  |      1  
/jə̀   kə̀rə́   kórón 

OCP IDENT-T-σ1 IDENT-T 

a.           L         H2 
        1     1 
[jə̀  kə̀.rə̀  kó.rón] 

  * 

b.       L    H1  L  H2 
   1    |    |    | 
[jə̀  kə̀.rə́ kò.rón] 

 W* * 

c.     L      H1    H2 
   1    |     1 
[jə̀  kə̀.rə́  kórón] 

W*  L 

 

(37) IO-IDENT-T-σ1 

Corresponding segments, in the first syllable of a prosodic domain, associated to 
a mora have identical values for the tonal feature TF. If x is a mora in the input 
and y is a mora in the output from xℜy, x is [γTF], then y is [γTF]. 

 

 The L tone spreading, however, is blocked if a H tone syllable begins with a voiceless 

obstruent. In (38a), the LH verb [ɡa ̀fá] ‘caught’ is followed by a H noun [kórón] ‘donkey’. 

Unlike (35a), the final H in the verb is not lowered. Following Schuh’s (2002) description, 

the L tone does not spread because of the voiceless obstruent [f] that begins the H tone 

syllable.   

 

(38) Blocking of H tone to L tone by voiceless obstruents 

          H  H             H  H   
a. /jə̀ ɡa ̀fá́ kórón/ → [jə̀ ɡa ̀fá́ kórón] ‘we caught a donkey’ 
          H  L             H   L   
b. /jə̀ ɡa ̀fá dùwún/ → [jə̀ ɡa ̀fá dùwún] ‘we caught a horse’ 

 

 Formally speaking, the voiceless obstruents are not allowed to have a L tone in the 
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output if the L tone is due to a change from the H tone. There could be the markedness 

constraint *VOICELESSOBSTRUENT/L, which bans voiceless obstruents from forming a 

dependency relationship with L tones. The ranking below shows how the competing 

candidate in (39b) is ruled out by this constraint.  

 

(39) H tone lowering is blocked  

  L    L H     H 
  |     |   |     1 
/jə̀  ɡa ̀fá ́  kórón/ 

*VOICELESS
OBSTR/L IDENT-T-σ1 OCP IDENT-T 

a.      L    H      H 
   1   |     1 
[jə̀ ɡa ̀.fá  kó.rón] 

  *  

b.     L     H     H 
   1   |    1 
[jə̀ ɡa ̀.fá kó.rón] 

W*  L W* 

c.      L    H   L  H       
   1   |    |    | 
[jə̀ ɡa ̀.fá kò.rón] 

 W* L W* 

 

 However, the proposed constraint has potential problems. If 

*VOICELESSOBSTRUENT/L dominates IDENT-T by transitivity (see (36) for OCP 

dominating IDENT-T), no voiceless obstruents in Bade can occur with L tone, which is not 

the case. An example like [jə̀ tə̀nkə̀kú] ‘we pressed’ demonstrates that voiceless 

obstruents can occur with L tone.  

 I suggest that the preservation of input L tone can be achieved by faithfulness 

constraints such as IDENT-[+UPPER] and IDENT-[+LOWER], which target high tone and low 

tone respectively. Suppose that IDENT-[+LOWER] outranks *VOICELESSOBSTR/L, which in 

turn outranks IDENT-[+UPPER]. Under such a ranking, the low tone on voiceless 

obstruents (as underlined) in an input like /jə̀ tə̀nkə̀kú/ should be preserved in the 
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output.13  

The phonetic account will have shortfalls to explain this pattern for the same reasons 

as above because voiceless obstruents only block L tone when the L tone is derived from 

a H tone, a phenomenon to which phonetics is not sensitive.  

 

4.3.3 Summary 

This section has shown that consonant-tone interaction in Bade has richer patterns than 

Tsonga. Not only is H tone spreading is blocked by voiced obstruents (depressors), but 

also L tone spreading is blocked by voiceless obstruents. The blocking by voiced 

obstruents is due to the high ranked *VOICEDOBSTRUENT/H constraint, which bans 

voiced obstruents from having a dependency relationship with a H tone in the output. The 

blocking by voiceless obstruents is analyzed with the *NOVOICEDOBSTRUENT/L, which 

bans voiceless obstruents from being associated with a L tone in the output. 

 As for the general case of H tone spreading, Bade does not have falling contour tones 

when the spreading occurs to LH verbs (unlike Tsonga). This is analyzed with a ranking 

in which IDENT-T is dominated by ALIGN-R. This ranking allows the change of an 

underlying tone as well as spreading of H tone. Furthermore, L tone spreading is 

motivated by the OCP constraint. 

The significance of Western Bade lies in the fact that consonant-tone interaction is 

not limited to the so-called depressor type consonants, which will become more evident 

when Asian languages are discussed in chapter 5, in which most consonant-tone 

interaction is found in phonetically pitch-raising consonants (such as glottalized or 

aspirated consonants), and not phonetically pitch-lowering consonants. Further discussion 
                                                 
13 I am indebted to Akinbiyi Akinlabi (p.c.) for suggesting this analysis.  
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of different types of consonants in consonant-tone interaction will be deferred until 

section 6.2.  

 

4.4  Conclusion 

In this chapter, the blocking of H tone spreading in Tsonga and Bade is presented and 

analyzed. Moreover, cross-linguistic data of depressor blocking are shown. In a formal 

sense, the blocking of H tone spreading by depressors is due to the markedness 

requirement of *VOICEDOBSTRUENT/H. This constraint is antagonistic to depressors (e.g. 

voiced obstruents) that form a dependency relationship with H tones.  

 Two types of blocking are found in Western Bade. In addition to the blocking of H 

tone by depressors, voiceless obstruents also block L tone spreading. This illustrates that 

consonant-tone interaction is not only found in pitch-lowering consonants (depressors), 

but also in other types of consonants, a point that will be discussed further in chapter 5.  

 Cross-linguistic data of H tone spreading show that depressors may block contour 

tone formation (40a), result in a single H tone in the output (40b), or separate H tones in 

the output (a downstep condition) (40c). When depressors are present, no such spreading 

occurs as in (40d).  
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(40) H tone spreading to LH words 

      
a. H + L  H  → H   L   H 

 |     |     | 
σ    σ   σ  

contour tone Tsonga 

b. H + L  H →   H 
 1  
σ   σ   σ  

single H tone Western Bade 

c. H + L  H →   H    H 
 1     | 
σ   σ   σ  

separate H tones
(downstep) 

Dagara  

 Depressors effect   
d. H +  L  H  → H     L   H 

 |       |     | 
σ   Dσ   σ 
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Chapter 5  Tone neutralization by consonants 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Chapter 4 showed how consonants can block tonal spreading. Chapter 5 focuses on how 

consonants can impose restrictions on tone in particular environments. The effect of these 

restrictions is to neutralize tonal contrast, called ‘tone neutralization’. Tone can be 

neutralized by consonants that are in onsets, in codas, or in both positions.  

In Mulao, a language spoken in the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region in 

southwestern China, syllables with aspirated onsets only occur with high register tone. In 

(1a), the onset of the syllable is an aspirated stop [ph]. If such onsets occur in a syllable, 

the syllable never surfaces with a low register tone, as illustrated in (1b).  

 

(1) Onsets and tone neutralization in Mulao 

 a. [pho ́44]   ‘bed’     H tone 

 b. *[pho]         L tone 

 

 Tone can also be restricted by coda consonants. In Burmese, a syllable with a glottal 

stop coda only occurs with a low tone as shown in (2a). If a glottal stop coda is present, 

the syllable never surfaces with a high tone as in (2b).1  

 
(2) Tone neutralization by codas in Burmese  

 a. [kha ̀ʔ]   ‘to draw off’   L tone 

 b. *[kha ́ʔ]        H tone 

                                                 
1 Unlike in Mulao, aspirated onsets do not play a role in Burmese. In other words, the constraint, which 
forces high tone realization in (1a), is violable. 
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 As outlined in chapter 3, this type of consonant-tone interaction is due to 

requirements in the output with respect to dependency relations between tone and 

consonants. Tone neutralization by consonants results from markedness constraints that 

ban such dependency relationships.  

The relevant markedness constraints for the languages discussed in this chapter are 

shown in (3). Tone neutralization by onsets in Mulao is the result of two constraints 

outranking the faithfulness constraint IDENT-T: (3a) *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L and (3b) 

*[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/L. In Burmese, the constraint *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H in 

(3c) plays a crucial role in neutralization by codas. The crucial markedness constraint in 

Thai is *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H in (3d). This constraint neutralizes the tone in the output.  

 

(3) Important markedness constraints in this chapter 

a. *[+SPREAD GLOTTIS]/L (*[+S.G.]/L)    Mulao  (section 5.2) 

No consonant specified as [+S.G.] associates with a low tone in the output. 

b. *[+CONSTRICTED GLOTTIS]/L (*[+C.G.]/L)  Mulao  (section 5.2) 

No consonant specified as [+C.G.] associates with a low tone in the output. 

c. *[+CONSTRICTED GLOTTIS]/H (*[+C.G.]/H)  Burmese (section 5.3) 

No consonant specified as [+C.G.] associates with a high tone in the output. 

d. *[-SPREAD GLOTTIS]/H (*[-S.G.]/H)    Thai  (section 5.4) 

 No consonant specified as [-S.G.] associates with a low tone in the output. 

 

All constraints in (3) mention a laryngeal feature other than voicing, showing that 

voicing is not the only feature in consonants that influences tone. Chapter 6 presents a 

detailed discussion of the relationship between these laryngeal features and tone.  

This chapter presents tone neutralization in a wide variety of languages spoken in 
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Asia. First, Mulao provides evidence for onset-driven neutralization in section 5.2. 

Second, Burmese shows coda-driven neutralization in section 5.3. Third, Thai will 

demonstrate a case in which both onset and coda bring the tone neutralization in section 

5.4. The rest of this section will briefly summarize the xTBU theory proposed in chapter 

3.  

 

5.1.1 xTBU theory 

The interaction between consonants and tone follows from the claim that all segments are 

able to form a dependency relationship with tone (cf. Myers 1997: 851-853). While the 

claim that consonants are directly associated with a tone is contentious (Bradshaw 1995: 

267-269), I argue that consonants and tone form a dependency relationship in the output.   

 Formally, consonant-tone interaction results from the requirement that all segments in 

the output must be associated to a tone, which is ensured by the markedness constraint 

ROOTNODE → T. This constraint assigns violation marks to segments that are not 

associated to any tone in the output (cf. Yip 2002: 83).  

  It is crucial to this proposal that there are no faithfulness constraints that preserve the 

dependency relationship between tones and consonants. The lack of such faithfulness 

constraints means that tones are never contrastive on laryngealized consonants. So, no 

language will have a contrast between [p ̀ha ̀] with low tone on the [ph] and [p ́ha ̀] with high 

tone on the [ph].  

 Consonant-tone interaction is the result of markedness constraints dominating tonal 

faithfulness constraints. The consonants marked with [+spread glottis] affect the tone of 

their syllables due to the markedness constraint *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L.  This constraint 
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assigns a violation mark to aspirated consonants that form a dependency relationship with 

a low register tone in the output domain.  

The main points of Extended Tone Bearing Unit (xTBU) theory are summarized in 

(4).  

 

(4) Extended Tone Bearing Unit (xTBU) Theory  

a. Tones prefer to associate to moras. However, they can be forced to 
associate to consonant root nodes when no mora dominates them.  

b. There are no faithfulness constraints that preserve tones that are 
underlyingly associated to consonants. 

c. There is a set of markedness constraints with the form 
*[LARYNGEALFEATURE]/TONE; these constraints restrict consonant-tone 
interaction. (see (3)) 

   

The tonal faithfulness constraints in (5) only target tone associated to prosodic nodes 

such as moras. In other words, these faithfulness constraints are never violated by tone 

that forms a dependency relationship with consonants. When the general IDENT-T 

constraint is used, it refers to both IO-IDENT-T in (5b) and OI-IDENT-T in (5c). 

 

(5) Tonal faithfulness constraints (from chapter 3, section 3.2) 

a. DEP-T Every mora x in the output has a corresponding mora 
associated to tone in the input. 

b. IO-IDENT-T 
 

Corresponding segments associated to a mora have identical 
values for the tonal feature TF. If x is a mora in the input and 
y is a mora in the output from xℜy, x is [γTF], then y is [γTF]. 

c. OI-IDENT-T Corresponding segments associated to a mora have identical 
values for the tonal feature TF. If x is a mora in the input and 
y is a mora in the output from xℜy, y is [γTF], then x is [γTF]. 

 

The representation for syllables with an aspirated onset is shown in (6). An 
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association line between the tone H and a consonant [ph] indicates the dependency 

relationship between the tone and a segment (consonantal root node), while an 

association line between the tone H and the moraic node μ shows the anchor relationship 

(cf. Myers 1997).   

 

(6) Representation of tone with respect to root nodes and moras 

  H 
  
     μ 
      | 
[pho ́]    

 

5.2  Tone neutralization by onsets: Mulao2 

In Mulao, onset consonants force tone to neutralize on a following mora. Markedness 

constraints on the consonant-tone relationship require high register tone in syllables with 

aspirated onsets. I argue that the apparent co-occurrence restriction between an aspirated 

onset and a low register tone is in fact due to active constraints in the grammar that 

penalize aspirates from associating to a low tone in the output. 

 Jerry Edmonson provided me with a tape recording of Mulao data.   The consultant 

was Ms. Huiling Pan (潘慧玲), who was recorded in Beijing, China on November 10, 

1986. Ms. Pan confirmed all the Mulao data presented below.  

There are other laryngealized onsets that behave in much the same way as aspirates in 

Mulao. Onset glottals and voiceless sonorants do not co-occur with low register tone, 

either. In (7), examples of words with such onsets are presented. As shown in the column 

                                                 
2 An earlier version of this section was presented at the 17th Southeast Asian Linguistics Society. I would 
like to thank to participants of SEALS 17 for their insightful and helpful comments.  
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(7b), syllables with these onsets do not occur in low register tone. The laryngealized 

consonants in (7) will be called ‘elevator consonants’3 because they favor higher tone 

(contrasting with ‘depressors’, which favor lower tone). H stands for high tone, and L 

stands for low tone.  

 
(7) Onsets (‘elevators’) that require a high tone4  

  a. high tone   b. low tone 
Aspirates [kh] [khɛːk42] ‘guest’  *[khɛːk11] 
 [ph] [pho44] ‘bed’  *[pho11] 
Glottals [ʔ] [ʔuk55] ‘to exit’  *[ʔuk11] 
 [ʔj] [ʔjem42] ‘to borrow’  *[ʔjem11] 
Voiceless  
sonorant 

[n ̥] [n ̥ɔ53] ‘rat, mouse’  *[n ̥ɔ11] 

 

Mulao syllables can also have onsets that are sonorants or voiceless stops as in (8). 

These onsets occur in both high and low tone registers. Each row in (8) shows tonal 

minimal pairs. For example, the first row shows that the glide [j] can occur with a high 

tone (e.g. [já] ‘cloth’), or with a low tone ([jà] ‘also’). There is no tonal restriction related 

to these non-laryngealized consonants. 

 

(8) Onsets that do not require a high tone 

  a. high tone   b. low tone  
Sonorants [j] [ja42] ‘cloth’  [ja11] ‘also, too’ 
 [l] [lau44] ‘snail’  [lau11] ‘to leak’ 
Voiceless  [k] [kuŋ53] ‘stalk, stem’  [kuŋ121] ‘grasshopper’
 [p] [paːk42] ‘mouth’  [paːk11] ‘white’ 
 [t] [taŋ44] ‘stool’  [taŋ24] ‘to stand’ 

                                                 
3 I am indebted to Marc Brunelle and Susan M. Burt for suggesting this term to me.  
4 All data come from Wang and Zheng (1993), which is based on the Dayin variety of Mulao. The 
superscript numbers are tones marked in Chao tone letters, in which number 1 represents the lowest pitch, 
and number 5 is the highest pitch (Chao 1930). 
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The consonant-tone restriction in Mulao is not unexpected; the laryngealized 

consonants in (7) have been shown to have pitch raising properties (cf. Hombert et al. 

1979, Jun 1998).  

The structure of the rest of this section is as follows. In section 5.2.1, the basic 

phonology and tonology of Mulao is presented. An analysis of consonant-tone interaction 

in Mulao is presented in section 5.2.2. It is the markedness constraints 

*[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L and *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/L that ban laryngealized 

consonants in (7) from being associated with low tone. These two constraints outrank the 

tonal faithfulness constraints.  

 

5.2.1 Consonants and tone in Mulao 

In (9), the elevating consonants of Mulao that require H tone in the output are listed. 

Non-elevating consonants are listed in section 6.2. All other Mulao consonants allow a 

high-low contrast to follow them. Onsets can also be labialized, palatalized or uvularized 

in Mulao. The analysis in this section is not affected by these onsets with secondary 

articulations (see Wang and Zheng 1993 for details). 

 

(9) High tone requiring consonants (‘elevators’) (Wang and Zheng 1993: 4-5) 

 labial alveolar palatal velar glottal
stops ph th ch kh ʔ 
fricatives5 f s ç  h 
affricates  ʦh    
nasals m̥ n̥ ɲ̊ ŋ̊  
glides, liquids ʔw l ̥ ʔj ʔɣ  

 
                                                 
5 Fricatives assumed to be specified as [+spread glottis]. This follows an independent observation made in 
Armenian by Vaux (1998), in which fricatives pattern together with aspirates.  
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Mulao coda consonants do not influence tone. There are six possible codas [p, t, k, m, 

n, ŋ]. As expected, these consonants do not impose any tonal restrictions: they are not 

elevators (see (9)). As discussed below, no markedness constraint that drives tone 

neutralization via these codas outranks the tonal faithfulness constraint (IDENT-T).6   

 

Mulao tone 

The tonal inventory of Mulao is presented in (10). Mulao has high register tone and low 

register tone. Each register has a level tone and two types of contour tones. This 

classification of tone is based on tonal models proposed in Bao (1990) and adopted in 

Yip (2002). The high level tone may surface with 55 or 44 depending on the presence of 

an obstruent coda. In syllables with an obstruent coda, the tone is 55. In syllables with no 

obstruent coda, the tone is 44.  

There are two types of contour tones in Mulao. In the high register, there is a high 

falling tone 53 and a mid falling tone 42 contrast as shown by the minimal pairs in (11a-

f). In the low register, contour tones such as mid rising 24 and low rising tone 12 contrast, 

shown in (11g-i). The following discussion of Mulao will focus solely on register tone, 

since the sub-register tonal divisions are not influenced by consonants.  

  

 

 

                                                 
6 In other languages codas may affect tone, such as in Burmese (see section 4.3). Codas, however, interact 
with tone based on their moraic status. For relevant studies on the interaction between codas and stress, see 
Elías-Ulloa (2006) for Capanahua and Morén (1999) for Kashmir.   
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(10) Tonal inventory7   

register level contour (falling) 
High 55 / 44 53 42 

 level contour (rising) 
Low 11 24 12(1) 

  

(11) Tonal minimal pairs - contour tones (Wang and Zheng 1993: 103-132) 

 42 (mid fall) 53 (high fall) 
a. [can] ‘0.5 kilogram’ [can] ‘tight’ 
b. [ça] ‘thatch grass’ [ça] ‘not heavy’ 
c. [hui] ‘fruit’ [hui] ‘to dip out (water)’ 
d. [hɣaːu] ‘we’ [hɣaːu] ‘daughter-in-law’ 
e. [jam] ‘deep’ [jam] ‘to dye’ 
f. [ku] ‘aunt’ [ku] ‘drum’ 
 121 (low rise-fall) 24 (mid rise) 
g. [la] ‘gong’ [la] ‘to look for’ 
h. [lɔŋ] ‘stomach’ [lɔŋ] ‘wooden case’ 
i. [mu] ‘animal’s dropping’ [mu] ‘aunt’ 

 

5.2.1.1 Traditional analyses of Mulao tone 

The phonological analysis of Mulao tones differs from traditional analyses, which have 

proposed the ten tones in (12). The ‘odd-numbered’ tones in (12a) belong to the high 

register, and even-numbered tones in (12b) belong to the low register. The highlighted 

row in the middle shows the phonetic pitch in Chao tone letters (cf. Chao 1930).   

 

                                                 
7 Mulao has a falling contour tone in high register, and a rising contour tone in low register. In historical 
phonology, Ferlus (2006: 11) argues from reconstruction that low pitch is related to raising in vowels, and 
that high pitch is related to lowering in vowels. This reconstruction results from comparing Southeast Asian 
languages to Old Chinese.  
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(12) Description of tones in Mulao (Wang and Zheng 1993: 13) 

a.  ODD 1 3 5 7 short 7 long 
 pitch 42 53 44 55 42 
 description mid 

fall 
high
fall 

mid 
level

high 
level 

mid 
fall 

b.  EVEN 2 4 6 8 short 8 long 
 pitch 121 24 11 12 11 
 description low 

rise-fall
mid 
rise 

low 
level

low 
rise 

low 
level 

 

Although ten tones were proposed in (12), there are only six contrasts. For example, 

mid level (44) and high level (55) do not contrast, leading me to posit a single high 

register level tone. Tone 7 and tone 8 mark tones in syllables with voiceless stop codas 

(CVO syllables). These syllables allow high tone and low tone. The status of CVO 

syllables is presented in the discussion about Thai in section 5.4.2. 

While phonetic tonal descriptions like those in (12) are an important reference in 

understanding the tonal inventory, the phonetic tones cannot necessarily be related one-

to-one to phonological tones (see Maddieson 1978). Some phonetic tonal divisions do not 

participate in lexical contrasts, and some are due to incidental pitch perturbations. For 

example, in his phonological analysis, Chen (2000: 17-19) acknowledges that the 

phonetics of citation tones in Jianyang is a confounding fact because the phonetic data 

can result from “the final lowering” or “the undershooting of phonological targets”. Yip 

(2002: 21-24) also provides relevant discussion.  

 

5.2.3 Analysis: Tone neutralization by onsets 

In Mulao, the tone neutralization by elevating consonants (aspirates and glottals, 

voiceless sonorants and fricatives) in an onset position results from the markedness 
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requirement on a dependency relationship between these consonants and tone in the 

output.  

In (13), crucial points for an analysis of Mulao are illustrated. In the output, syllables 

with elevator onsets must have a H tone. In other words, an input with an elevator and a 

high tone as in (13a) and an input with an aspirate and a low tone as in (13b) should 

always surface with a H tone in the output.  

In contrast, non-laryngealized onsets do not have such a requirement. Thus, tone in 

the input surfaces faithfully in the output. Inputs with high tone have high tone outputs as 

in (13c), and inputs with low tone have low tone outputs as in (13d).  

  

(13) The analysis should account for: 

onsets  input  output   
a. /chv́/ high → [c ́hv́] high  [pho44] ‘bed’ laryngealized  
b. /chv̀/ low → [c ́hv́] high  unattested 
c. /cv́/ high → [c ́v́] high  [ja42] ‘cloth’ non-laryngealized 
d. /cv̀/ low → [c ̀v̀] low  [ja11] ‘also’ 

- ‘c’ stands for consonants, ‘v’ for vowels, ‘h’ for aspirates 
- acute accent ‘  ́’ for high tone, grave accent ‘  ̀’ for low tone.    

 

 First, onsets that allow both high and low tone as in (13c-d) are analyzed. The output 

tone remains faithful to the input due to tonal faithfulness constraints that preserve the 

tone. Second, the neutralization to high tone in syllables with laryngealized onsets as in 

(13a-b) is analyzed. In the neutralization, markedness constraints on tone and consonants 

outrank tonal faithfulness constraints. 
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Faithful realization of tone 

In syllables with non-laryngealized onsets H tone inputs surface faithfully with a high 

tone and L tone inputs surface faithfully with a low tone. The faithful realization of input 

tones in the output is possible because there are no markedness constraints that block the 

faithful realization of tone when these onsets are present.  

An input with a L tone as in (14) surfaces faithfully because the input tone cannot be 

changed due to IDENT-T (defined in (5)), and every segment must be associated to a tone 

because of ROOTNODE-T. An input with a H tone also maps faithfully as in (15) due to 

these constraints.8    

 

(14) L tone input  
 

   L 
   | 
  μ 
   | 
/jà/ ‘also’ 

IDENT-T RN→T *TBU/T 

a.    L 
   | 
[ja ̀] 

  ** 

b.   L 
   | 
[ja] 

 W* L* 

c.    H 
   | 
[ja ́] 

W*  ** 
 
 

 

 

 
                                                 
8 In each comparative tableau, asterisks indicate violation profiles. ‘W’ means that the optimal candidate is 
the winner under a constraint. ‘L’ means that the optimal candidate loses against other candidates under a 
constraint. In each row of the tableau, all L’s should be dominated by at least one W. See Prince (2002). 
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(15) H tone input 
 

   H 
   | 
  μ 
   | 
/já/ 
‘cloth’ 

IDENT-T RN→T *TBU/T

a. 
 

  H 
   | 
[ja ́] 

  ** 

b.   H 
   | 
[ja] 

 W* L* 

c.    L 
   | 
[ja ̀] 

W*  ** 
 
 

The faithful realization of input tone in syllables with non-laryngealized onsets is 

because there is no constraint that restricts the association between these consonants and 

tone. A hypothetical input /ja/ with no tone must have a tone in the output because 

ROOTNODE→T outranks *TBU/T as in (16b).  

 

(16) Hypothetical toneless input 

 /ja/  DEP-T RN→T *TBU/T 
a.    L 

   | 
[ja ̀] 

*  ** 

b.   L 
   | 
[ja] 

* W* L* 

c.    H 
   | 
[ja ́] 

* 
 

** 

 

Further phonological evidence is necessary in order to determine whether L tone (16a) 
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or H tone (16c) would be associated to the toneless input.  

 

Syllables with elevator onsets  

Unlike the non-laryngealized onsets, laryngeally marked onsets (‘elevator onsets’) in 

Mulao must be realized with H tone in the output. In other words, inputs with H tone 

surface faithfully with the H tone in the output, while hypothetical L tone inputs map 

unfaithfully to a H tone in the output. Thus, the analysis should account for the 

neutralization to H tone that takes place when inputs have L tone.  

I argue that this neutralization is due to the markedness requirement on the elevating 

consonants, which outranks the tonal faithfulness constraints (such as IDENT-T). An input 

with H tone will surface faithfully because there is no antagonistic markedness constraint 

that blocks such an output from being optimal. 

First, an input with a low tone will be examined. L tone inputs surface with H tone. 

The optimum in (17a) has H tone due to the higher ranked constraints: ROOTNODE→T 

and *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L (defined in (18)). The candidate in (17a) violates IDENT-T 

because the input low tone has changed to high tone in the output. The faithful candidate 

in (17b) has a violation of the markedness constraint *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L. The 

candidate in which the elevating onset is not associated to tone, as in (17c), violates 

ROOTNODE→T, which assigns violation marks to segments not associated to tone.  
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(17) An input with L tone 

     L 
     | 
    μ 
     | 
/phò/  

RN→T *[+S.G.]/L IDENT-T 

a.       H 
      | 
[phó] 

  * 

b.      L 
      | 
[phò] 

 W* L 

c.     L 
     | 
[phò] 

W*  L 

 

(18) *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L (*[+S.G.]/L) 

No consonant specified as [+SPREADGLOTTIS] associates to L tone in the output.  
  

The constraint ROOTNODE→T must dominate DEP-T (defined in (5)) if we consider 

an input with no tonal specification as in (19). The optimal output must be in a high tone 

domain as in (19a). The faithful candidate in (19b) incurs two violations under 

ROOTNODE→T because no segments in the output belong to any tonal domain. This 

candidate, however, is more harmonic under DEP-T. The output cannot be a low tone 

domain as in (19c) because such a candidate violates the markedness constraint 

*[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L.  
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(19) An input with no underlying tone 

 /pho/ *[+S.G.]/L DEP-T RN→T *TBU/T
a.       H 

      | 
[pho ́] 

 *  ** 

b.     H 
     | 
[pho] 

 * W* L* 

c.       L 
      | 
[pho ̀] 

W* *  * 

 

Let’s consider a hypothetical input with L tone on an elevator onset (it is essential to 

consider such an input due to Richness of the Base). The input should not surface 

faithfully. The faithful candidate in (19b) is not the optimum because it violates the 

higher ranked constraint *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L; the laryngeally marked onset is 

associated to the L tone.  

 

(20) L tone on elevator onsets (a hypothetical input) 

  L  H 
       | 
      μ 
       | 
/p̀h  ó/ 

*[+S.G.]/L IDENT-T 

a.       H 
      | 
[pho ́] 

 

b.   L   H 
  |     | 
[ph   ó] 

W*  

 

In the candidate (20a), IDENT-T is not violated by the winner even though the 

dependency relationship between consonants and tone has changed. As proposed and 

defined in chapter 3, this is because tonal faithfulness constraints do not target tones 
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associated to segments that are not TBUs.  

The change of laryngeal specification of onsets or the deletion of an onset in order to 

satisfy *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L are not tolerated either, as shown in (21). The faithfulness 

constraint IDENT(LAR) is violated if consonants change their laryngeal specification as in 

(21b). If the onset antagonistic to *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L is deleted as in (21c), the 

faithfulness constraint MAX-SEGMENT is violated.  

 

(21) Faithful to the laryngeal feature 

     L 
     | 
    μ 
     | 
/phò/  

MAX-SEG IDENT-LAR *[+S.G.]/L IDENT-T 

a.       H 
      | 
[pho ́] 

   * 

b.      L 
      | 
[phò] 

  W* L 

c.      L 
      | 
[po ̀] 

 W*  L 

d.   L 
  | 
[o ̀] 

W*   L 

 

In this subsection, I have presented an analysis of tone neutralization by onsets in 

Mulao. The crucial ranking is that *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L outranks IDENT-T. 

 

5.2.4 Summary 

Mulao has laryngealized onsets, and the constraint  *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L forces them to 

be associated with H tone; this phenomenon is termed tone neutralization by onsets. The 
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laryngealized onsets are aspirates, voiceless sonorants and fricatives (all [+spread 

glottis]), and glottals ([+constricted glottis]). This high tone neutralization is argued to be 

a phonological restriction imposed by constraints that regulate the consonant-tone 

interaction. Markedness constraints ban laryngealized onsets (dubbed as ‘elevators’) from 

associating to L tone.  

The Hasse diagram in (22) shows the ranking discussed so far. The 

*[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L constraint and the *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/L constraint 

disfavor any candidate that has L tone associated with elevating consonants (aspirates and 

glottals, voiceless sonorants and fricatives). This markedness constraint must dominate 

the faithfulness constraint IDENT-T. Other constraints also outrank IDENT-T: such as 

ROOTNODE→T, IDENT-LAR, and MAX-SEG. In Mulao, preserving the underlying tone of 

a moraic TBU is not the top priority. As a result, Mulao speakers require syllables with 

an elevator consonant to associate to H tone.   

 
(22) Ranking in Mulao 

 
RN→T *[+S.G.]/L  *[+C.G.]/L IDENT-LAR      MAX-SEG                   
     |                                                                                                                                                       
 *TBU/T       IDENT-T                                                                                      
                                 | 
                         *[-S.G.]/H 

 

5.3 Neutralization of tone by codas: Burmese9 

This section discusses tone mapping restricted by coda consonants. In Burmese, syllables 

with a glottal stop coda only occur with a L tone. Thus, an input H tone in a syllable with 

                                                 
9 An earlier version of this section was presented at the 43th Chicago Linguistic Society. I would like to 
thank participants of CLS 43 for their comments. The analysis substantially changed since the presentation.   
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a glottal stop coda must unfaithfully map to L tone. I will argue that this is due to the 

markedness constraint *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H (targeting glottal stops in particular). 

This constraint is violated if a glottal stop is associated to a H tone. 

 I recorded two Burmese consultants in New York City:  Khin Maung Gyi, a male in 

his 60s from Nyaung Shwe, and Thuya Maung, a male speaker in his 20s from Yangon 

(Rangoon). These consultants confirmed the Burmese data presented below. I elicited the 

data from Khin Maung Gyi and measured it.  

 The effect of coda consonants (especially the glottal stop) on the tones of the 

preceding vowel has also been reported in other tonal languages. For example, Lahu, a 

Lolo-Burmese language, has five tones in open syllables but only two in syllables with a 

glottal stop coda (Matisoff 2003). San Martín Itunyeso Trique, a Mixtecan language, has 

only level tones in syllables with a glottal stop coda, while other syllable types allow 

contour tones (DiCanio 2006). Phonetic studies of Eastern Cham (Brunelle 2005)10 and a 

comparative study of Kuki-Chin languages (Hyman 2007) also discuss various issues 

about the relationship between coda consonants and tone.  

The tone neutralization by codas in Burmese is analyzed as a result of the markedness 

constraint *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H outranking the tonal faithfulness constraint 

IDENT-T, which preserves the input tonal specification. Moreover, it will be shown that 

syllables with creaky phonation also neutralize an input tone. As a result, creaky syllables 

are required to be associated to L tone by the markedness constraint 

*[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H. 

As presented in section 5.1.1, this analysis crucially assumes that consonants (or 

                                                 
10  Brunelle (2005), however, suggests that the phonological relationship between codas and tones on 
Eastern Cham is not as regular as previous work has suggested.   
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phonation) have a dependency relationship with tone when they are associated to tone, 

and that no faithfulness constraints preserve such a relationship. Faithfulness constraints 

such as IDENT-T only target prosodic TBUs (i.e. moras).  

This section is organized as follows. In section 5.3.1, the consonant inventory and 

tonal distribution are presented. Tone neutralization by glottal stop codas and creaky 

phonation will be analyzed in section 5.3.2. The final section confirms the status of 

glottal stop codas in Burmese, which has been presented in different ways in previous 

studies.  

 

5.3.1 Consonants and tone in Burmese 

Burmese consonants are presented in (23). Crucial to the subsequent analysis is the fact 

that it is only the glottal stop that is specified with [+constricted glottis] in Burmese.11  

 

(23) Consonants (Green 2005: 4) 

 bilabial dental alveolar palatal velar glottal 
stop/affricate p       b  t            d ʧ    ʤ k     ɡ ʔ 

aspiration ph  th           ʧh kh  
fricative  θ    (ð) s     sh    z ʃ  h 
nasal m̥     m  n̥          n ɲ̥      ɲ ŋ̊    ŋ  
liquid/glide (w̥)   w  ɬ     (r)    l j   

 

Burmese tone 

Burmese has two phonological tones in the output: high and low. High tone as in (24a) 

and low tone as in (24b) occur in open syllables and in syllables with a nasal coda. 

                                                 
11 Consonants in parentheses are commonly used in loanwords but rarely in native Burmese words. 
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Burmese tone has been described to include killed tone (stop tone) as in (24c) and falling 

tone (creaky tone) as in (24d). Low tone is marked with a grave accent, high tone with an 

acute accent, and creaky phonation with a tilde under the vowel. 

 

(24) Burmese tone, phonation, and glottal stop (confirmed by Khin Maung Gyi) 

    (Okell 1969) (Watkins 2000)
a. khá ‘be bitter’  high   high   
b. khà  ‘to shake’  low  low  
c. khaʔ  ‘draw off’  killed  stop  
d. kha̰  ‘fee’  falling  creaky  

  

 The focus of the current section lies in the examples in (24c) and (24d). In the 

following section 5.3.2, the stop tone in (24c) is analyzed as tone neutralization induced 

by a glottal stop coda. In addition to the stop tone, the creaky phonation in (24d) is also 

analyzed as tone neutralization by the markedness constraint *[+CONSTRICTED 

GLOTTIS]/H.  

 

5.3.2 Tone neutralization by codas 

Burmese has contrastive H and L tone. This contrast is neutralized when a glottal stop 

coda is present in a syllable. I will represent such syllables as CVO syllables. I argue that 

the grammar conspires in such a way that CVO syllables only surface with L tone.  

 The neutralization in CVO syllables results from the markedness constraint 

*[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H, which bans glottal stops (and creaky vowels) from being 

associated with H tones in the output.  
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Faithful realization of H tone and L tone 

In Burmese, H tones and L tones must be faithfully mapped in the output. An input with a 

H tone surfaces with H tone, and an input with a L tone surfaces with L tone. The ranking 

in (25) shows that IDENT-T and ROOTNODE→T outrank *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/H, which is 

violated by a segment specified with [+spread glottis] associating to H tone in the output.   

 

(25) Faithful mapping of H tone 

     H 
      | 
 /khá/ 

IDENT-T RN→T *[+S.G.]/H *TBU/T 

a.      H 
     |  
[kha ́]   

  * ** 

b.     L 
     |  
[kha ̀] 

W*  L ** 

c.      H 
     |  
[kha ́]   

 W* L L* 

 

The faithfulness constraint outranks the markedness constraint 

*[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/H, which was crucial to the analysis of Mulao in section 5.2. If this 

constraint outranked IDENT-T, Burmese would not allow high tone in syllables with 

aspirated onsets. However, aspirated onsets can associate to H tone.  

 

Neutralization to L tone before a glottal stop 

In syllables with a glottal stop coda (CVO syllables), underlying tone neutralizes to L 

tone. In other words, input L tone maps faithfully as L tone, whereas input H tone maps 

unfaithfully as L tone. The unfaithful mapping arises because the markedness constraint 
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*[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H, which bans a glottal stop from associating to H tone, 

outranks the tonal faithfulness constraint IDENT-T.  

 In (26), the ranking for tone neutralization is presented. The optimal candidate in 

(26a) violates IDENT-T because the input tone is not faithfully mapped in the output. The 

faithful candidate in (26b) violates *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H because the glottal stop 

is associated with H tone. Candidates in (26c) and (26d) do not violate *[+CONSTRICTED 

GLOTTIS]/H. However, the candidate in (26c) violates MAX-SEGMENT because the input 

glottal stop is deleted, and the candidate in (26d) violates ROOTNODE→T because the 

glottal stop does not belong to a tonal domain in the output.  

 

(26) Neutralization to L tone in H tone input 

    H 
     | 
/kháʔ/ 

RN→T MAX-
SEG 

*[+C.G.]/H IDENT-T 

a. 
 

    L 
     | 
[kha ̀ ʔ]     

   * 

b.     H 
     | 
[kha ́ ʔ] 

  W* L 

c.      H 
     | 
[kha ́ ] 

 W*  L 

d.      H 
     | 
[kha ́ ʔ] 

W*   L 

 

 Under this ranking, a CVO syllable in Burmese surfaces with L tone. The 

neutralization to L tone by glottal stop codas is demonstrated by a hypothetical CVO 
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input with a high tone.   

The markedness constraint *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H has phonetic grounding as 

well. Watkins (2000) shows that the fundamental frequency of syllables with a glottal 

stop is realized phonetically with a drastic pitch lowering with in the syllable. While the 

F0 measured by Watkins demonstrates that the onset of the measured F0 in glottal stop 

syllables is higher than the high tone, the large F0 drop after the onset shows that glottal 

stops do not prefer such a high tone. Phonetically, the pitch lowering in glottal stops is 

probably due to the creaky phonation of the glottal stop. 

 

Ranking: Burmese  

In (27), the ranking discussed in this section is presented in a Hasse diagram. In Burmese, 

the crucial ranking for tone neutralization results from *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H 

outranking IDENT-T. The faithfulness constraint dominates the markedness constraint 

*TBU/T, which bans tone in general.  

 

(27) Ranking of Burmese 
 
 RN-T  MAX-SEG   *[+c.g.]/H 
     |                                     
*TBU/T       IDENT-T 
                                 | 
                         *[+S.G.]/H      

 

Discussion: Tone and syllable type 

In Burmese, CVO syllables (syllables with an obstruent coda) neutralize the two-way 

tonal contrast that exists in open syllables or syllables with a nasal coda. Such an 
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asymmetrical relationships between tone and syllable types have been observed in many 

Southeast Asian languages such as Vietnamese or Hmong (Chen 2000: 5-6). In these 

languages, it is common that CVO syllables (so-called checked syllables, or stop syllables) 

surface with fewer possible tones than open syllables or syllables with a sonorant coda 

(so-called unchecked syllables, or smooth syllables). These tonal contrasts regarding 

syllable types have been reconstructed for Proto-tone systems in Chinese, Thai, 

Vietnamese and Hmong (Sagart 1988).  

There are at least three theories proposed to account for the asymmetry of the number 

of tones in CVO syllables: the two-system theory, the underspecification theory and the 

subset theory (from Hyman 2007).  

The two-system theory argues that tones in CVO syllables are different from the rest 

of the tones. This theory would explain the fact that Burmese has four tones: three tones 

(low, high, creaky) in CV syllables and a separate low tone in CVO stop syllables 

(checked syllables). The underspecification theory proposed by Weidert (1987: 368) 

analyzes the asymmetry in a different way. CVO syllables have fewer tones because tone 

is not specified in such syllables. Under the underspecification theory, the CVO syllables 

in Burmese have fewer tones because they simply are not specified with any tone. While 

this theory can explain the two tone system in Burmese, it would be difficult to account 

for a language that has more than two tones.  

The subset theory treats the limited tones in CVO syllables as allotones of tones in 

other syllables (open syllables or syllables with a sonorant coda). In Burmese, it means 

that the tone of syllables with glottal stop codas is an allotone of high tone or low tone. In 

this section, the analysis adopts the subset theory. The tone neutralization in CVO 
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syllables in Burmese supports the preliminary conclusion by Hyman (2007), which 

suggests the validity of the subset theory in languages that show effects of coda 

consonants on tone. 

 

5.3.3 Glottal stop as a phoneme 

The analysis in section 5.3.2 is based on the assumption that Burmese has a phonemic 

glottal stop coda. This section shows that glottal stop is in fact a coda, in disagreement 

with the seminal work on Burmese by Okell (1969) that describes glottal stop as a type of 

tone. This section also draws upon several crucial works on Burmese including Cornyn 

(1944), McDavid (1945), Bernot  (1963), Allott (1967), Bradley (1982), among others.  

 Phonological and phonetic evidence supports the claim that glottal stop is a coda: 

glottal stops assimilate in place with the following onset; they block obstruent voicing; 

and they are not allowed in syllables with nasal codas. There is also an asymmetry of 

vowel qualities when a glottal stop coda is present. Furthermore, phonetic studies on the 

duration of syllables reveal that CVO syllables are shorter than other types of syllables. 

All these points are introduced in the rest of this section. For detailed discussions, see  

Lee (2007).  

 

Glottal stop assimilation 

A glottal stop becomes a voiceless obstruent that agrees in place and continuancy with a 

following obstruent.12 In (28a-b), the final glottal stop /ʔ/ assimilates to the following 

onset and becomes [k] or [t]. Glottal stop codas can also assimilate to a voiced fricative 

                                                 
12 A historical study by Maran (1971) shows that final glottal stops in Modern Burmese correspond to 
obstruent codas in Old Burmese. 
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/z/ and become a voiceless homorganic fricative [s] as in (28c). Hyphens indicate 

morpheme boundaries.  

 

(28) Assimilation to onset: obstruents (Okell 1969: 7) 

a. jaʔ + kweʔ → jak̚.-kweʔ  ‘area, quarter’ 
b. seiʔ + thin → seit̚.-thin  ‘opinion’ 
c. louʔ + zaʔ → lous.-zaʔ  ‘fictitious story’ 

 

Glottal stops become homorganic nasals [m] when followed by a nasal onset /m/ as 

illustrated in (29a-b).  

 
(29) Assimilation to onset: nasals (Okell 1969: 7) 

a. ʔeiʔ + me → ʔeim.-me  ‘(I) will sleep’ 
b. ʔeiʔ + meʔ → ʔeim.-meʔ  ‘dream’ 

 

However, glottal stops are deleted when followed by a voiceless nasal /n̥/ or /ɲ̥/ as in 

(30a-b).  

 
(30) Deletion of a glottal stop: voiceless nasals13 (Okell 1969: 7) 

a. mjeʔ + n̥a → mje.-n̥a  ‘face’ 
b. kauʔ + ɲ̥ín → kau.-ɲ̥ín  ‘sticky rice’ 

 

The data above show that glottal stop is an independent output segment in Burmese, 

and not a tone. If there is a glottal stop segment, accounting for the output [lous.zaʔ] is 

straightforward: it is the result of regressive assimilation of place and manner, but not 

voicing.  If glottal stop were really a tone, it would be unclear how to motivate the 
                                                 
13 Voiceless nasals are probably specified with [+spread glottis] rather than [-voice] because they pattern on 
par with aspirated consonants in active/passive verbal pairs (Green 2005: 5).  
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appearance of [s] before a [z]. With an underlying glottal stop segment, it is also clear 

why it has no output correspondence before voiceless nasals: if /// assimilated to a 

following voiceless nasal it would create a geminate voiceless nasal – a segment type that 

is banned in the output. 

 

Obstruent voicing  

Glottal stop codas also block obstruent voicing that occurs in post-sonorant and 

intervocalic position. In (31a), a velar stop /k/ becomes voiced to [ɡ] when it occurs after 

a nasal coda [ŋ]. The aspirated velar stop /kh/ becomes voiced to [ɡ] as well. All 

obstruents undergo voicing regardless of their place of articulation as in (31a-d). 

Fricatives such as /s, sh/ also become voiced to [z] as in (31e). Morpheme boundaries are 

marked with a hyphen.  

 
(31) Obstruent voicing in Burmese14 (Okell 1969: 12-13) 

a.  Velars: /k, kh/   → [ɡ]  
 (ə)ka̰ dance  kəjiŋ-ɡa̰ Karen dance 
 (ə)kha ̰ charge  khəjí-ɡa ̰  fare 
b.  Alveolars: /t, th/ → [d]  
  té hut  bou-dé  rest house 
  thá  native  əɲa-dá  native of Upper Burma
c. Labials:  /p, ph/   → [b]  
 poún  can  shi-boún oil can 
 (ə)phoún cover  səlaúm-boún saucepan lid 
d. Palatals: /ʧ, ʧh/   → [ʤ]  
 ʧaʔ  rupee  ŋá-ʤaʔ five rupees 
 ʧhaʔ flat thing  ŋá-ʤaʔ  five flat things 
e.  Fricatives: /s, sh/   → [z]  
 si each  təkhṵ-zi  one each 
 shi oil  oún-zi coconut oil 

 
                                                 
14 The symbol [ə] stands for a toneless syllable.   
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The examples in (31) show that neither tones nor syllable types are relevant to 

obstruent voicing. The preceding syllables can have low tone (e.g. boudé ‘rest house’ in 

29b) or high tone (e.g. ŋáʤaʔ ‘five rupees’ in 29d). The syllable can also have creaky 

phonation as in (32).  

 

(32) Creaky tone and obstruent voicing (Okell 1994: 164) 

    /-pa-tɛ/ ‘honorifics + 3rd person singular’
a. ka ̰  ‘to dance’ ka ̰-badɛ ‘(he) dances’ 
b. ma ̰  ‘to lift’ ma ̰-badɛ ‘(he) lifts’ 

 

However, obstruent voicing does not occur when a preceding syllable has a glottal 

stop coda. The voicing is blocked, but the glottal stop assimilates to the following onset 

as shown in (33).    

 

(33) Glottal stop codas block obstruent voicing (Okell 1969: 13) 

a. təjouʔka̰  *təjouʔ-ɡa̰  [təjouk-ka̰] ‘Chinese dance’
b. leʔkha̰  *leʔ-ɡa̰ [lek-kha̰] ‘wage’ 
c. ʧhauʔʧaʔ *ʧhauʔ-ʤaʔ [ʧhauʧ-ʧaʔ] ‘six rupees’ 

     

The presence of a glottal stop blocks obstruent voicing because it destroys the voicing 

environment – it makes the onset obstruent neither intervocalic nor post-sonorant, which 

supports the claim that glottal stop is present in that position.  If the glottal stop were just 

a tone, there would be no way to account for this blocking; as (31) shows, no tone blocks 

voicing. 
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Co-occurrence restriction of glottal stop 

There is also a telling phonotactic restriction involving glottal stop codas: they do not 

occur when a nasal coda is present. Syllables with nasal codas can have low tone, high 

tone, or creaky phonation. As shown below in (34), however, no attested syllable has a 

nasal rhyme in addition to a glottal stop.  

 

(34) Nasal rhymes and glottal stop 

a. Low tone khàn ‘to undergo’ (cf. kha    shake) 
b. High tone khán ‘to dry up’ (cf. khá     be bitter) 
c. Creaky phonation kha̰n ‘to appoint’ (cf. kha̰    fee) 
d. Glottal stop coda *khaʔn  (cf. khaʔ   to draw off) 

 

With a glottal stop segment, there is a straightforward reason for the ban on 

glottal+nasal codas: Burmese syllables allow only one consonant in the coda. A canonical 

syllable is C(G)V(V)C (Green 2005), in which G stands for glides. A syllable must have 

an onset, but a syllable can only have one consonant in the coda. If glottal stops were 

really a type of tone, it would be mysterious why this tone type cannot occur with a nasal 

(unlike other tone types). 

  

Vowel Quality 

Vowel quality differs depending on whether syllables are open or closed. As expected if 

glottal stops are segments in Burmese, vowels that have glottal stop codas have the same 

quality as those that have nasal codas. This section is based on Watkins (2000). He 

observes that open syllables with low tone, high tone, or creaky voice can occur with 

tense and lax vowels as shown in (35) and (36).    
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(35) Open syllables (Watkins 2000:145) 

  a. low b. high c. creaky 
/i/ miː (name) míː fire mi ̰ mother 
/e/ meː May méː ask me ̰ forget 
/a/ maː hard ma ́ː towering ma ̰ female 
/o/ moː heaped mo ́ː sky mo ̰ because 

tense 

/u/ muː nature mu ́ː drunk mu ̰ respect 
/ɔ/ mɔː look up mɔ́ː tired mɔ̰ tilt up lax 
/ɛ/ mɛː mother mɛ́ː vote mɛ̰ without 

 

In contrast, vowels in closed syllables are always realized with lax vowels or 

diphthongs as in (36). In other words, closed syllables cannot occur with a tense vowel.  

 

(36) Closed syllables  (Watkins 2000:145) 

 Nasal Non-nasal 
 a. low b. high c. creaky d. glottal stop 
/ɪ/ mɪ ̃ːn fond of mɪ́̃ːn king mɪ̰̃n (particle) mjɪʔ river 
/eɪ/ meɪ ̃ːn season meɪ̃́ːn girl meɪ̰̃n say meɪʔ friend 
/ɛ/       mɛʔ dream 
/aɪ/ maɪ ̃ːn mile maɪ̃́ːn mine paɪ̰̃n pint maɪʔ stupid 
/a/ ma ̃ːn plaster ma ̃́ːn recite ma ̰̃n jiggle maʔ March 
/aʊ/ maʊ̃ːn younger  

brother 
maʊ̃́ːn drive maʊ̰̃n wait maʊʔ haughty 

/oʊ/ moʊ̃ːn storm moʊ̃́ːn hate moʊ̰̃n flour moʊʔ pearl 
/ʊ/ mʊ̃ːn Mon mʊ̃́ːn decorate tʊ̰̃n wrinkle mʊʔ smooth 

 

There are two exceptions to the complementary distribution of vowels in Burmese. 

The front mid lax vowel /ɛ/ occurs in open syllables and syllables with a glottal stop coda. 

The low vowel /a/ occurs in open syllables and closed syllables.  

A detailed phonetic study by Watkins convincingly shows that the quality of these 

two vowels in closed syllables is different from when they occur in open syllables. When 

the first formant (F1) and the second formant (F2) are plotted, the vowel /a/ in closed 
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syllables is more closed and front than the vowel /a/ in open syllables. The vowel /ɛ/ 

before a glottal stop is more open and back than the vowel /ɛ/ in open syllables (Watkins 

2000: 147).  

 The vowel quality depending on syllable structures shows that the glottal stop occurs 

in syllables with vowels whose quality is the same as in other closed syllables. Thus, 

glottal stops should be treated as codas.  

 

Duration 

Syllable duration also supports the proposal that there is a glottal stop coda. Watkins 

(2000) conducts phonetic studies on the duration of syllables. The table in (37) shows the 

duration, the change in fundamental frequency (F0), and the closed quotient15 change of 

each category. The results demonstrate that syllables with creaky phonation show great 

similarities to syllables with a glottal stop.  

 

(37) Comparing Burmese syllables (Watkins 2000) 

  glottal 
stop 

creaky  
phonation

high  
tone 

low 
tone

a. duration short short long long
b. F0 falling falling rising low 
c. closed quotient high high low low 

 

The results of the change in F0 and the closed quotient change are reproduced in (38). 

Syllables with a glottal stop are marked as ‘killed’, and syllables with creaky phonation 

are marked with ‘creaky’ in the graphs. The onset of F0 in these syllables is higher than 

                                                 
15 Closed quotient is the percentage of closed glottal phase within one glottal cycle (p.c. Jonathan Wright). 
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that of high tone syllables. However, F0 drops significantly in syllables with creaky 

phonation and a glottal stop. Moreover, the closed quotient becomes higher in syllables 

with creaky phonation and syllables with a glottal stop.16   

 

(38) Creaky tone and stop tone (Watkins 2000)17 

a. Fundamental frequency   b. closed quotient 

            
 

Recordings of Khin Maung Gyi, a male Burmese speaker in his sixties from Nyaung 

Shwe, confirm Watkins’ study. The consultant read each word three times in isolation 

from Burmese writing to an electret condenser microphone (Sony ECM-F01). The 

recording was done at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz. Using Praat 4.5.18 (Boersma and 

Weenink 2007), the duration was measured using visual cues from spectrograms and 

waveforms.  

The result of the experiment is that the duration of syllables with a glottal stop (or 

creaky voice) is shorter than other syllables as shown in (39). This result also confirms 

the duration study by Mehnert and Richter (1976). Syllables with a glottal stop (marked 

as ‘Stop’) are always the shortest. 

 

                                                 
16 A higher closed quotient means the sound is more creaky, and lower closed quotient means that a sound 
is more breathy.  
17 I would like to thank Justin Watkins for granting permission to reproduce these graphs.  
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(39) Comparison of duration 

a.  Nyang Shwe speaker (left):    Low > High > Creaky > Stop 

b. Mehnert and Richter (1976: 146):  Low, Creaky > High > Stop 

c.  Watkins (2000:142, right):    Low, High > Creaky > Stop 
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A phonological account for such short duration in glottal stop syllables is suggested 

in Hubbard (1994) and Broselow et al. (1997). Both studies argue that a phonological 

mora contributes to the duration of a syllable. Thus, the presence of a glottal stop should 

make the duration of syllables shorter. According to this view, syllables with a glottal 

stop coda have a structure as in (40c). Open syllables as in (40a) or syllables with a nasal 

coda as in (40b) are longer than syllables with a glottal coda such as (40c), because they 

have two moras instead of one as confirmed in (39).  

 
(40) Burmese syllable structure (see also Green 2005: 8) 

closed  open 
nasal coda glottal coda  

    σ  
 
     μ  μ 
 

    σ  
 
     μ  μ 
 

    σ  
 
     μ   
 

 

a. kh  à b. kh  à  N c. kh  a   ʔ  
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 The shortness of syllables with creaky phonation could probably be due to the 

phonetic effect of creakiness. The creakiness obscures the end of the F0 and results in 

shorter duration than syllables with high tone or low tone. Based on his findings, Watkins 

(2000) also suggests that the shortness of syllables with creaky phonation may result 

from glottal closure. See also Thein Tun (1982) for relevant discussion.  

 

Summary 

The evidence presented in this section shows that Burmese permits glottal stops in codas. 

Glottal stop codas assimilate to the following onset, glottal codas block obstruent voicing, 

glottal codas cannot co-occur with nasal codas, and vowel quality in syllables with a 

glottal stop coda follows the pattern found in closed syllables. Moreover, the phonetic 

experiments support the presence of glottal stops. 

It is likely that the disagreement in the literature on Burmese tone is due to the 

contentious status of final glottal stops and due to the definition of what constitutes a tone. 

As a result, Burmese has been described as having four tones (Okell 1969, Thein Tun 

1982), or three tones (Bernot 1963, Yip 1995). Bradley (1982), on the other hand, 

proposes that Burmese is a register language. Such disagreement is found because 

previous research has focused on the phonetic properties of tone to determine the tonal 

inventory.  

 

5.3.4 Tone neutralization by creaky phonation 

Along with glottal stop syllables, the neutralization of tone also occurs in syllables with 

creaky phonation in Burmese. As shown in (38), syllables with creaky phonation and 
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syllables with a glottal stop show phonetic similarities in fundamental frequency and 

closed quotient.18  

In syllables with creaky phonation, the pitch will become lower, as attested in 

previous phonetic studies. On par with CVO syllables, I propose that high tone is banned 

in syllables with creaky phonation by the markedness constraint *[+CONSTRICTED 

GLOTTIS]/H.  

The neutralization in syllables with creaky phonation results from constraint 

interaction between IDENT-T and *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H. In Burmese, 

*[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H dominates IDENT-T. A creaky syllable with a H tone in the 

input /khá̰/ will surface with a low tone [kha ̰̀] due to this ranking.  

Evidence for neutralization of tones in syllables with creaky phonation comes from 

so-called ‘creakable’ syllables, in which low or high tones become creaky when they 

form a word with the following syllable. The examples in (41) show the environment in 

which creakable syllables acquire creaky phonation. Creaky (or creakable) syllables are 

in bold. Both low tone syllables in (41a-e) and high tone syllables in (41f-h) become 

creaky when they are followed by another syllable. Syllables that follow creakable 

syllables can be any syllable or tonal type observed in Burmese.  

 

 

                                                 
18 Michaud (2004: 137-139) also provides an insightful overview of phonetic distinctions among glottal 
stop, glottal constriction, and creaky voice. While a glottal stop is defined as “a gesture of closure that has 
less coarticulatory effects on the voice quality of the surrounding segments”, glottal constriction is realized 
throughout the whole syllable rhyme. Creaky voice is “the irregular, low-frequency vibration of the vocal 
folds”. For example, in Hanoi Vietnamese, glottal constriction and creaky voice are significant in 
distinguishing tones, while glottal stops and creaky voice are significant in Burmese.  
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(41) Induced creaky tone (Okell 1969: 18-20) 

 Low tone syllable becomes creaky before  
a. lade (he) came lade ̰lu low the man who came 
b. θoúnze thirty θoúnzḛŋá high thirty-five 
c. θu he θṵjḛ creaky phonation his 
d. ŋábei five feet ŋábeḭ ʧauʔleʔma ̰ glottal stop five feet six inches 
e. pjo be happy mǝpjo̰tǝbjo toneless not very happy 
      
 High tone syllable becomes creaky before  
f. sǝká word sǝɡa̰ɡou low even a word 
g. phǝjá pagoda phǝja̰beí high the side of the pagoda 
h. mín you mḭnǝsá toneless instead of you 

 

 However, syllables with a glottal stop coda and syllables with creaky phonation are 

not creakable. It is possible that this restriction is in place because the glottal stop coda 

makes the preceding vowel creaky. Under this condition, the markedness constraint 

*[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H forces tone neutralization in both creaky vowels and 

vowels followed by a glottal stop coda.  

 

5.3.5 Summary 

This section has shown that Burmese has two tones: high and low. The two-way tonal 

contrast neutralizes to L tone in syllables with a glottal stop coda due to the markedness 

constraint *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H outranking relevant faithfulness constraints 

(such as IDENT-T). In syllables with creaky phonation, the tonal contrast also neutralizes 

to L tone because of the markedness constraint *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H. The 

neutralization follows the current proposal, in which consonants are TBUs and no 

faithfulness constraints preserve underlying tones associated with consonants.  

Burmese has been shown to have a glottal stop coda based on arguments such as 
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place assimilation, blocking of obstruent voicing, phonotactic restrictions on clusters in 

the coda, and vowel quality in closed syllables. Moreover, phonetic experiments are 

shown to support this claim by demonstrating that syllables with a glottal stop have 

shorter duration.  

 

5.4 Neutralization by onsets and codas: Thai 

In Thai, consonants in both onset and coda positions neutralize tone in the output. High 

tone does not surface when unaspirated stops occur in onsets or codas due to the 

markedness constraint *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H. Consequently, syllables with unaspirated 

stops in onset and coda positions only occur with a low tone. The data in this section is 

based on Ruangjaroon (2006) except where noted. 

 The consonantal effect on tone by onsets is presented in (42). In open syllables (CVV) 

or syllables with a sonorant coda (CVS, CVVS), there are five contrastive tones when the 

onset of a syllable is either aspirated or a sonorant as in (42a-b). However, if the onset of 

a syllable is an unaspirated stop as in (42c-d), the syllable cannot surface with a high tone. 

The shaded cells in the ‘high’ tone column indicate ungrammatical forms in Thai. As a 

result, in syllables with unaspirated stop onsets, only four tones surface in the output.  

 

(42) Open syllables or syllables with sonorant coda (Ruangjaroon 2006: 10) 

Onsets   low mid high falling rising  
a.  CV˘ √ √ √ √ √ aspirates/ 

sonorants b.  CV(˘)S √ √ √ √ √ 
5 

tones 

c.  CV˘ √ √  √ √ unaspirated 
stops d.  CV(˘)S √ √  √ √ 

4 
tones 
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While CV˘ or CV(˘)S syllables surface with five tones, syllables with an unaspirated 

stop coda [p, t, k] (marked with ‘O’) only surface with two tones as in (43a-b). Short 

syllables (CVO) have H tone or L tone. However, long syllables (CVVO) can surface 

with either L tone or a falling tone (cf. Abramson 1962, Morén and Zsiga 2006). In 

syllables with an unaspirated stop onset and an unaspirated stop coda (OVO or OVVO), 

only low tone surfaces in the output (43c-d).  

 

(43) Tone of syllables with obstruent coda (Ruangjaroon 2006: 10) 

Onsets   low mid high falling rising  
a CVO √  √   aspirates/ 

sonorants b.  CV˘O √   √  
2 

tones 

c. OVO √     unaspirated 
stops d. OV˘O √     

1 
tone 

 

 In section 5.4.2, the high tone in CVO syllables in (43a) is argued to be a 

phonological HL tone, which is phonetically realized as a H tone. The L tone in HL tone 

is realized when there is enough room in a syllable (CV˘O) for it to appear.  

 

Consonants in Thai 

In (44), the consonant inventory of Thai is presented. There are aspirated consonants as in 

(44a), and sonorants as in (44b). Thai also has unaspirated voiced and voiceless stops as 

in (44c), which do not surface in a high tone domain. While all the consonants can appear 

in onsets, only unaspirated voiceless stops and nasals can occur in coda positions.  
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(44) Thai consonants (Apiluck Tumtavitikul 1992: 264, Ruangjaroon 2006: 9) 

  labial alveolar palatal velar glottal  
a. aspirates ph, f th, s ʧh kh h  
b.  sonorants m, w n, l, r j ŋ   
c. unaspirated p, b t, d ʧ k ʔ → no high tone

  

Tones in Thai 

In (45), tonal minimal pairs in stressed syllables are presented. There are three level tones 

(mid, low and high) and two contour tones (falling and rising). Such five-way tonal 

contrast occurs in open syllables (CV) and in syllables with a sonorant coda (CVS). The 

examples in (45) demonstrate that aspirates and sonorants are neutral to consonant-tone 

interaction in Thai. Tonal marking is as follows. Mid tone is marked with a macron. High 

tone is marked with an acute accent, and low tone with a grave accent. Circumflex marks 

falling tone, and wedge marks rising tone. Sounds in parentheses are optionally realized. 

 

(45) Tonal minimal pairs in Thai (Ruangjaroon 2006: 5, 46) 

   Open   Sonorant coda  
a.  low  [phɛ̀ː] ‘to spread’  [khùn] ‘muddy’ 
b. mid  [phɛ̄ː] ‘a raft’  [khōn] ‘person’ 
c. high  [phɛ́ː] ‘to lose’  [khón] ‘search’ 
d.  falling  [ph(r)ɛ̂ː] ‘to broadcast’  [khôn] ‘thick’ 
e.  rising  [ph(l)ɛ̌ː] ‘a wound’  [khǒn] ‘hair’ 

 

 When a syllable has a short vowel and an obstruent coda as in (46), only (phonetic) 

high or low tones surface in the output (Gandour 1975: 170-172, Apiluck Tumtavitkul 

1993: 13-14).19  In other words, in Thai, a CVO syllable cannot surface with (phonetic) 

mid, falling, or rising tone as shown in (46c-e).  
                                                 
19 For a discussion and an analysis about this type of data, see Ruangjaroon (2006: 24-25).  
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(46) Neutralization of tonal contrast with obstruent codas 

a. low  [phìt] ‘be wrong’
b.  high  [phít] ‘poison’ 
c. mid  *[phīt] N/A 
d.  falling  *[phît] N/A 
e.  rising  *[phǐt] N/A 

 

No contour tones with M: Introducing tonal features 

An interesting aspect of Thai is that it allows M tone on its own, but not as part of a 

contour, as in HM, LM, ML, or MH. I propose that these types of contour tones do not 

surface because of a constraint which bans sequences of tones that are too similar in 

terms of tonal features.  This ban will be a crucial part of the analysis later on. 

 Thai level tones can be represented with tonal features [±upper] and [±lower]. H is 

[+upper, -lower], M is [-upper, -lower] and L is [-upper, +lower]. There are two OCP 

constraints: OCP[upper] and OCP[lower]. OCP[upper] is defined in (47); OCP[lower] is 

defined in the same way, but for [lower]. Together, the OCP constraints ban contour 

tones with M in them. HM and MH contours cannot surface because both tones are [-

lower]. LM and ML contours cannot surface because both tones are [-upper].  The OCP 

constraints act together in Thai, so they will be collectively called the ‘OCP’ from now 

on. 

  

(47) OCP[upper] 

Assign a violation mark, if for two moras in the same syllable, both moras are 
associated to [αupper], and have different values for [lower]. 
 

 From the introduced tonal features, I propose a group of faithfulness constraints that 
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is the subset of IDENT-T, as in (48). These faithfulness constraints have different 

violations on tonal identity. IDENT-[+UPPER] is violated when H becomes M or L. IDENT-

[-UPPER] is violated when M or L become H. IDENT-[-LOWER] is violated when H or M 

become L. IDENT-[+LOWER] is violated when L becomes H or M. 

 

(48) Subset constraints of IDENT-T 

a. IDENT- 
[+UPPER] 
 

Corresponding segments associated to a mora have identical 
values for the tonal feature [+upper]. If x is a mora in the 
input and y is a mora in the output from xℜy, x is [+upper], 
then y is [+upper]. 

b. IDENT- 
[-UPPER] 
 

Corresponding segments associated to a mora have identical 
values for the tonal feature [-upper]. If x is a mora in the 
input and y is a mora in the output from xℜy, x is [-upper], 
then y is [-upper]. 

c. IDENT- 
[+LOWER] 
 

Corresponding segments associated to a mora have identical 
values for the tonal feature [+lower]. If x is a mora in the 
input and y is a mora in the output from xℜy, x is [+lower], 
then y is [+lower]. 

d. IDENT- 
[-LOWER] 
 

Corresponding segments associated to a mora have identical 
values for the tonal feature [-lower]. If x is a mora in the 
input and y is a mora in the output from xℜy, x is [-lower], 
then y is [-lower]. 

 

 The rest of this section is organized as follows. In section 5.4.1, neutralization by 

onsets is analyzed as a requirement to not allow unaspirated stops to associate with H 

tone by *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H. Neutralization by obstruent codas is analyzed in section 

5.4.2 as an effect of the same constraint *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H. In section 5.4.3, it will be 

shown how all input tone neutralizes to low tone in syllables with an obstruent coda and 

unaspirated onsets. 
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5.4.1 Tone neutralization by onsets 

Unaspirated onsets neutralize tone in Thai if everything else is equal. In (49), illustrative 

examples show the tonal minimal pairs when the onset of a syllable is an aspirate ([ph] or 

[kh]) as in (49a) or a sonorant ([l] or [m]) as in (49b). As presented above, these types of 

syllables can occur with all five tones in Thai.   

  

(49) Five tones in CV or CVS (Ruangjaroon 2006: 39-48) 

 Onsets  low mid high falling rising 
[pha ̀ː] [pha ̄ː] [pha ́ː] [pha ̂ː] [pha ̌ː] CV˘ 
‘cut’ ‘take’ ‘a knife’ ‘a knife’ ‘a cliff’

[khùn] [khūn] [khún] [khôn] [khǔn] 

a. aspirates 

CVS 
‘muddy’ 2nd sg. pers. ‘familiar’ ‘thick’ ‘fatten’ 

[lòː] [la ̄ː] [la ́ː] [la ̂ː] [la ̌ː] CV˘ 
‘last’ ‘a donkey’ ‘exhausted’ ‘chase’ ‘yard’ 
[ma ̀n] [ma ̄n] [na ́n] [ma ̂n] [ma ̌n] 

b. sonorants

CVS 
‘persistent’ ‘greasy’ ‘that’ ‘engage’ ‘sterile’

 

 However, no CV˘ or CVS syllable has an unaspirated onset and high tone; only low, 

mid, falling and rising tones are allowed. As shown in (50), the voicing of such onsets 

does not interfere with the tonal restriction; the onsets can be voiceless ([k]) as in (50a), 

or the onsets can be voiced ([b]) as in (50a).  

 

(50) Tone in CV and CVS with an unaspirated onset (Ruangjaroon 2006: 39-48) 

 low mid high falling rising 
[ku ̀ː] [ku ̄ː]   [ku ̂ː] [ku ̌ː] a. CV 

‘holler’ 1st sg. pers.  ‘borrow’ ‘uncle’ 
[bo ̀n] [bo ̄n]  [ba ̂n] [bu ̌n] b. CVS 

‘complain’ ‘on’  ‘a portion’ ‘civil’ 
 

 Based on the Thai data discussed so far, an analysis is presented in the following 
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subsections. First, the grammar must allow five-way tonal contrasts in the output: the 

faithful realization of tone. The contrast results from a ranking in which tonal faithfulness 

constraints outrank markedness constraints against tones (*TBU/T). Second, the H tone 

prohibition in syllables with unaspirated stop onsets in (50) is a requirement to block tone, 

caused by consonants due to the markedness constraint *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H.  

 

Faithful realization of tone  

The five tones in Thai surface in CV˘ and CVS syllables. The condition for this five-way 

contrast is that the onsets of these syllables must be aspirates or sonorants. The tonal 

contrast surfaces because of the ranking, in which faithfulness constraints on tone outrank 

the general markedness constraint against tones.  

 In (51), L tone input maps faithfully in the output. The IDENT[+LOWER] constraint 

outranks *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L, which bans segments specified with [+spread glottis] 

from associating to L tone (motivated in the analysis of Mulao, section 5.2). The H tone 

candidate in (51b), the M tone candidate in (51c), the falling tone candidate in (51d), and 

the rising tone candidate in (51e) all violate IDENT[+LOWER] because the corresponding 

moras have different tonal features. The toneless candidate in (51f) crucially violates 

ROOTNODE→T.   
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(51) Faithful realization of L tone 

      L 
    1 
/phà  à/ 

RN→T IDENT 
[+LOWER]

*[+S.G.]/L *TBU/T 

a. 
 

    L  
     |   
[pha ̀ a ̀]     

  * *** 

b.     H  
     |   
[pha ́ a ́ ]     

 W ** L *** 

c.     M  
     |   
[pha ̄  ā]  

 W ** L *** 

d.     H  L 
     |   | 
[pha ́  à] 

 W * L *** 

e.     L  H 
     |    | 
[pha ̀  a ́] 

 W * * *** 

f.      L 
    1 
[pha ̀  a ̀] 

W *  L L** 

 

 For contour tones, the faithfulness constraint (IDENT-T) must outrank the markedness 

constraint *CONTOUR. Such a ranking allows the five-way contrast in the output in Thai.  

 In (52), IDENT[+LOWER] outranks *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L, so that syllables with an 

aspirated onset can be associated to L tone as in (52b). The faithfulness constraint on 

laryngeal feature IDENT-LAR also dominates *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L. Thus, changing of 

laryngeal feature from aspirated to unaspirated is not allowed, either, as shown in (52c).  
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(52) Faithful to laryngeal features 

     L 
     | 
/phàː/ 

IDENT-
LAR 

IDENT 
[+LOWER]

*[+S.G.]/L

a.      L 
     | 
[pha ̀ː]  

  * 

b.     H 
     | 
[pha ́ː] 

 W * L 

c.    L 
    | 
[pa ̀ː]  

W *  L 

 

 In this section, the crucial ranking for faithful realization of tone is that the 

markedness constraints *TBU/T and *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L, which bans aspirates from 

associating to L tone, are outranked by the tonal faithfulness constraint IDENT-T. 

Consequently, the faithful realization of mid, high, low, falling, and rising tones is 

possible because there are no opposing markedness constraints dominating these tonal 

faithfulness constraints. Moreover, in Thai, aspirated consonants do not affect the tonal 

realization, contra Mulao.  

 

Blocking of H tone by unaspirated stops 

When the onset of a syllable is an unaspirated stop, however, only four tones are allowed: 

mid, low, falling and rising. I propose that the blocking of H tone in syllables with 

unaspirated onsets is due to the markedness constraint *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H, which is 

violated if an unaspirated stop is associated with a H tone. This markedness constraint 

outranks the tonal faithfulness constraint IDENT-T. So, H tone is blocked in syllables with 

unaspirated stops at the expense of changing an input tone. The IDENT-T constraint is also 
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outranked by IDENT-LAR, so that *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H cannot be satisfied by changing 

the laryngeal feature of consonants. This analysis assumes that *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H 

only targets obstruents and not sonorants. This is in accordance with Ruangjaroon’s 

analysis.  

 While I consider unaspirated stops as [-spread glottis] as in Ruangjaroon (2006), the 

specifics of the analysis differ from hers, which crucially relies on constraints that target 

the linearity of laryngealized segments (see Chen (2007) for a critique of Ruangjaroon’s 

analysis).  

 In the analysis I propose, it is the interaction of constraints that restricts tone when 

certain consonants are present. The ranking in which *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H outranks the 

faithfulness constraint IDENT[+UPPER] blocks high tone from surfacing on syllables with 

plain stop onsets, as in (53). An input with a high tone does not surface faithfully because 

of *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H. The faithful candidate in (53b) crucially violates this constraint. 

Changing the onset to an aspirate as in (53c) incurs a violation of IDENT-LAR. With the 

subgroup of IDENT-T constraints introduced in (48), we can also explain why an input H 

tone becomes M in (53). The L tone candidate in (53d) violates IDENT[-LOWER] because 

L tone is [+lower], while H and M are [-lower]. In this tableau, IDENT[-UPPER] and 

IDENT[+LOWER] are not violated by any of these candidates. 
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(53) Blocking of H tone in unaspirated stops 

    H 
    | 
/páː/ 

*[-S.G.]/H IDENT 
-LAR 

IDENT 
[-LOWER ] 

IDENT 
[+UPPER] 

a.     M 
    | 
[pa ̄ː]  

   * 

b.    H 
    |    
[pa ́ː] 

W *   L 

c.    H 
    | 
[pha ́ː] 

 W *  L 

d.    L 
    | 
[pa ̀ː] 

  W * * 

 

 As in (49), syllables with unaspirated onsets can surface with contour tones. 

Following Morén and Zsiga (2006), only one tone is allowed per mora with the 

representation in (54), a notation briefly introduced in (51).  

 

(54) Thai contour tones (Morén and Zsiga 2006: 114) 

a. Falling  b. Rising   
    H    L 
     |      | 
    μ    μ 

    L    H 
     |      | 
    μ    μ 

 

[CV    V] [CV    V] open syllables 
[CV    S] [CV    S] CVS syllables with a short vowel 
[CV    VS] [CV    VS] CVS syllables with a long vowel 

 

 A rising tone LH input with an unaspirated onset surfaces faithfully as in (55). This is 

to be expected because the unaspirated onset is not associated to H tone, as can be seen in 

the representations in (54). The candidates in (55c) and (55d) violate *[-

SPREADGLOTTIS]/H because an unaspirated stop cannot surface in a high tone domain. 
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Candidates (55b), (55c), and (55e) violate IDENT[+UPPER] because all candidates change 

an underlying H to L or M. The mid tone candidate also violates IDENT[+LOWER] because 

the input L tone ([+lower]) becomes [-lower] in the output.  

 

(55) Faithful realization of rising contour 

    L H 
    |   | 
/pa  a/ 

*[-S.G.]/H IDENT 
[+UPPER] 

IDENT 
[+LOWER]

*CONTOUR 

a.     L H 
    |   | 
[pa ̀ a ́] 

   * 

b.     L  
     |   
[pa ̀  a ̀] 

 W *  L 

c.     H  
     |   
[pa ́  a ́] 

W *   L 

d.    H L 
    |   | 
[pa ́  a ̀] 

W * W * W * * 

e.     M 
     |   
[pa ̄  a ̄] 

 W * W ** L 

 

 In Thai, the falling contour HL also surfaces faithfully with unaspirated onsets. The 

survival of the HL contour is surprising because it results in an unaspirated onset 

associated to a H tone. The reason that the unaspirated consonant tolerates a H tone 

domain here is because every other option is blocked by the OCP (from (47)) and the 

faithfulness constraint IDENT-[-LOWER]. An underlying H of the falling tone cannot 

become M because the candidate would violate the OCP as in (56b). An underlying H 

cannot become L as in (56c) because it would violate IDENT-[-LOWER]. The candidate 

with rising tone in (56d) also violates IDENT-[-LOWER] because the underlying H becomes 
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L. If the unaspirated onset [p] is not associated to a tone in the output, the candidate 

incurs a violation of ROOTNODE→T as in (56e). The candidate with M tone violates 

IDENT[+LOWER] because the L tone becomes a M tone. The candidate in (56c) violates 

both OCP and IDENT-[-LOWER]. While violating the markedness constraint *[-

SPREADGLOTTIS]/H, the faithful candidate in (56a) has no violations of the higher ranked 

constraints OCP and IDENT-[-LOWER]. In other words, unaspirated stops can be associated 

to a H tone if every other option is blocked.  

  

(56) Faithful realization of falling contour 

    H L 
    |   | 
/pa  a/ 

RN→T OCP IDENT 
[+LOWER ] 

IDENT 
[-LOWER ] 

*[-S.G.] 
/H 

*CONTOUR

a.     H L 
    |  | 
[pa ́ a ̀] 

    * * 

b.   M L 
    |  | 
[pa ̄ a ̀] 

 W *   L * 

c.     L  
     |   
[pa ̀ a ̀] 

 W *  W * L L 

d.     L  H 
    |   | 
[pa ̀  a ́] 

  W * W * L * 

e.     HL 
    |  | 
[pa ́ a ̀] 

W *    L * 

f.      M  
     |   
[pa ̀ a ̀] 

  W *  L L 

 

 In this section, I have shown that the blocking of H tone unaspirated stops occurs due 

to the markedness constraint *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H dominating the faithfulness 

constraint IDENT[+UPPER] (see (53)). An underlying falling tone surfaces with a violation 
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of *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H because OCP and IDENT[-LOWER], IDENT[+LOWER] outrank the 

markedness constraint.  

 

5.4.2 Tone neutralization by codas 

In Thai, a syllable with an obstruent coda (CVO) allows only H or L tone. Obstruent 

codas are [p], [t], and [k]. As in (57), syllables with short vowels surface with L or H tone, 

while syllables with long vowels surface with L or falling tone. Note that all examples in 

(57) have onsets that are [+spread glottis] or sonorants. These onsets do not trigger tone 

neutralization as shown in section 5.4.1.  

 

(57) Tone in syllables with obstruent coda (Ruangjaroon 2006: 51-58) 

  Onsets low mid high falling rising
[sa ̀k]  [sa ́k]   a. aspirates20

‘tattoo’  ‘wash’   
[lo ̀p]  [lo ́p]   b. 

CVO 

sonorants 
‘hide’  ‘erase’   
[fa ̀ːt]   [fa ̂ːt]  c. aspirates 

‘acidulous’   ‘to eat’  
[ma ̀ːk]   [ma ̂ːk]  d. 

CV˘O 

sonorants 
‘an areca palm’   ‘very’  

 

 In obstruent-final syllables with unaspirated onsets (OVO syllables), however, H and 

falling tone do not surface in the output. As shown in (58), only L tone is allowed in 

OVO syllables.   

 

 

 
                                                 
20 I assume that fricatives are [+spread glottis] as well. See (44).  
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(58) Unaspirated onsets and unaspirated codas (Ruangjaroon 2006: 55, 60) 

 non- 
aspirates low mid high falling rising

[bo ̀k]     a. OVO 
‘on land’     

[pa ̀ːt]     b. OV˘O 
‘to cut’     

 

 The restricted tonal inventory in CVO syllables is observed in many other Tibeto-

Burman languages when an obstruent coda is present (cf. Weidert 1987: Ch. 9) 21 . 

Because of the tonal restrictions in CVO syllables, CVO syllables have traditionally been 

called ‘checked’ syllables, or ‘stopped’ syllables in Chinese, Tibeto-Burman, and Mon-

Khmer studies. By contrast, open syllables or syllables with a sonorant coda are called 

‘unchecked’, or ‘smooth’ syllables. Recent studies also show that tone neutralization by 

stop codas is not restricted to Asia as an areal phenomenon. It is reported that in San 

Martin Itunyoso Trique, a glottal stop coda neutralizes all contour tones to level tones 

(DiCanio 2006).   

 There are several proposals to account for this neutralization process. Weidert (1987: 

368) suggests that physiological properties of stop codas cause the restriction of tonal 

distribution in CVO syllables. On the other hand, based on Kuki Chin data, Hyman (2007) 

argues for a phonological proposal. In an analysis of Cantonese, Yip (2002: 174-175) 

argues that tonal constraints induced by codas are responsible for limiting tones in CVO 

syllables.  

 Metrical theories have shown that languages may distinguish CVO syllables from CV 

                                                 
21 Tibeto-Burman languages are not uniformly tonal as described in Weidert (1987: 1). There are four 
different types of languages: a) tonal languages, b) non-tonal languages, c) languages that are gaining tonal 
contrasts (this process is named as ‘tonogenesis’ by James Matisoff), and d) languages that are losing their 
tonal contrasts.  
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or CVS syllables. The sonority hierarchy can affect the possibility of codas being moraic 

(Zec 1995, Morén 2000, Elías-Ulloa 2006). Furthermore, there are also numerous 

diachronic studies on the tonal restriction in CVO syllables. 

 Based on the discussion so far, the rest of this section presents an analysis of tone 

neutralization by obstruent codas.  

 

Faithful realization of tone in CVO syllables 

In CVO syllables, H and L tones surface in the output. First, I suggest that every Thai 

syllable needs at least two moras (cf. Morén and Zsiga 2006). So, CVO syllables have 

two moras, and every mora can bear a tone. However, *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H bans 

unaspirated stops from associating to H tones. Consequently, the only CVO syllables that 

can surface faithfully are CVO with L tone and HL tone. 

 A L tone input in (59) surfaces faithfully with L tone. The candidates in (59b) and 

(59e) violate *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H because an unaspirated stop cannot be associated 

with H tone. The candidates in (59c) and (59d) violate IDENT-[+LOWER]. The optimal 

candidate (59a) violates *VOICELESS/L (motivated in chapter 4 on Western Bade, see 

section 4.3). 
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(59) L tone input in CVO syllables 

       L   
     1 
/l  o   p/ 

IDENT- 
[+LOWER] 

*[-S.G.]/H *VOICELESS/L 

a.    L 
   |     
[lòp] 

 
 * 

b.   H 
   | 
[lóp] 

 W * L 

c.   H L 
   |   |   
[ló  p̀] 

W *  * 

d.    M 
   | 
[lōp] 

W *  L 

e.    L H 
   |   | 
[lò ṕ] 

 W * L 

 

 An input with falling tone as in (60) also surfaces faithfully. The H tone candidate in 

(60b) violates *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H. In the L tone candidate in (60c), H becomes L in 

the output, which violates IDENT[-LOWER]. The change of underlying tones to M tone in 

(60d) violates IDENT[+LOWER] even though it satisfies the lower ranked constraint 

*CONTOUR.  
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(60) HL tone input in CVO syllables 

  H L 
  |   | 
/lo p/ 

IDENT 
[-LOWER] 

IDENT 
[+LOWER]

*[-S.G.]/H *CONTOUR 

a.    H L 
   |   |   
[ló p̀] 

 
  * 

b.   H 
   | 
[lóp] 

 W * W * L 

c.   L 
   | 
[lòp] 

W *   L 

d.    M 
   | 
[lōp] 

 W *  L 

 

 The optimum in (60) has a low tone on the coda consonant, which does not violate 

the constraints *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H and IDENT-[-LOWER]. The optimal candidate in 

(60a) is realized with H tone because L tone on an unaspirated obstruent is not 

phonetically realized. So, H and L tones in CVO syllables come from the phonological 

contrast between [lóp̀] with a L tone on coda [p], and [lo ̀p] with no tone on the coda [p].  

 It is important to mention the phonetic realization of tone on obstruent codas. Tone 

cannot be phonetically realized on a coda stop. Consequently, the only tone that is 

realized is H, making the syllable sound as if it has level H tone rather than falling tone. 

So, although traditional descriptions have claimed that CVO syllables can bear either L or 

H tone, they really can bear either L or HL tone. This result explains the apparent 

difference between CVO and CV˘O syllables: CVO have traditionally been described as 

contrasting L and H tone, while CV˘O syllables have been described as bearing L and HL 

tone.  In contrast, I have argued here that both CVO and CV˘O syllables can bear L and 
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HL tone.   

 

Tone neutralization in CVO syllables: H and M against unaspirated codas 

The consequence of the proposed analysis is that a H tone input as in (61) surfaces with a 

HL tone. Phonologically, however, the optimal candidate in (61a) has a L tone associated 

with the coda consonant. The faithful candidate in (61b) violates *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H 

because the unaspirated coda is associated with H tone. In (61c), changing the H tone to 

L violates IDENT-[-LOWER], and changing the H tone to M violates IDENT-[+UPPER], as in 

(61d). While the optimal candidate violates *CONTOUR, it satisfies all the higher ranked 

constraints: IDENT-[-LOWER], *[-S.G.]/H, and IDENT-[+UPPER] .  

 

(61) Hypothetical H tone input in CVO syllables 

   H 
   | 
/ló p/ 

IDENT- 
[-LOWER] 

*[-S.G.]/H IDENT-
[+UPPER] 

*CONTOUR 

a.    H L 
   |   |   
[ló p̀] 

 
  * 

b.   H 
   | 
[lóp] 

 W *  L 

c.   L 
   | 
[lòp] 

W *   L 

d.    M 
   | 
[lōp] 

  W * L 

 

 As shown in (57), M tone cannot be associated to H tone, either. I propose a 

constraint that bans unaspirated stops in coda positions from associating with M tones 

because codas are more stringent than onsets.  
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(62) *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]-CODA/M (*[-S.G.]-CODA/M) 

No coda consonant specified as [-spread glottis] associates to M tone in the output.  

 

 The *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]-CODA/M dominates IDENT[-LOWER] as shown by the 

faithful candidate in (63c). Changing M tone on the coda consonant to L tone as in (63d) 

incurs a violation of OCP-[upper] because both M and L are [-upper]. The candidate with 

falling tone in (63b) violates IDENT[-UPPER] even though it has fewer violation marks 

under IDENT[-LOWER]. The optimal candidate is the L tone candidate in (63a).  

 

(63) Hypothetical M tone input in CVO syllables 

   M 
   | 
/lō p/ 

O
C

P 
[U

PP
ER

] 

*[
-S

.G
.]-

C
O

D
A

/M
 

ID
EN

T 
[-

U
PP

ER
] 

I D
EN

T 
[-

LO
W

ER
] 

*C
O

N
TO

U
R

 

a.    L 
   | 
[lòp] 

   **  

b.   H L 
   |   |   
[ló p̀] 

  W * L * W * 

c.    M 
   | 
[lōp] 

 W *  L  

d.    M L 
   |   |   
[lō p̀] 

W *   L * W * 

 

 The ranking in (64) shows that a toneless input (with two moras) maps unfaithfully to 

the L tone candidate. Since there is no input tone, no candidates violate IDENT-[-LOWER] 

(or any other IDENT-T constraints).  The candidates (64b) and (64e) violate the 

markedness constraint *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H. The mid tone candidate in (64d) violates 
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the proposed constraint *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]-CODA/M. The L tone candidate in (64a) is 

the optimum. The competing candidate with HL tone in (64c) violates the lower ranked 

constraint *CONTOUR. The faithful candidate in (64f) violates the ROOTNODE → T 

constraint.  

 

(64) Hypothetical toneless input in CVO syllables 

  µ µ 
  |  | 
/lo p/ 

RN→T *[-S.G.]-
CODA/M 

*[-S.G.]/H *CONTOUR 

a.    L 
   | 
[lòp]L 

  
  

b.   H 
   | 
[lóp]H 

  W *  

c.   H L 
   |   |   
[ló p̀] 

   W * 

d.    M 
   | 
[lōp] 

 W *   

e.    L  H 
   |   |   
[lò ṕ] 

  W * W * 

f. [lop] W ***    
 

CV˘O syllables and tone in Thai 

In (57), the CV˘O syllables (a long vowel and an obstruent coda) surface with a low tone 

and a falling tone (see 57c and 57d). Under the ranking established so far, a CV˘O input 

with L tone surfaces faithfully as in (65). 
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(65) Low tone input in CV˘O syllables (from 57d) 

     L  L 
     |   | 
/ma  ak/ 

IDENT- 
[+LOWER] 

*[-S.G.]/H *[-VOICE]/L 

a.      L 
     | 
[ma ̀ àk] 

 
 * 

b.     H 
     | 
[ma ́ ák] 

 W * L 

c.     H L 
     |  | 
[ma ́ àk] 

W *  * 

d.      M 
     | 
[ma ̄ a ̄̄k] 

W *  L 

e.      L H 
     |  | 
[ma ̀ ák] 

 W * L 

 

 An HL input is faithfully realized as well, as in (66). The difference with CVO 

syllables is that there is an extra vowel [a], which can realize the L tone. Thus, an 

underlying HL contour tone surfaces with a falling contour in the output.   
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(66) HL tone input in CV˘O syllables (from 57d) 

    H  L 
     |   | 
/ma  ak/ 

IDENT- 
[+LOWER] 

*[-S.G.]/H *CONTOUR 

a.      H L 
     |  | 
[ma ́ àk] 

  * 

b.     H 
     | 
[ma ́ ák]H 

W * W * L 

c.     L 
     | 
[ma ̀ à̀̀̀̀̀k]L 

W *  L 

d.      M 
     | 
[ma ̄ a ̄k]M 

W *  L 

e.      L H 
     |  | 
[ma a ́k]H 

W ** W * * 

 

 This analysis shows that CVO syllables contrast in L and H, while CV˘O syllables 

contrast in L and HL as shown in (57). In CV˘O syllables, H tone and LH tone cannot 

surface because of *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H. M tone does not surface in CV˘O syllables 

because it is banned by *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]-CODA/M.  

 

5.4.3 Tone neutralization by onsets and by codas 

In OVO (CVO with an unaspirated onset) and OV˘O (CV˘O with an unaspirated onset) 

syllables, only low tone surfaces in the output. Relevant data are presented again in (67). 
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(67) Unaspirated onsets and obstruent codas (Ruangjaroon 2006: 55, 60) 

 non- 
aspirates low mid high falling rising

[bo ̀k]     a. short V 
‘on land’     

[pa ̀ːt]     b. long V 
‘to cut’     

 

Analysis: Tone neutralization by onsets AND codas 

Following the analysis above, I assume that every syllable in Thai needs two moras, and 

that every mora can have a tone. Under the ranking so far, OVO syllables with L tone 

inputs surface faithfully, as in (68). While the optimal candidate violates the lower ranked 

*VOICELESS/L, all other candidates violate higher ranked constraints.  

 

(68) L input in OVO syllables 

   L  μ 
   |    | 
/bo  k/ 

*[-S.G.]-
CODA/M 

 

IDENT- 
[+LOWER] 

 

*[-S.G.]/H 
 

*CONTOUR *[-VOICE] 
/L 

a.    L 
   | 
[bo ̀k] 

    * 

b.   H 
   | 
[bo ́k] 

 W * W *  L 

c.   M 
   | 
[bo ̄k] 

 W * W *   L 

d.   H L 
   |   |   
[bo ́ k̀] 

 W *  W * * 

e.   L  H 
   |   |   
[bo ̀ ḱ] 

  W * W * L 

 

 In OVO syllables, HL in input does not surface faithfully in the output. Tone 
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neutralizes to L tone in the output as in (69). The faithful candidate in (69d) violates *[-

SPREADGLOTTIS]/H because of the unaspirated onset is associated to H tone. The H tone 

candidate in (69b) and the LH candidate in (69e) also violate *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H 

because the unaspirated codas are associated to H tone. The M tone candidate in (69c) 

violates *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]-CODA/M. An underlying H tone cannot become M as in (69f) 

because the change incurs a violation of OCP. 

 

(69) HL input in OVO syllables 

   H  L 
   |   | 
/bo  k/ 

*[-S.G.]-
CODA/M 

 

OCP 
 

*[-S.G.]/H 
 

IDENT- 
[+UPPER] 

 

*[-VOICE] 
/L 

a.    L 
   | 
[bo ̀k]L 

   * * 

b.   H 
   | 
[bo ́k]H 

  W * L L 

c.   M 
   | 
[bo ̄k]M 

 W *   * L 

d.   H L 
   |   |   
[bo ́ k̀] 

  W * L * 

e.   L  H 
   |   |   
[bo ̀ ḱ] 

  W * * L 

f.   M L 
   |   |   
[bo ̄ k̀]L 

 W *  * * 

 

 Under the ranking so far, input M, H and LH also neutralize tone in the output. The 

same ranking predicts an equivalent result in OV˘O syllables.  

 In this section, I have presented tone neutralization to low tone in syllables with 
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unaspirated onsets and codas in Thai (OVO and OV˘O syllables). The ranking of Thai is 

presented in (70).  

 

(70) Thai Ranking  

          *[-S.G.]-CODA/M            OCP            IDENT[+LOWER]     Ident[-upper] 
 
     IDENT(LAR)                        *[-S.G.]/H       
 
                IDENT[+UPPER]      IDENT[-LOWER]             
 RN→T 
 | 
    *[+S.G.]/L    *CONTOUR               *TBU/T 
 

 

5.4.4  Summary 

This section has presented consonant-tone interaction in Thai, which shows tone 

neutralization by onsets and codas. Unaspirated stops in Thai do not occur in a high tone 

domain. This is analyzed as a crucial ranking, in which *[-S.G.]/H dominates IDENT-

[+UPPER]. The neutralization by codas is due to *[-S.G.]/H as well. The OCP constraint on 

tonal features and the IDENT constraint on tonal features are crucial for the tone 

neutralization in CVO syllables. In OVO syllables, the tone of a syllable is always low. 

Neutralization to low tone is due to the interaction of constraints: *[-S.G.]/H and IDENT-

[+UPPER].  

  

5.5  Conclusion 

This chapter has presented and analyzed how consonants impose restrictions on tone. 

Such interaction is called tone neutralization by consonants. Consonants in onset 

positions neutralize tone in Mulao (section 5.2), and consonants in coda positions 
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neutralize tone in Burmese (section 5.3). In Thai, consonants in both onsets and codas 

neutralize tone in the output.  

 Following the proposal in chapter 3, the tone neutralization is analyzed as an effect of 

markedness constraints that regulate the dependency relationship between tone and 

consonants. There are no faithfulness constraints that target such consonant-tone 

relationships. The proposed markedness constraints used in discussing Mulao, Burmese 

and Thai are presented in (71). 

 

(71) Markedness constraints (revisited) 

a. *[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L (*[+S.G.]/L)    Mulao 

No consonant specified as [+S.G.] associates with L tone in the output. 

b. *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/L (*[+C.G.]/L)  Mulao 

No consonant specified as [+C.G.] associates with L tone in the output. 

c. *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H (*[+C.G.]/H)  Burmese 

No consonant specified as [+C.G.] associates with H tone in the output. 

d. *[-SPREADGLOTTIS]/H (*[-S.G.]/H)    Thai 

 No consonant specified as [-S.G.] associates with H tone in the output. 
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Chapter 6  Issues in consonant-tone interaction 

 

6.1  Introduction 

The xTBU theory presented in the preceding chapters has implications for a variety of 

issues in consonant-tone interaction. The theory predicts that an individual language 

might have an apparently unnatural set of depressor consonants. In other words, because 

of the interaction of the consonant-tone constraints the set of consonants that affect tone 

do not form a group definable as a unified featural class. This issue is discussed in section 

6.2. 

The theory also predicts that there should be apparent ‘hierarchy’ effects. The 

constraints presented in previous chapters can interact to prefer certain segments over 

others in consonant-tone interaction. Section 6.3 will show that hierarchy effects result 

from the interaction of constraints, focusing on Zina Kotoko.  

In section 6.4, the issue of the directionality of consonant-tone interaction is discussed. 

The theory predicts that consonants can affect tone and tone can affect consonants. This 

prediction follows from the ability of markedness constraints on consonant-tone 

interaction to freely interact with faithfulness constraints on tone and faithfulness 

constraints on laryngeal features.  

 The theory and its implications with respect to tonogenesis are discussed in section 

6.5. It is the markedness constraints on consonant-tone interaction that allow or block 

diachronic sound changes, and not simply the re-ranking of constraints.  

 The theory also has predictions with respect to consonant-tone interaction. Section 

6.6 provides a comparison of xTBU theory to previous proposals on consonant-tone 
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interaction.  

 

6.2  How the theory produces unnatural classes of depressors 

Chapters 4 and 5 argued that consonants may interact with tone through laryngeal 

features: [±voice], [±spread glottis], and [±constricted glottis] (see also Li 1980: 2).  The 

influence of these features individually is summarized in table (1).  

For example, in Western Bade [+voice] consonants block high tone spreading, while 

[-voice] consonants block low tone spreading. The blocking of high tone spreading by 

voiced consonants is observed in Tsonga and other languages as well. Yip (2002: 186) 

shows that voicing can also force tone neutralization, citing Chen (2000: 8)’s study of 

Songjiang. The laryngeal feature [±spread glottis] in (1c-d) also interacts with tone. 

Aspirated consonants ([+spread glottis]) neutralize output tone to high tone (as in Mulao) 

or low tone (as in Gurung (Glover 1970: 62-63)). The aspirates may also block high tone 

spreading as discussed in Tsonga. The feature [+constricted glottis] in (1d) neutralizes 

output tone to low (as in Burmese) or high (as in Mulao). As shown in (1e), the [-spread 

glottis] feature is active, forcing neutralization of output tone to non-high in Thai.  
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(1) Laryngeal features in consonant-tone interaction 

 Features Effect on tone  Languages 
a.  [+voice] blocks high tone spreading  Western Bade, Tsonga
  H neutralizes to non-high  Songjiang  
b.  [-voice] blocks low tone spreading  Western Bade 
  L neutralizes to non-low  Songjiang  
c.  [+spread glottis] L neutralizes to high tone  Mulao 
  H neutralizes to low tone  Gurung  
  blocks high tone spreading  Tsonga 
d.  [+constricted glottis] H neutralizes to low tone  Burmese 
  L neutralizes to high tone  Mulao 
e. [-spread glottis] H neutralizes to non-high  Thai 
g.  [-constricted glottis] unidentified   

 

 I have not been able to find a language in which [-constricted glottis] plays a crucial 

role in consonant-tone interaction. This gap may be an accidental result of the limited 

number of known cases of consonant-tone interaction.  

 Evidently, the contrast of consonants in a language matters when the crucial features 

as in (1) are discussed. For example, if a language does not have contrastive consonants 

related to glottal constriction ([+constricted glottis]), there would be no consonant-tone 

interaction involving the feature [+constricted glottis].  

The cases cited in table (1) refer to natural classes of ‘depressors’ or ‘elevators’ − 

consonants that influence tone. They are natural classes in the sense that the consonants 

all share a particular feature value. However, the theory does not demand that a 

language’s depressors form a natural class. For example, the constraints *[+spread 

glottis]/L and [+constricted glottis]/L target different sets of consonants. If they are both 

active in a language, then all these consonants will force neutralization of L tone to H 
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tone, even though aspirated consonants and glottalized consonants don’t form a natural 

class defined by a single feature value or set of values. For example, [th] is [+spread 

glottis, -constricted glottis] and [ʔw] is [-spread glottis, +constricted glottis], but both 

segments would motivate tone elevation in this situation.  In general terms, as discussed 

in Flemming (2005), a ‘natural’ class can be defined by the effect of constraints, not just 

by features. 

 Mulao provides a clear example. The consonants in Mulao are presented in (2). 

Syllables with onsets that are in the heavy-lined box neutralize the output tone to high.  

However, there is no single feature or set of features that defines the class of consonants 

in the box.  Instead, the consonants are the union of two disjoint sets: those that are 

[+constricted glottis] (circled) and those that are [+spread glottis] (not circled). xTBU 

theory allows such a non-natural class by having two active markedness constraints: 

*[+SPREADGLOTTIS]/L and *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/L. Section 5.2 provides a detailed 

analysis using these constraints.  

 

(2) Mulao consonants (Wang and Zheng 1993: 4-5) 

  elevators non-elevators 
stops unaspirated      p t c k 
 aspirated ph th ch kh ʔ, h    
affricates unaspirated       ʦ  
 aspirated  ʦh       
fricatives voiceless  f s ç      
 glottalized    ʔɣ     
 voiced        ɣ 

 

sonorants nasal      m n ɲ ŋ 
 voiceless m̥ n̥ ɲ̊ ŋ̊     
 oral      w l j 
 laryngealized ʔw l ̥ ʔj      
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In (3), SiSwati depressors are presented in the heavy-lined box, which includes 

voiced obstruents and clicks. The depressor consonants are actively affected by the 

markedness constraint *VOICEDOBSTRUENT/H, which includes both *VOICEDSTOP/H and 

*VOICEDFRICATIVE/H.    

 

(3) SiSwati consonants (Schachter 1976: 213, Bradshaw 2003: 279) 

   depressors non-depressors 
stops voiceless  unaspirated b d  ɡ     
 voiceless aspirated     ph th  kh 
affricates voiceless  unaspirated  ʣ ʤ      
 voiceless aspirated     tfh ʦh   
ejectives       p’ t’ ʧ’ k’ 
implosive       ɓ1    
clicks2 voiceless  unaspirated      ǀ   
 voiceless aspirated      ǀh   
 voiced   ɡǀ       
fricatives voiceless      f s ɬ h 
 voiced  v z ɮ ɦ     
sonorants nasal     ŋ3 m n ɲ  
 oral      w l j  

 

 As shown in (3), depressors in SiSwati do not form a natural class defined by a single 

feature value. This has prompted previous studies to suggest an account based on sound 

change (cf. Schachter 1976: 213-214, Rycroft 1980: 10). With the xTBU theory’s 

constraints, however, SiSwati depressors behave together because all depressors and only 

                                                 
1 Phonetically, implosives are voiced. However, Bradshaw (2003) points out that the implosive [ɓ] in 
SiSwati is the only voiced stop without a voiceless counterpart, which arguably suggests that the implosive 
[ɓ] could phonologically be [-voice]. Implosives are always phonetically voiced for articulatory reasons. 
For a relevant study on implosives, see Clements and Osu (2002), Storoshenko (2003), and Tang (to 
appear).  
2 The current IPA symbols for clicks differ from those used in Schachter (1976). Thanks to Will Bennett,  
who pointed out the difference to me.  
3 Bradshaw (2003) explains that the velar nasal [ŋ], the only nasal depressor in SiSwati, is a reduced form 
of [ŋɡ] with a voiced stop, so I treat it as a voiced stop here. 
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depressors are subject to the markedness constraint *VOICEDOBSTRUENT/H.  

In Tsonga, yet another set of consonants behave as depressors. As shown in (4), 

depressors are voiced stops, breathy voice consonants, and aspirates. The aspirates, which 

are not depressors in SiSwati, are depressors in Tsonga. On the other hand, the voiced 

fricatives, which are depressors in SiSwati, are not depressors in Tsonga.  

Tsonga depressors behave in the same way due to the markedness constraints 

*VOICEDSTOP/H and *[+SPREAD GLOTTIS]/H. The *VOICEDSTOP/H constraint groups 

voiced stops, and the *[+SPREAD GLOTTIS]/H constraint targets breathy voice and 

aspirates (including [ɦ]).  This group of depressors differs from Mulao’s in that the two 

definable sets of consonants do intersect: [(m)b̤ (n)d ̤ (ŋ)ɡ̈] are both voiced stops and 

[+spread glottis]. 

 

(4) Tsonga consonants (Baumbach 1987: 3-16) 

   depressors non-depressors 
stops voiceless  unaspirated     p t  k 
 voiceless aspirated ph th  kh     
 voiced  b d  ɡ     
 breathy  (m)b ̤ (n)d ̤  (ŋ)ɡ̈     
  prenasalized     mb nd  ŋɡ
affricates voiceless  unaspirated     pf ʦ ʧ  
 voiceless aspirated pfh ʦh ʧh      
 voiced unaspirated     bv ʣ ʤ  
 voiced aspirated bvh ʣ̤ ʤ̈      
fricatives voiceless       ɸ, f s ʃ x 
 voiced     ɦ β, v z ʒ  
sonorants nasal      m n ɲ ŋ 
 nasal breathy m ̤ n̤  ŋ̈     
 oral      w r l j 
 oral breathy w̤ r ̤ l ̤ j ̈     
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I have argued above that there are two types of ‘natural class’.  The traditional 

concept is that a set of segments is a natural class if all the segments share particular 

feature values and no segments outside the class have those values − I call this a ‘featural 

natural class’. However, there is also an output-oriented conception of ‘natural class’: a 

natural class of segments is all those that undergo or condition a particular process (i.e., 

unfaithfulness). For example, if the markedness constraints *α/H and *β/H are both 

active in a language (i.e. outrank appropriate faithfulness constraints), then α and β will 

both force tone lowering. In this sense, α and β are a natural class, even though α and β 

may not share any features (as in Mulao).   

While many apparently ‘unnatural’ classes of depressors/elevators have been 

identified, I propose that while they may be featurally unnatural classes, they are natural 

classes in terms of the effect of constraints. 

In Tsonga, both *VOICEDSTOP/H and *[+S.G.]/H are active, and they both trigger tone 

lowering. So, although voiced stops and other [+spread glottis] segments do not form a 

natural class defined by individual features, these consonants are considered to be a 

natural class because of the output oriented nature of consonant-tone interaction. 

 There have been other approaches to unnatural classes (Pulleyblank 2003, Mielke 

2004, 2005). However, these adopt formal mechanisms in addition to the ones I propose. 

Mielke, for example, observes that nasals and laterals pattern with non-continuants in one 

language, and they pattern with continuants in another language. Based on the 

‘ambivalent’ nature of the segments, Mielke argues that distinctive features are not 

necessarily innate. He proposes that distinctive features emerge as a by-product of 

phonological rules in a synchronic grammar. Since the xTBU constraints can deal with 
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unnatural classes in consonant-tone interaction, the theory does not require such 

proposals.  

 In this section, I have shown that consonants interacting with tone form natural 

classes if they are subject to active markedness constraints; a claim based on the proposal 

by Flemming (2005). As discussed above, the puzzle can be overcome if a natural class is 

also defined based on the set of constraints related to phonological processes. 

 

6.3  Derived hierarchies in consonant-tone interactions 

When several xTBU constraints are active, they can create apparent hierarchy effects in 

tone-consonant interaction. An illustrative case is found in Zina Kotoko (Odden 2002). 

 In Zina Kotoko, the future tense is a circumfix [nH-…-a], where the H tone is realized 

on the stem syllable, as shown in (5). The high tone is realized faithfully when the stem 

begins with [h], voiceless stops, and implosives. High tone is marked with an acute 

accent. Low tone is marked with a grave accent, and mid tone has no marking.  

 

(5) H tone in future tense (Odden 2002: 17) 

a. [h] [h] n-hár-à find [h] n-híyar-à bite pl. 
  [h] n-hə́n-a ̀ burn [h] n-hám-a ̀ swear 
  [h] n-hə́rc-à slice [h] n-hə́s-à throw 
b. implosives [ɗ] n-ɗə́v-à put [ɗ] n-ɗám-à eat 
  [ɗ] n-ɗə́h-à write [ɓ] m-ɓa ́l-à dance 
c.  [s] n-sáp-a ̀ chase [s] n-sáb-a ̀ grow 
 

voiceless 
obstruents [p] m-pa ́y-à bury [c] n-cíhy-à fry 

  [k] n-káɗ-à cross [c] n-cə́nh-a ̀ be sated
  [s] n-sə́my-à hear [s] n-sə́k-à send 

 

 The high tone of future tense is lowered to mid when roots begin with sonorants, 

glottal stops, and voiced obstruents, as shown in (6).  
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(6) H tone lowering to mid in future tense (Odden 2002: 17-18) 

a. sonorants [y] n-yey-à call [w] n-wurɡy-à buy 
  [w] n-wac-a ̀ leave [w] n-wasy-à cough 
  [w] n-wuràɡy-a ̀ buy pl. [l] n-lab-à tell 
  [l] n-law-à fight [l] n-ləhày-à fear 
  [r] n-raɗ-à pull [m] m-mar-a ̀ die 
  [l] n-lum-a ̀ shave [l] n-lakf-à bring 
b. glottal stop [ʔ] n-ʔəkf-à approach [ʔ] n-ʔək-à snatch
c.  [j] n-jaɡh-à dig [ɡh] n-ɡhaɡ-à close 
 

voiced 
obstruents [z] n-zəɡh-à distribute [ɡ] n-ɡəɡ-à do 

  [b] m-baɡh-a ̀ split [z] n-zəby-à follow 
  [z] n-zəɡl-à carry [b] m-buɡhwr-a ̀ jump 
  [ɡ] n-ɡəɓ-à answer [b] m-ban-a ̀ bathe 
  [j] n-jary-à burp [d] n-dunkw-à throw 
  [v] m-vənàh-à vomit [ɡ] n-ɡulàn-à laugh 

 

 The theory of natural classes presented in section 6.1 and the xTBU theory’s 

consonant-tone markedness constraints explain the depressor phenomena in the future 

tense in Zina Kotoko. Markedness constraints prevent high tone from appearing in roots 

with these consonants. If high tone occurs with voiced obstruents and sonorants, the 

*VOICED/H (target any voiced consonants including sonorants) constraint is violated. If 

high tone occurs with a glottal stop onset, *[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H is violated. As a 

result, mid tone occurs in the root instead of high tone. The consonants in (6) form a 

natural class because they are subject to the active markedness constraints. Crucially, the 

onsets in (5) do not violate the markedness constraints *VOICED/H and 

*[+CONSTRICTEDGLOTTIS]/H.  

 While it may seem that Zina Kotoko simply presents a situation of ‘unnatural class’ 

behavior, other morphological processes display different consonant-tone interactions, as 

shown in (7). Mid tone becomes low before voiced obstruents in recent past and in 

imperatives as in (7a). Consonants also affect the subsequent tone. In the progressive, 
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high tone reduplicants surface with mid tone if they begin with voiced obstruents or 

sonorants as in (7b). Similar to (7a), mid tone becomes low if followed by voiced 

obstruents, sonorants, implosives, or a glottal stop in the remote past and the recent past. 

The page numbers in the last column indicate the pages in Odden (2002). 

 

(7) Consonant-tone interaction in Zina Kotoko (Odden 2002) 

    rules change  before tense 
a.  Pre-depressor  
    lowering 

M → L 
M → M 

voiced obstruents 
sonorants ~ [h] 

recent past (p.21) 
imperative (p.28) 

 change after tense 
b. Reduplicant RED = M

RED = H 
voiced obstruents ~ sonorants 
glottal stop ~ [h] 

progressive (p.31) 
 

c. M lowering M → L 
M → M 

voiced obstruents ~ implosives 
voiceless obstruents, [h] 

recent past (p.20) 
remote past (p.26)

 

 The consonant-tone interaction in various morphological processes in (7) can be 

analyzed in the same way as the future tense. The three morphologically-conditioned 

consonant-tone interactions result from the ranking of consonant-tone constraints in 

different ways.    

The patterns in Zina Kotoko seem to show that there is a hierarchy of consonant-tone 

interaction because of the four different tonal lowering processes by consonants. In (8), 

the apparent hierarchy with the implicational relationship (marked with ‘>’) between 

consonants and tone is presented. In the hierarchy, consonants to the left (i.e. voiced 

obstruents) have a closer relationship with low tone, and consonants to the right (i.e. 

voiceless obstruents) have an affinity with high tone.4  

                                                 
4 There are other hierarchies in phonology, which combine two scales as the one in (8). For example, the 
sonority hierarchy combines with moras, and thus provides insights on the analysis of heavy-light syllables 
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(8) Consonant-tone hierarchy of Zina Kotoko (Odden 2002: 16)     

            L                                                                                       H 
voiced obstruents > sonorants > [ʔ] > implosives > voiceless obstruents, [h]5 
 
                             a.                 b.      c.                  d. 

 

This hierarchy describes the consonant-tone interaction in Zina Kotoko. However, it 

does not explain why and how the grammar results in such an interaction. As pointed out 

in Odden (2007), such tonal processes suggest that accounts solely based on phonetic 

representation are not adequate to account for tonal blocking by consonants.  

As discussed in section 6.1, consonants can be a natural class if they are subject to 

active markedness constraints on consonant-tone interaction. In (8), all the arrows mark a 

certain point sensitive to consonant-tone interaction. The apparent hierarchy in (8) is a 

result of markedness constraints targeting different sets of consonants in Zina Kotoko.  

An earlier proposal of a hierarchy of consonant-tone interaction appears in Hyman 

and Schuh (1974) as in (9). In this hierarchy, breathy voice consonants show the greatest 

lowering effect, and implosive consonants are shown as raising consonants.  

 

(9) Consonant-tone hierarchy (Hyman and Schuh 1974: 110) 

 
Tone lowering                                                                                    Tone raising 
breathy 
voice 

voiced 
obstruent 

sonorant voiceless 
unaspirated

voiceless 
aspirated 

implosive 

 

The hierarchy in (9) is based on the phonetic effects of consonants on tone, in which 

                                                                                                                                                 
in a given language (Zec 1995, Morén 2003, Elías-Ulloa 2006). Hierarchies also express the markedness 
relationships in the grammar (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004, de Lacy 2004, 2006). 
5 The consonants presented here include all the consonants reported in Zina Kotoko (Schmidt et al. 2002: 4).  
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breathy voice and voiced obstruents lower the pitch of a following vowel, and voiceless 

obstruents and implosives raise the pitch of a following vowel.  

In phonetic studies, the influence of the status of glottals with respect to the phonation 

types has been proposed as a continuum (Ladefoged 1971, Gordon and Ladefoged 2001: 

384), while other studies on glottal status propose a multi-dimensional model of glottals 

(See Stevens 1977, Esling and Harris 2005, Edmondson and Esling 2006: 159). 

In chapter 4 and chapter 5, consonant-tone interaction is argued to be independent of 

the phonetic effect of consonants to tone. It is the interaction of markedness constraints 

that regulates the consonants that interact with tone, not the phonetic properties. 

In this section, I have shown that the hierarchy of consonant-tone phenomena in Zina 

Kotoko is not a true hierarchy, but rather a result from output oriented constraints in 

consonant-tone interaction.  

 

6.4  Directionality of consonant-tone interaction 

The theory presented here predicts that not only can consonants can affect tone, but tone 

could also affect consonants.  In other words, a constraint like *[+voice]/H could be 

satisfied either by changing the tone to L, or devoicing the consonant.  It is a 

controversial claim that tone can affect consonants  (see Hyman (1973, 1976), Hyman 

and Schuh (1974) cf.  Maddieson (1974, 1976)).  This section will discuss the evidence 

that tone can affect consonants. 

In the xTBU theory, tone can affect consonants and consonants can affect tone 

because faithfulness constraints on tone and faithfulness constraints on consonants are 

freely rankable. The consonant-tone markedness constraint can be satisfied by changing 
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the consonants if IDENT-T outranks the constraint IDENT-LAR; the identity of tone must 

be preserved while laryngeal features of consonants must change.  

 An example is presented in (10). Let us assume an input that has an aspirated 

consonant and a low tone. Under the ranking in (10), in which the markedness constraint 

*[+SPREAD GLOTTIS]/L (*[+S.G.]/L) and the faithfulness constraint IDENT-T outrank 

IDENT-LAR (and *L), the optimal candidate is (10a), in which the onset is unaspirated. 

The candidate in (10b), which changes the input tone to high tone, violates the higher 

ranked faithfulness constraint IDENT-T. The faithful output with an aspirated onset is 

ruled out by *[+S.G.]/L as in (10c). Therefore, this is a language in which segmental 

change occurs due to tone.  

 

(10)  Hypothetical Mulao - change in laryngeal feature 

     L 
     | 
/phàː/ 

*[+S.G.]/L IDENT-T IDENT-
LAR 

a.     L 
    | 
[pa ̀ː]   

  * 

b.     H 
     | 
[pha ́ː]     

 W * L 

c.     L 
     | 
[pha ̀ː]  

W *  L 

 

Maddieson provides a number of examples like Hypothetical Mulao. I have listed 

them in section 2.4 and provided relevant quotations from the primary sources. In these 

languages, low tone forces voiceless stops to become voiced in the output.  While the 

examples in section 2.4 are ‘impressionistically observed’ according to Maddieson (1978: 
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327), these examples suggest that tone could affect consonants.  A definitive conclusion 

awaits detailed phonetic and phonological analysis. 

 

6.5  Tonogenesis and Phonetics 

Tonogenesis is a diachronic process in which a language with laryngeal contrast (and 

tonal neutralization) changes to a language with tonal contrast (and laryngeal 

neutralization). Tonogenesis, a term coined by James Matisoff (1970), was first discussed 

in relation to the origin of Vietnamese tone. Maspero (1912) and Haudricourt (1954) 

observe that high tone in modern Vietnamese developed from historically voiceless 

consonants, while low tone comes from voiced consonants. In Vietnamese, the loss of 

voicing contrast in the onset consonants results in tonal contrast as in (11). The high tone 

word [kam] is shown in (11a), and the low tone word [kơ̌n] is shown in (11b). Note that 

the corresponding Chinese words have a voicing distinction in their onsets. The Chinese 

word (from 9-10th century) corresponding to the high tone Vietnamese word in (11a) has 

a voiceless onset [k], while the Chinese word in (11b) has a voiced onset [ɡ]. 

 

(11) Tonogenesis in Vietnamese (Maspero 1912: 20) 

 Vietnamese  Chinese Gloss  
a.  kam high kam sweet (甘)
b.  kơ̌n low ɡyiěn near  (近)

 

 Tonogenesis is also found in Athabaskan languages (Kingston 2005, Krauss 2005). 

Krauss (2005) shows that different Athabaskan languages have undergone different 

processes of tonogenesis in addition to segmental changes. As shown in (12), the word 
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*wət’ ‘belly’ in Proto-Athabaskan becomes high tone in Chipewayan ([bə́r]), while the 

same word in Gwich’in becomes low tone ([vàd], a phenomenon known as tonal flip-flop; 

see Kingston and Solnit (1989)). On the other hand, the word *wət’ ‘belly’ in Proto-

Athabaskan has also developed into a toneless word in Hupa ([mət’]).  

 

(12) Tonogenesis in Athabaskan languages (Kingston 2005: 144, from Krauss 2005) 

 a. Proto- 
Athabaskan b. Chipewayan c. Gwich’in d.Hupa 

marked tone  high low non-tonal 
belly *wət’ bə́r va ̀d mət’ 
fire *qʊn’ kún kǫ̀ʔ xoŋ’ 
rain *kjaˑn ʧą́ ʦìn kjaŋ 
foot *qeʔ ke ́ kwa ̀jʔ xeʔ 
flour *ɬeʔʤ ɬéz ɬùh ɬiˑʍ 

 

Such a non-uniform pattern of tonogenesis is also found in various Asian languages. 

For example, pre-nasalized or fricative onsets in Miao either occur with either high or 

low tone depending on the dialect (Li et al. 1972). Across languages, aspirated onsets 

require a low tone in Wuchiang Chinese (spoken in Kiangsu) (Li, Fang Kuei 1980: 6), 

while aspirated onsets require a high tone in Mulao (see section 5.2). The different tonal 

developments in tonogenesis are summarized by Fang-Kuei Li (1980: 2) as follows: “… 

consonantal features … need not influence different tones in the same way.”  See also 

Hombert (1975). 
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6.5.1 Theories of tonogenesis 

There are two major theories about how constraints and their rankings influence 

diachronic changes. One view is that constraints and rankings define possible synchronic 

grammars but do not motivate diachronic change. Diachronic changes occur from 

misperception or mispronunciation ('coordination problem' Bermúdez-Otero 2007: 497); 

constraints merely restrict the grammars that result from such misperception/ 

mispronunciation.  

An alternative theory is that diachronic changes are due to a change in constraint 

ranking (Reynolds 1994, Zubritskaya 1995: 250-251, Crist 2001 and references therein). 

In this view, a learner acquires a ranking, but then alters it.  For example, if a parent has 

the ranking IDENT-T » *[+SPREAD GLOTTIS]/L but the child reverses the ranking, the child 

thereby actuates a process of tone-raising. 

A clear difference between the two theories relates to input→output mappings. In the 

misperception theory, a sound change *α→β does not imply that there is a synchronic 

grammar with the mapping /α/→[β]. If a child misperceives α’s as β’s, then the child 

never learns an underlying form with /α/, and so is not forced to create a grammar in 

which /α/→[β]. 

In contrast, in the reranking theory of diachronic change, if a child hears α, the child 

will store it as /α/.  Then, to actuate the change *α→β, the child will rerank constraints, 

resulting in a synchronic mapping of underlying /α/ to output [β].   

Consequently, under the reranking theory, every diachronic change must be a 

possible synchronic input→ouput mapping (it is also possible that every synchronic input

→output mapping is also a possible diachronic change (cf. Hyman and Schuh 1974)).  
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Under the misperception theory, there is no such implication: sound changes through 

misperception might have no synchronic input→output counterpart (and vice-versa). 

The misperception theory is adopted here because there are instances in which a 

diachronic change does not have a synchronic counterpart. For example, in Hawaiian and 

other language, a *t diachronically changes to [k]. However, there are no synchronic 

process that neutralize /t/ to [k] (de Lacy 2006: 352). De Lacy cites Lynch et al. (2002: 

54), which notes that “across the languages of the world the sound change t to k is hugely 

more common than k to t”. If diachronic changes occur due to the change in synchronic 

mappings, it is strange that the less common change *k→t has a synchronic counterpart 

in languages, and not vice versa. 

 Following de Lacy (2006: 348-355) and many others, I argue that the xTBU theory’s 

constraints restrict the possible synchronic grammars resulting from diachronic changes; 

however, they do not motivate tonogenesis. In Chipewayan, for example, a child would 

have misperceived a final glottal stop as a high tone. The result is that Chipewayan has a 

High-Low tone contrast, and it is the xTBU theory’s role to define such a grammar. In 

contrast, the same glottal stop in Gwich’in becomes low tone.  However, the result is the 

same: Gwich’in ends up with a High-Low tone contrast. 

 Hupa undergoes a different diachronic change because of the synchronic grammar 

that has the high ranked *TBU/T constraint. When a child of Hupa misperceives a final 

glottal stop as tone, the tone would not be realized in the output, due to the active 

markedness constraint *TBU/T in the synchronic grammar.  
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6.5.2 Physiological accounts of tonogenesis 

The misperception/mispronunciation theory of tonogenesis makes crucial reference to 

physiological and acoustic factors in tone-consonant production and perception. 

 The physiological motivations of tonogenesis can have different explanations. In 

Hombert et al. (1979), tone results from “the involuntary act of muscles”. It is the pitch-

affecting properties of consonants that develop into tone. If speakers misperceive the 

influence of consonants on the following vowel as tone, a language becomes tonal. By 

contrast, Kingston’s view is that tone can emerge from “the voluntary act of muscles” as 

demonstrated below.6 

Athabaskan languages present diverse tonal development. The Proto-Athabaskan 

word for fire *qʊn’ surfaces with high tone as [ku ́n] in Chipewayan, and is realized with 

low tone as [kǫ̀ʔ] in Gwich’in. In Hupa, however, the corresponding word [xoŋ’] is 

toneless.   Kingston (2005: 150-151) argues that the tonal situation in Athabaskan 

languages is due to “a stem-final glottal consonant”, which results in a high or low tone. 

Kingston argues that diverse tonal developments such as those observed in Athabaskan 

languages are due to the physiology of glottals. He argues that it is the variability in 

vowel constriction that results in high tone or low tone. If creaky voice arose from vowel 

constriction, low tone would occur because creaky voice lowers the pitch (F0). If tense 

voice arose from vowel constriction, high tone would emerge because tense voice raises 

the pitch (F0). Kingston’s (2005: 177) argument is based on the observation that vowel 

constriction can independently occur by either the thyroarytenoid muscles or the 

                                                 
6 The terms ‘the involuntary act of muscles’ and ‘the voluntary act of muscles’ are suggested by Jonathan 
Wright (p.c.). 
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cricothyroid muscles. 

 In an interesting study of Kammu by Svantesson and House (2006), speakers of tonal 

dialects are shown to make use of pitch (F0) in production and perception, while non-

tonal dialect speakers are shown to be not sensitive to pitch. Furthermore, they also 

demonstrate that the pitch perturbation by onset consonants is smaller in the non-tonal 

dialect.  

  

6.5.3 Cross-linguistic tonogenesis studies 

Tonogenesis has cross-linguistic support as presented in this section. There are many 

studies that show evidence for tonogenesis in Asian languages, as shown in (13). 

 

(13) Tonogenesis in Asian languages 

 Language References 
a. Kam “Kam shares with most Kadai languages … namely, a 

lowering of pitch of syllables following original voiced initial 
consonants, a tonogenetic split…” (Edmondson 1990: 188) 

b.  Sui “… in Sui … [there is] the historical process of developing 
low tones after voiced initials …” (Edmondson and Yang 
1988: 149) 

c. Vietnamese “H. Maspero has shown that the six tones of Vietnamese were 
distributed in two series. One series … was tied to old 
voiceless initials, whereas the other … accompanied the old 
voiced initials (Haudricourt 1954: 72)7” See also Gage (1985), 
Thurgood(2002). 

d. Kurtoep “Kurtoep displays high tone following voiceless obstruents 
and low following voiced obstruents. … there is no voiced 
palatal fricative [in Kurtoep]. Nearby languages have both 
voiced and voiceless palatal fricatives and no contrastive tone 
possible, unlike Kurtoep” (Lowes 2006: 9) 

e. Lahu “The high-rising tone arose in Lahu through dissimilation in 
pre-Lahu syllables which both began and ended with a “glottal 
incident.”  (Matisoff 1970: 13, 2003) 

                                                 
7 I thank Carlo Linares Scarcerieau for the assistance with the English translation from French.  
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f. Mon-Khmer  
languages 

“Syllables with original voiceless onset consonant … acquired 
high tone, and those with voiced onset consonant got low 
tone. … long and short vowels have merged, giving rise to low 
and high tones respectively.” (Svantesson 2001: 48-49) 

 

 Native American languages also demonstrate tonogenesis. Zapotec, Upriver 

Halkomelem, and Athabaskan languages in this category are shown in (14). 

 

(14) Tonogenesis in Native American languages 

 Language Reference 
a. Zapotec “Fortis/geminate versus lenis/singleton may be a conditioning 

environment for tonal contrast. … higher pitch on vowels 
following geminate/fortis obstruents than when following 
singleton/lenis obstruents.”(Lowes 2005: 8) 

b.  Upriver 
Halkomelem 

“In Upriver Halkomelem, the loss of post-vocalic glottal 
stops not only raises pitch, but it also lowers it in different 
environments” (Brown 2004: 7) 

c. Athabaskan  “… a post-vocalic glottal stop … becomes … a phonation 
type…; this phonation type subsequently evolves into the 
marked tone in the daughter languages (Leer 1999: 40).” See 
also works in Hargus & Rice (2005). 

d.  Kickapoo “… Kickapoo … generalized aspiration before the fricatives 
at some stage prior to the acquisition of low tone before /h/, 
thus leaving low tone before all fricatives when the aspiration 
was subsequently lost.” (Gathercole 1983: 75) 

e. Hopi “… originally voiceless … finals yield … a low tone distinct 
from the unmarked (high) tone typical of original voiced 
articulations in the same position.” (Manaster Ramer 1986: 
154) 

 

 Tonogenesis is also discussed in other languages including Balto-Slavic languages as 

in (15). In particular, recent studies suggest that there is strong evidence for an ongoing 

tonogenesis in Seoul Korean. In Korean, the Voice Onset Time (VOT) between plain 

voiceless stops and aspirated stops is becoming indistinguishable in younger speakers’ 

speech. Silva’s (2006) insightful study shows that the pitch of the vowels following 
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aspirates is significantly higher than that of those following voiceless stops; this suggests 

that Seoul Korean might be a case of ongoing tonogenesis.  

 

(15) Tonogenesis in other languages 

 Language Reference 
a. Seoul Korean “In Korean, it was not the loss of voicing contrasts that 

gave rise to new tonal distinctions; rather new manner 
distinctions in the initial consonants arose in Korean 
(Ramsey 1991, 2001: 40)” For recent works see Silva 
(2006) and Wright (2007). 

b.  Balto-Slavic “A syllable-final glottal stop can either be lost directly, 
resulting in a high-pitched short syllable, or give rise to a 
laryngealized syllable and, finally, a low-pitched long 
syllable (Slovene).” (Greenberg 2006: 21) 

c. Kwa, Kru, 
Mande 

“Tones in Kwa, Kru and Mande developed from initial 
prevocalic consonantal perturbations on vowels. Voiceless 
obstruents correlate with the developments of high tones 
and voiced obstruents with low tones.” (Ahoua 2003: 
slide#16) 

d. Yabem, 
Bukawa 

“… vowels which followed voiced obstruents acquired low 
tone and those following voiceless obstruents high 
tone …” (Ross 1993: 142) 

e. Cèmuhî “Widespread use of reduplication of initial syllable causes 
intensification of the stress on this syllable. In some 
languages, this intensified stress is transformed into a high 
tone …” (Rivierre 2001: 40) 

 

6.5.4 Summary 

The relationship between consonants and tone has been observed in diachronic studies. 

Tonogenesis is argued to result from the restrictiveness of markedness constraints in the 

synchronic grammar (see section 6.5.1). If a speaker mispronounces and a listener 

misperceives a consonant as a tone, tonogenesis occurs, following the ranking of 

consonant-tone markedness constraints in the synchronic grammar. As shown in 

Athabaskan languages, the ranking of the markedness constraints can determine the 
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possible tonal outcome.  

 

6.6  Comparison with other theories of consonant-tone interaction 

The theory of consonant-tone interaction predicts in essence three types of languages: 

tonal languages with consonant-tone interaction, tonal languages with no consonant-tone 

interaction, and non-tonal languages. The xTBU theory’s constraints are couched in 

formalism from Autosegmental Theory (Leben 1973, Goldsmith 1976).  

 In xTBU theory, moraic segments and non-moraic segments can associate to tone. 

Tones directly associated to consonants (either onsets or codas) are subject to the 

markedness constraints targeting consonants and tone. It is crucial that there is no 

faithfulness constraint that targets the relationship between consonants and tone. This 

predicts that consonants are not contrastive in terms of tone (see chapter 3).   

 Consonant-tone interaction results from constraint interaction. In particular, all 

laryngeal segments in a language can potentially interact with tone depending on the 

ranking of various markedness constraints. Since constraints are freely rankable, the 

theory predicts that consonant-tone interaction is bidirectional: tone can affect consonants 

as consonants can affect tone (see section 6.4).  

 In terms of voicing, the constraint-based theory predicts that there are no languages in 

which voiceless consonants block the spreading of high tone, but in which voiced 

consonants do not block such a spreading (due to the lack of *VOICELESS/H, which is 

motivated in the analysis of Western Bade, see section 4.3.2). Consequently, any 

consonants may block the spreading of a high tone, or only voiced consonants can block 

high tone spreading. Moreover, there are no languages in which non-laryngeal 
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consonants neutralize tone in the output when laryngeal consonants (such as aspirates or 

glottalized consonants) do not force such neutralization.  

 Previous studies have emphasized the importance of voicing in consonant-tone 

interaction. Bradshaw (1999) proposes the feature [L/voice] to account for the observed 

relationship between voiced consonants and low tone. The feature [L/voice] in the 

representation is realized as low tone when associated to the suprasegmental tier, but as 

the [voice] feature when associated to the segmental tier.8 The multi-planar theory aims 

to account for the insertion of low tone by depressors, the blocking of high tone spreading 

by depressors, and the voicing of voiceless obstruents when depressors are present. The 

representational nature of the multi-planar theory, however, is not explanatory for 

phenomena such as the blocking of low tone spreading in Western Bade or the tonal 

neutralization by aspirates or glottalized consonants in Mulao.  

 

(16) [L/voice] in Bradshaw’s Multiplanar model (Bradshaw 1999: 51)  

                                             μ 
Root 
    | 
Laryngeal 
 
                     [L/voice] 

 

 Peng (1992), on the other hand, proposes a theory of consonant-tone interaction in the 

framework of Grounded Phonology (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994). Based on 

Ngizim, Nupe, and Ewe, Peng’s proposal attempts to account for the blocking of high 

tone spreading by voiced consonants, the blocking of low tone spreading by voiceless 

                                                 
8 Bradshaw (1999) assumes that [voice] is a privative feature.  
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consonants, and the transparency of sonorants in consonant-tone interaction. In particular, 

Peng focuses on onsets that interact with tone. His analysis is based on the prosodic 

hypothesis presented in (17). In addition to this hypothesis, the path conditions in (18) 

regulate the consonant-tone interaction. The conditions in (18a-d) are about consonants 

affecting tone, and the conditions in (18 e-h) are about tone affecting consonants.  

 

(17) The prosodic hypothesis of tone-voice interaction (Peng 1992: 27) 

a. Tone and voice must be represented on separate autosegmental planes. 

b. Tone-voice correlations must be determined by conditions on tone and voice 

operations 

 

(18) Path conditions of tone-voice (Peng 1992: 202) 

a. HI/VOICING Condition  If +high, then -voiced 
If +high, then not +voiced 

b. -HI/VOICING Condition  If -high, then +voiced 
If -high, then not -voiced 

c. LO/VOICING Condition  If +low, then +voiced 
If +low, then not -voiced 

d.  -LO/VOICING Condition  If -low, then -voiced 
If -low, then not +voiced 

e. UNVOICED/HI Condition  If -voiced, then +high 
If -voiced, then not -high 

f. UNVOICED/LO Condition  If -voiced, then -low 
If -voiced, then not +low  

g. VOICED/HI Condition  If +voiced, then -high 
If +voiced, then not +high 

h. VOICED/LO Condition  If +voiced, then +low  
If +voiced, then not -low  

 

While Peng, unlike Bradshaw, incorporates voiceless onsets in addition to voiced 

ones into his analysis, the theory does not address the issue with coda consonants in 

consonant-tone interaction. As discussed in chapter 5, coda consonants in Burmese and 
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Thai, among other languages, neutralize tone in the output. If only onset consonants 

affect tone, we would not expect consonant-tone interaction driven by codas.  

  Lieber (1987: Ch. 4) proposes a prespecification theory of consonant-tone interaction. 

Similar to Peng (1992), her theory addresses the issue that voiceless consonants do not 

block high tone spreading, and voiced consonants do not block low tone spreading. She 

assumes that features can be specified in multiple tiers (motivated by data on mutation 

and harmony). So, tonal features are in the suprasegmental tier, and they can be 

prespecified on consonants in the segmental tier. In Zulu (Laughren 1984) and other 

Nguni languages (Rycroft 1980), depressor consonants are proposed to be prespecified 

with tonal features. Tonal spreading is blocked only if the prespecified feature does not 

allow such a spreading. So, voiced consonants prespecified with low tone allow low tone 

spreading, but not high tone spreading. Voiceless consonants prespecified with high tone 

tolerate high tone spreading, but not low tone spreading. Consonants that are not 

prespecified with tone allow any type of tonal spreading.  

In Lieber’s theory, consonants affect tone only if there are tonal processes such as 

spreading. The prespecification theory does not explain the tonal neutralization found in 

Mulao or Thai (see chapter 5). Even if we assume that an aspirated onset is prespecified 

with high tone in Mulao, the prespecification theory does not block the following vowel 

from surfacing with low tone.  

Restricted to voicing and tone, these representational approaches are insufficient in 

explaining consonant-tone interactions shown in Zina Kotoko (Odden 2002), in which 

glottal stops, implosives and sonorants participate in consonant-tone interaction. Strictly 

representational theories are also insufficient in providing explanatory accounts for tone 
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interacting with aspirates, breathy voice or glottals. Downing and Gick (2001) observe 

that depressors in Nambya are phonetically voiceless. In particular, they raise questions 

about theories that limit the consonant-tone interaction only in voicing. See also Downing 

(2008). 

The relationship between voicing and tone is also proposed in Halle and Stevens 

(1971). Voiced and low tone are represented as [+slack vocal cords]. Voicelessness and 

high tone are represented as [+stiff vocal cords]. If we focus on the status of vocal cords, 

this observation can be extended to other laryngeal segments. Since breathy consonants 

and vowels as well as creaky consonants and vowels are [+slack vocal cords], these 

segments behave like voiced consonants with respect to tone; they block the high tone 

spreading but not the low tone spreading. Aspirates and glottals are represented as [+stiff 

vocal cords] in Halle and Stevens, which suggests these segments behave like voiceless 

consonants with respect to tone; they block the low tone spreading but not the high tone 

spreading. See also Halle (1995).  

 

(19) Features of consonants and tone (Halle and Stevens 1971: 203) 

  consonants vowels tone 
a.  [+slack vocal cords] 

[-stiff vocal cords] 
voiced [b] 
breathy voice [bh] 
preglottalized [ʔb]

breathy voice 
creaky voice 

low  

b. [-slack vocal cords] 
[+stiff vocal cords] 

voiceless [p] 
aspirates [ph] 
ejectives [p’] 

glottalized high 

c. [-slack vocal cords] 
[-stiff vocal cords] 

implosives [ɓ] voiceless toneless 

 

Halle and Stevens have an analytical advantage over the representational theories of 

voicing and tone, and the theory adequately explains the blocking of tonal spreading. 
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However, their theory does not account for the consonant-tone interaction observed in 

Thai. In Thai, non-aspirated consonants (both voiced and voiceless) block high tone in 

their syllables. However, if non-aspirates are [-stiff vocal cords], then voiceless 

consonants are excluded, and if non-aspirates are [+slack vocal cords], then voiced 

consonants are excluded. So, a theory relying on the vocal cords feature cannot be 

adequate to account for the general patterns of consonant-tone interactions reported in 

chapter 4 and chapter 5.  

The xTBU theory in this dissertation does not restrict the consonant-tone interaction 

to voicing. With the proposed markedness constraints, consonant-tone interaction can 

occur with any type of laryngeal consonants. Moreover, onsets and codas can both 

interact with tone as shown in tonal neutralization cases.  

There are other proposals of consonant-tone interaction. Strazny (2003), for example, 

proposes that the effect of depressors is not necessarily tonal. On the phonetic side, Traill 

et al. (1987) argue that Tsonga depressors are more breathy than non-depressors. 

Giannini et al. (1988) also demonstrate similar property in Zulu depressors.  

A rarely studied area in segment-tone interaction is vowel-tone interaction. Jiang-

King (1999) proposes that vowels in Min Chinese (esp. Fuzhou and Fuqing) interact with 

tone through the prosodic anchoring hypothesis in (20). She provides evidence that 

vowel-tone interaction is an output-oriented phenomenon. In particular, markedness 

constraints are crucial to the analysis of vowel-tone interaction.  
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(20) Prosodic anchor hypothesis (Jiang-King 1999) 

a. Representational requirement 
Both tone and vowel must directly link to the lowest prosodic anchor on the 
prosodic hierarchy, that is, the mora. 
 

b. Constraint satisfaction 
Optimal linking between the prosodic anchor and tone or vowel is determined by 
a set of universal output constraints. 

 

 Jiang-King observes that the vowel distribution in mono-syllables and vowel 

reduction in non-prominent syllables (non-final syllables) behave in parallel. She argues 

that the vowel-tone interaction results from the requirement imposed on mono-moraic 

syllables and from prominence in metrical structure.  

 This section has presented the typology of consonant-tone interaction based on the 

proposed theory. Consonants interact with tone in the output through markedness 

constraints. Previous theories focus on voicing and its interaction with tone, and they are 

mostly representational in nature. As shown in this dissertation, other laryngeal 

consonants such as aspirates or glottals also interact with tone. The constraint-based 

theory analyzes how different consonants interact with tone in general. Furthermore, the 

theory predicts that consonants can affect tone, and that tone can affect consonants.  

 

6.7  Conclusion 

This chapter discusses a variety of issues which arise from the theory of consonant-tone 

interaction presented in previous chapters. Consonants that interact with tone do not form 

a group definable as a unified featural class. I have argued in section 6.2 that the set of 

consonants forms a natural class because they result in the same kind of output by 

individual markedness constraints.  
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 The apparent hierarchy effect in consonant-tone interaction is also argued to be the 

result of constraint interaction in section 6.3. The theory also predicts the bidirectionality 

in consonant-tone interaction; consonants affect tone, and tone affects consonants. See 

section 6.4 for detailed discussion.  

 The theory and its implications to tonogenesis are discussed in section 6.5. 

Diachronic changes in laryngeal features and tone are argued to result from the 

markedness constraints on consonant-tone interaction. In section 6.6, predictions borne 

out from the constraint-based theory are discussed in comparison with previous proposals. 
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Chapter 7  Further Discussion 

 

7.1  Introduction 

In this dissertation, xTBU theory is proposed to account for cross-linguistic consonant-

tone interaction. Tone can associate to consonants, and such a relationship (called 

‘dependency’) is targeted by markedness constraints in the absence of faithfulness 

constraints.  

An important aspect of xTBU theory is that tonal faithfulness constraints are 

exclusively defined based on the correspondence of moras. Tone can be inserted (thereby 

violating DEP-T) only if a mora associated to tone is in correspondence with a mora in the 

input. Another proposed faithfulness constraint is IDENT-T, which assigns a violation 

mark for the change of tonal value on moras that are in correspondence relationships.   

 In the following two sections, two topics for further discussion are presented. In 

section 7.2, issues of floating tone in xTBU theory are discussed; for example, are 

floating tones associated to moras? Consonant-tone interaction is often described in 

conjunction with certain morpho-syntactic boundaries. In section 7.3, the issue of 

boundaries is discussed.  

   

7.2  Floating Tone in xTBU theory 

In Yip (2002: 76), floating tones are defined as tones that are not associated to a TBU. 

Floating tones can be morphemes that introduce a meaning, or floating tones can affect 

adjacent tones as in downstep. The morphemic floating tones associate with a TBU in the 

output (and thereby incur violation of the faithfulness constraint DEP-T). Downstep 
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incurring floating tones, however, have no association to any TBU in the output.  

The presence of morphemic floating tones indicates that tone may be unassociated to 

a TBU in the input. A tone that is not associated to a mora in the input (marked with ○L ) 

as in (1) does not faithfully map in the output if *FLOATING-T (defined in (2)) outranks 

the tonal faithfulness constraint DEP-T. The DEP-T constraint is violated because the 

moras in the correspondence relationship have no tone associated to them in the input, 

but a tone associated in the output.  

 

(1) An input floating tone associated in the output. 

 ○L      
     µ 
      | 
/C V/ 

*FLOATING-T DEP-T

a.        L 
      |    
     µ 
      | 
/C V/ 

 * 

b. ○L      
     µ 
      | 
/C V/ 

W * L 

 

(2) *FLOATING-T 
Assign a violation mark to every tone that is not associated to a TBU in the output.  

 

Since floating tones are not associated to moras, deletion of floating tones does not 

violate any tonal faithfulness constraints (e.g. MAX-T if it exists in CON).  

 Tones can remain unassociated in the output if the tonal faithfulness constraint DEP-T 

outranks the markedness constraint *FLOATING-T as in (3). As Yip (2002: 76) points out, 
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such floating tones do not have any surface realization.  

 

(3) An input floating tone remains unassociated in the output. 

 ○L      
     µ 
      | 
/C V/ 

DEP-T *FLOATING-T

a.   ○L      
     µ 
      | 
/C V/ 

 * 

b.      L 
      |    
     µ 
      | 
/C V/ 

W * L 

 

 So, floating tones in the output (as in (3a)) may affect other tones. For example, 

downstep is proposed to be a lowering of the second H tone of two adjacent H tones due 

to an intervening floating L tone. However, Bickmore (2000) demonstrates that downstep 

may not necessarily result from a floating L tone.   

 Since the current discussion crucially relies on the constraint ranking in order to 

account for the two types of floating tones, it predicts that a language that has morphemic 

floating tones cannot have downstep induced by floating tones, and vice versa. If we 

adopt a Bickmorean (2000) view of downstep, a language may have both downstep and 

morphemic floating tones.  

Since floating tones are not associated to a TBU in the input, albeit a mora, no tonal 

faithfulness constraint targets floating tones following the proposal in xTBU theory. The 

issue related to floating tones calls for further research on tonal phenomena in OT.  
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7.3  Morpho-syntactic boundaries in consonant-tone interaction 

Descriptions of consonant-tone interaction (esp. the blocking of H tone spreading by 

depressors) make specific reference to morpho-syntactic boundaries (cf. Bradshaw 1999).  

As discussed in chapter 4, the spreading of H tone is blocked in Tsonga when the H 

tone spreads from a copulative prefix to a verbal root. The blocking also occurs across 

other morpho-syntactic boundaries as shown in Baumbach (1987): depressors block H 

tone spreading (i) from H tone verbs to LH object nouns, (ii) from H tone class 2 prefixes 

to LH nouns, (iii) from H tone locative prefixes to LH nouns, (iv) from H tone 

instrumental prefixes to LH nouns, and so on. Bradshaw (1999: 8-45) also reports 

languages in which depressors are sensitive to word-initial positions (Suma, Mulwi) or 

root-initial positions (Yaka).  

The fact that some languages demonstrate a sensitivity to morpho-syntactic 

boundaries in consonant-tone interaction means that there must be some constraints 

targeting those boundaries. Since there are no faithfulness constraints on the association 

between non-moraic root nodes and tones in xTBU theory, it is the markedness 

constraints that are relativized to the morpho-syntactic boundaries.  

 The boundary issues in Tsonga are interesting in particular because the boundaries are 

morphological (between a H tone prefix and a LH noun) as well as syntactic (between a 

H tone verb and a LH nominal object). A precise understanding awaits further research 

on this topic.  
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